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TRAIL BLAZERS

There's nothing like rawhide for roping a cow—or killing a man!

HERE IS something that readers of Western magazines might find interesting. It concerns rawhide and the part it played in the lives of those hardy men and women who settled the frontier. They as well as the Indians and Spaniards used it for almost every purpose under the sun.

Any chuckwagon roundup cook worth his salt had to be more than just a man brought along to prepare food for lean, hungry men working an average of sixteen hours a day. He had to be in addition an expert first aid man to work on cuts bruises, and sometimes even setting broken bones. He had to be a good rider to help out in case of stampedes.

Above all, he had to be a good blacksmith. Rawhide was his mainstay. Under the belly of his wagon he usually had lashed a full cowhide. It formed a big pouch to carry extra supplies of wood and, when there was no wood, dried cow chips. In the dry country one of his biggest problems was the shrinking of wheel spokes, naves and felloes which often caused the heavily loaded wagon to throw a tire rim.

Rawhide to the Rescue

Did this faze him a hundred or more miles from a blacksmith shop? Not at all. If there was a stream handy he simply put the tire back on, drove the wagon bed deep into the water, and let the wood soak and swell. But when there was no water he used rawhide.

Sometimes he would put the tire back on and then wrap the entire rim in long strips of green rawhide that would shrink iron hard when dried. If the tire was too loose he threw it into the pouch beneath the wagon and fashioned a tire of rawhide; first a strip all the way around the rim and then each loose spoke lashed to the felloes and down around the nave or hub.

Sometimes in cases of a runaway team or when bouncing pell-mell over rocky ground, the wheel spokes would give way and crash one corner of the big vehicle into the dirt. Mr. Chuckwagon Cook wasn’t bothered in the least, outside of some probable loud cursing. He simply saddled a horse and with his axe set off for the nearest stretch of timber. With a rawhide riata he snaked back a good solid log of green wood, propped up the wagon used rawhide to lash the log backward at an angle where it would drag on the ground in the manner of travois poles, and went right on with the roundup crew.

The rawhide riata, also spelled reata, was a crude work of art that took months of work to bring to perfection. It began when a cow-puncher took a green cowhide and stalked it out on the ground. With his knife he inserted the point in exactly the center and began to cut slowly and carefully in a circular motion. If the knife didn’t slip and ruin the whole hide he would have, several hours later, a single thin strip of rawhide ninety feet in length. It took four green cowhides to make a good rope.

A Day’s Work

The first braiding began with the lacing in of the “loop” now called a hondo. You had to watch out for lumps caused by brand ridges in the hide, and when the job was done the maker had 75 feet of plaited rawhide that was as hard and stiff as iron.

He used two methods to make it pliable. The first was to hook one end onto his saddle horn, wrap it around a corral post, get a couple of friends to hang on to the other
end, and drag them up to the corral fence. Back and forth, back and forth, and the next morning when he started the day's riding he hung it from the saddle horn and let it drag on the ground all day long. That helped to remove the hair and let the riata slide smoothly through his hands instead of having something that appeared to be filled with cactus needles.

After about four months he had himself a good riata whose weight was adjusted to the muscles in his throwing arm. He knew its exact strength and just how hard to let a thousand-pound cow bull or steer hit the end of it, using his spurs on his horse to gauge the tension.

The early-day pack trains had home-made pack saddles or aparejos, made almost exclusively of rawhide. Wooden cross pieces padded with sheepskin were fashioned to fit a mule's back. To these were added square frames that sloped off at an angle on each side to distribute equally the load of up to 300 pounds, depending upon the size of the mule. To hold such a load in place on up-and-down mountainous trails, a four-inch strip of rawhide, with a hard edge almost like a saw, was fastened in place to the pack saddle and beneath the mule's tail to keep the pack from slipping forward. Many stories are told of old pack mules grazing in the grass, their rumps and tails terribly scarred from that four-inch band of rawhide saving back and forth to help hold a 300-pound pack load in place.

And Still More Uses

The Plains Indians, such as the Sioux and Cheyenne, made their saddles by cutting tree forks and with a knife shaping them to fit a horse's back. With a sheep or deerskin for padding, they stretched green rawhide over the framework and let it grow tight and iron hard.

One more way that rawhide was used. A diabolical method of disposing of an enemy, perfected and known by many Indian tribes. That was to bind a man inside a green rawhide and leave him in the sun until the heat began to dry the hide which then contracted slowly and inexorably to squeeze the life-giving breath from the victim's lungs. Another method was to lash a man to a tree and bind his head hard in a strip of green hide and let him wait until the pressure began against his skull.

—William Hopson
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A yen for haberdashery doomed—

The Wild Bunch

by HAROLD HELFER

ONE OF the strangest tales of the old west involved one George Leroy Parker, who started out as a carefree cowboy and wound up as a number 1 desperado—and whose undoing was, of all things, a derby hat.

Back in Utah, Parker had been known as a right amiable and hard-working cowpuncher. But when the open-range country began to come to an end in Utah in the 1890’s, and ranch hands commenced being laid off, George Leroy hied himself off to Wyoming.

A new state, a new line of endeavor, he decided. And so he took to horse rustling, figuring there was hardly any business where the overhead was any lower and the returns any faster. Not wishing to disgrace his family, he thoughtfully commenced going by the name of Butch Cassidy. Things went along pretty good with him, but one hitch did develop. He was arrested and sentenced to serve time in the penitentiary.

He became a model prisoner and obtained a pardon after giving the governor his word of honor that he would never steal another horse. And there is no one who can say that he did not keep his word. He took to robbing banks. And he did so well that he soon had a gang attached to him—“The Wild Bunch,” as they were called.

They were a ripsnorting, fast-shooting, swaggering bunch, and they soon had everybody from the Texas Rangers to the Northwest Mounted Police after them. But the Cassidy gang continued holding up banks left and right and getting away with it. Sometimes they made the Jesse James outfit of a couple of decades before look like pikers.

Now back at the turn of the century, when the Cassidy bunch were riding so high, the derby was the symbol of the well-to-do bank official. And Butch Cassidy had held up so many bankers that he became smitten with their mode of dress. He yearned for himself and his associates to be attired in a similar plutocratic fashion.

One day he couldn’t stand it any more. He had his men give up their plaid shirts, knockabout cowpuncher trousers, boots and Stetsons. And, instead, they donned conservative business suits, chic oxfords, broadcloth shirts—and derbies. Butch Cassidy was so pleased with everything that he had a picture taken of himself and his gang, their derbies nattily perched atop their heads.

And this is what proved his ruination. A police officer saw the photo and recognized beneath the derbies the much-wanted Cassidy gang. It put authorities hot on their trail and led to them being picked off, one after the other. Cassidy himself escaped to Chile, but the country turned out to be as hot as the dish. He was shot down and mortally wounded by soldiers while resisting their efforts to arrest him there.
WHO ain't
The half-pint had to prove, come hell or Chiricahua, that he could swing a jug, a gun—or a girl—with any man!

The Clansmen

HE CAME on the mule train at the foot of the Divide, just west of the Pyramids, toward Stein’s Mountain. A gnarled giant of a man with a bush of a white beard hailed him from the camp. Grant Grahame was driving a remuda
of twenty blooded brood mares. It was a mighty lonely spot and it was not good sense to go horning in. Then he saw the girl looking him over with a spy glass. The downright gall of it touched his humor. He wanted to know her and so he stopped to visit.

The patriarch strode out alone to greet him. He was tough and powerful now. What a man he must have been! The giant was bluff and hearty, but his five sons stood back in a knot without a smile on any face. Dark, lean, wary-looking Tennessee hill dogs, just watching and waiting for their master's bidding.

The giant boomed, "The Heffins, stranger . . . the whole clan of us!"

Grant Grahame nodded and gave his name but did not step out of his saddle. The girl came into view, walking into open space and looking him over again with forthright curiosity. She wore a brown, homespun dress with a deep cut neck, and that was all. It clung to her long, lean, loose-jointed body. There was a filly!

She was barefoot and wore no bonnet. Her quizzical, gray-green eyes were framed by a mass of thick, jet hair. Her throat was long and smooth and full. She bent over to scratch a fly bite on her naked leg. In that brief whisk of her dress, Grant caught a flash of thin ankles and a fine shaped lower limb.

"Why yes," he nodded at the Heffin chief, "I'd be obliged to light awhile."

Knowing lights touched the girl's eyes. She considered him more personally. He was no prize package and he knew it. He had chill blue eyes and a slashing mouth and a hatchet nose that looked like a broken wedge of rock. To top things, he was small of stature. But his chest filled his shirt, he had straight legs and he was clean. He gave the impression of a man who would let the others do the boasting, and of one who would be gentle with horseflesh and with women.

**HE YIPPED** his remuda alert and drove it out to where three men with long rifles were guarding a herd of mixed stock.

"You Heffins too?" he asked.

"Well, Heffin first, middle or last handle," one answered.

He nodded. "Grahame. The old man said to run these critters in while I stop to chaw."

"He said so, that's enough," the man answered.

He smelled them out for trickery or hostility and found none, but they were ready enough for it. A closeknit, dark and secret mountain clan. They'd all fight like one if trouble started.

He swung down at camp, leaving his cinches tight, and ground-hitched his pony. The Heffins noted his caution. A sixth man, big as the chief and like a bull in build and nature, spit with contempt. He was close in with the main family, but was probably a cousin.

The white-bearded giant was called, "Elder." He brought out a keg for the visitor and those others who wanted, but he sat with it in his lap and he poured the drinks. He never let them forget who was boss.

It was damned good bourbon, cured to a fine mellow flavor by the motion of the wagon crossing the continent. Grant Grahame started to toss his drink off, caught the rare flavor and stopped short. "That's just about the finest whisky I've ever drunk!"

The old man chuckled. Marsh, the eldest son, dug another with his elbow and said, "It took near two thousand miles to do it, but looks like you finally found yourself a friend, Roy!"

Roy darkened and growled to hide his pleasure. It appeared he'd made the whisky himself.

The ice was broken. Grant could feel it crackle and melt around him. Marsh hunkered and began whistling. Roy looked friendly. The other three dropped their deadpan watchfulness.

But Bull, the sixth one, demanded aggressively, "What ails you cowboys? Ain't any of you got enough savvy to fire a still?"

The thrust was jabbed straight at Grant, but it slapped Roy first. He wheeled in
anger to face Bull. “What ails you, Bull?”
he demanded. “You getting so stuck
on yourself it kills you to hear another
man get a word of respect from a stranger?”

Bull backtracked with a flaming face.
“I didn’t say your damn liquor was no
good!”

“You damn well better not! You damn
well better not say more about it!” Roy
breathed hoarsely.

Marsh growled, “You both shut up so
we can drink some of it! There are things
I want to ask Grahame—if he knows the
trail ahead.”

“I travel it some,” Grant acknowledged.
“Alone like this?” the old man asked.
“Well, yes,” Grant admitted reluctantly.
What we don’t know about,” Marsh
said, “is Injuns and water.”

Grant nodded at the trough between the
two lines of low-strung hills. “Take this
valley and cut through below and you’re
on the proper Butterfield. It’s low, level
country with no dry stretch more than six
hours mule pace. Allowing for grazing
time, you can start with water and camp
at your second water hole straight through.”

“Ain’t it the longer way?” Elder asked.
“And hotter,” Grant nodded. “But you
won’t be like to meet Apache, and you
won’t run short of water.”

“How about this other trail?” Marsh
asked.

“Two-thirds shorter but rough as hell,
and you’ve got Chiricahua drifting all
along it. They’re not nice customers.”

Marsh mulled the matter over and
asked, “Which trail you taking?”
Grant pointed at the latter.

Bull gave a blasting snort of breath.
“Hell, if he’s going through, we can take it
sleeping!”

Grant looked at him with bleak specula-
tion. “You know anything about Chiri-
cahua?”

Bull darkened. “There ain’t a helluva
difference in any Injuns I know of!”

Grant said with hard-bitten irony, “You
got a swell chance of learning something
then!”

Bull looked hostile, but found no en-
couragement in Elder, who covered the
awkwardness by refilling Grant’s cup.
Bull growled to himself and went off.

GRANT considered this was not the
outfit for a lone man with twenty
head of horseflesh to get roiled with and
he’d better drift real soon. Just then the
girl beat a tattoo on an iron skillet.

“Come and get it, Pa,” she called, “and
bring that stranger with you!”

Marsh looked faintly surprised and
grinned. Roy looked mischievously down-
line toward Bull.

Bull scowled back in their direction and
stepped into a bucket doing it. He kicked
it off his foot so savagely, it smashed
against a wagon wheel like eggshell. The
boys chuckled and Elder pulled to his
enormous height and led Grant down to
supper.

“This is my daughter, Carrie,” he said.
And that was all.

Grant took off his hat and moved awk-
wardly in his boots. The girl’s eyes
laughed at him. She let him steam as long
as she could. Then she said, “That’s our
family for you, but I heard you give your
name. Set in my place. I’m too busy to
eat now.”

Grant said, “I’m right sorry to hear
that, ma’am. I figured you might save me
talking more trail talk.”

“I aim to,” she said straight out. “I’m
claiming you now for washing dishes.”

Marsh looked Grant over again care-
fully, could see nothing handsome that he
hadn’t noted, and shook his head with puz-
zlement. Bull glowered their way from an-
other fire, then buried his bullet head be-
tween bulging shoulders and stuck his
face almost into his pan.

For the trail, it was a damn good meal,
lacking few things that would have been
served at a ranch. Fresh bread, fresh pie—
and preserves such as Grant had never
had.

Roy blurted, “How come you finally
broke out the sweet pears?”

“We have ’em all the time!” the girl
snapped across her shoulder.

“Haw!” Roy challenged. “You danged
near took my head off with a skillet for trying to take some two weeks back!"

She swung on him with a flushing face.

"Big mouth! Next time, it'll be a hot skillet and I won't miss!"

Elder's eyes twinkled and he belched appreciatively and thunderously as he pushed back his plate. "Roy, mebbe Grahaume would like his pony put out to graze," he said.

"Well, I had kind of figured to push along," Grant told him.

Elder and Marsh exchanged a glance. Marsh got to his feet picking a tooth with a match. "Shucks, time Carrie lets you get through with mopping dishes, it'll be sunup!" he grinned.

Carrie sat down with her own plate. "One of these days," she challenged Marsh, "I'll keep a man helping till sunup and it'll be you!"

"Well, your man for now, Carrie," Elder said as he got up, "but we want him back. Grahaume, you might as well camp with us tonight."

"Right friendly of you," Grant said, and wondered if it was a mistake. These Tennessee clansmen were hard to figure. Good friends, but damned sparkly and cunning foes if you stepped on the wrong toe.

The Hefins moved off to take care of their delayed chores. A sliver of blood-red sun still hung above the purpling hills. Dusk flowed over them and with it came a gentle tide of cool.

"Out where I live," Grant told the girl, "dusk is about an hour longer coming."

She asked about his home. It was wild horse country and he told her about the mustangs. Talking of the thing he lived and loved, he told her a good deal about himself.

A keen-scented breeze drifted down from the Divide and put a fresh tang into the stagnant air. The stars came down from the blue sea above them and filled this dark-shadowed world with an enchanted blue light.

MAYBE she had delayed the dishes to this time, or maybe supper was just late tonight; he couldn't tell. Twice her hand touched his and he felt the tingling warmth of her. Once her hips brushed against him for a moment and he almost dropped the plate he was drying.

All hell's fire was buried in this girl. She knew it, and she knew just how to use it. Yet there was nothing loose or easy about her. She was simply a girl who decided what she wanted and went after it. Grant would pity the man who tried to make up her mind for her.

He had to wonder about the big cousin, Bull, and thought maybe there was some vague understanding, or maybe she was even promised, but it was not a deal particularly to her liking.

She put the supper dishes away, left things ready for breakfast, and taking a deep breath, asked, "Would a walk be safe? I haven't been out of this train since we started."

He considered the mood and season and movements of local tribes and said finally, "I reckon if we stay close. But what will your pa say to that?"

She gave a low laugh. "Pa would say any woman who couldn't judge a man or who made a fool of herself, wasn't fit to be a Heflin!"

"Pretty good rule," Grant approved. "But you'd best wear boots."

She bit at her lower lip and looked embarrassed. "I plumb forgot my visitor manners just like I'd known you a long time!"

He grinned. "With those handsome feet, you keep right on forgetting. I'm just thinking of burrs and snakes."

She vanished into the wagon and came back and they moved out beyond the dim glow of the camp. One of the herd riders was singing a hill song with a heart-tearing twang in his voice, and somebody in camp picked it up on a banjo. Up on the slopes, two coyotes joined the chorus of night noises.

She asked him more about his home mesa and its furious sundowns, and what living there was like, and what he wanted out of life.

That last one kind of stumped him and she asked, "Don't you ever think of a
home and wife sometime?"

Well, sure, who didn't? But now that she mentioned it, he wondered just what kind of woman would fit into his lonesome country picture. The image of such a woman formed upon the front of his mind and it was like the girl who stood beside him. He liked her frankness, he liked her vigor, and she made him feel like a stoked-up boiler.

Out of his churning thoughts and feelings, he muttered unthinking, "How would you like to be the wife, Carrie?"

She stood very still as if listening back into memory and recalling something he'd asked long, long ago. That was foolish, of course, seeing that she hadn't known him, but that was the way she felt.

He was silent, wondering how in hell that blunder had ever slipped out. She'd probably laugh or be insulted.

But there was no laughter and no insult on her face when she turned and looked straight up at him and murmured, "I don't know, Grant, but if I found I loved you, I'd like it."

His hands came to her elbows and hesitated, but her body came toward him like a drifting breeze. Then her arms were around his neck and her lips were hot and full and savage upon his. They strained to each other like quivering aspens, while the orange-red moon rose out of that vital, primitive land beyond the splot black line of the hills.

He released her and she stood back, shaking as he was shaken. "You'll probably think I'm bad," she said.

"I've been kissed before, Grant, but I never kissed a man like that."

"I know," he said gently.

Then he spun to some sound she did not hear and his gun glinted against the darkness. Pushing her behind a rock, he dropped to a crouch and cracked out, "Who is it?"

There was a moment's dead silence and then a big figure loomed out from behind some brush rasping, "I'll damn quick show you who I am!"

"It's Bull!" the girl muttered and came from behind the rock.

Bull formed out of the darkness carrying a rifle at his side. But it would not be guns Bull wanted to use. It would be fists.

Grant still crouched, judging the costs and values. It was true that Bull had stuck his nose in, but if Grant gunned him down, the clan would still remember that Bull was one of them. On the other hand, Grant didn't stand a chance against him, man to man with fists.

HE WAS STILL trying to figure a way out of his dilemma when the girl flashed past him, demanding with fiery anger, "Bull, what gives you leave to spy on me like this?"

Bull gave an angry, brutal laugh. "No kiss like you just gave, I'll admit! But no damn yellow hooch thief is coming into my camp to steal my girl like that!"

She said through tight teeth, "Stop where you are and take that back! I'm not promised to you. I never was."

He gave an ugly laugh. "You ought to be damn glad I'd bother with you after this! But I'll tell you just what I aim to do to settle it. I aim to beat this measly, sneaky little worm so bad he won't crawl, and then I aim to show you the meaning of a real man's kiss!"

"So help me, I'll tell Marsh and Pa!" she flared.

"Yeah?" Bull jeered. "And what will I tell 'em? You hold my gun while I'm busy, here."

He pushed the rifle at her and she snatched it. "I'll hold it all right!" she declared, and her arms rose against the moonlight and came down fast.

There was the sharp crack of the rifle butt on Bull's head. His breath exploded in a grunt. He staggered one step forward, wavered, and then crashed.

Grant rose from his crouch. He flushed with embarrassment, "I shouldn't have let you horn into this, Carrie."

"What could you do about it? That big ox has been asking for it!"

Grant looked wryly at his gun, booted it, and scuffed ashamedly at the dirt. "I should have fought him, I guess, even if I'd have had hell knocked out of me."
She gave an angry snort of breath. She warned him, "Don’t you dast say a word about this!"

Carrie adjusted her clothes and hair and took his arm. There was no pressure, no warmth in her hand now, and she gave no solitary sign of intimacy on the way back.

He thought grimly, What else can she think but that I’m yellow! I need a woman to protect me!

She brought him up to the low glow of their fire just as if nothing had happened. Elder and Marsh glanced at her in the way of men with perfect confidence in their women.

Marsh grinned, "Was it a nice sundown?"

"It was a nice moonrise," she told him. "You should get a girl and go see one sometime."

Her father grunted, "I’m glad it didn’t rise any later! We been sitting up to see you, Grant. You know this country and you’re taking the same trail. We want to make you a little proposition."

"That means java," the girl said and went to fill the pot.

Grant hunkered by the fire, still churning with anger and shame, and thinking he ought to get out of here for the girl’s sake, but wanting to stick along for his own. Nothing was said during this interval, but he knew what the proposition would be.

He said, "I’ll tell you, Elder, I’m right late getting back already."

He saw a flash of light and shadow across the fire and a pair of handsome bare feet. He followed the girl’s line up and met her gaze. She knew he was headed for a checkout but she misunderstood it. He knew she thought it was out of fear of Bull.

That was something more than his pride could take. If the rest wanted to think that, he could have cussed them off and forgotten it, but he couldn’t have Carrie figuring that way.

"But if you’re figuring to roll out right away and move fast, I’d be obliged to ride with you," he added.

The girl closed her eyes with relief. Then she was busy with the fire and java and cutting another pie.

They sat for an hour or so discussing details, then rolled into their blankets. Grant lay awake a long time thinking of the girl. He was smarting from the evening’s occurrence. He thought ruefully that it was hell to be a little man; there wasn’t any way out of a tight place but to eat humble pie or to kill.

He saw Bull sneak into camp and fetch a jug and sneak back out. It made him feel a little better. At least there was somebody else as ashamed as he was. But it was going to be tough keeping things in line.

CHAPTER II

Wagons, Roll!

THE MULE TRAIN rolled out at sunup leaving two of the Hefflins to locate Bull. They found him over by the Pyramids, ugly with drink and smoldering anger, claiming the egg on his head was a result of a fall while he was trying to cave a catamount.

Midway of morning, the girl settled her mixed feelings about Grant, and switching with one of her brothers, rode his pony up on point. It wasn’t possible to talk much with Elder and Marsh nearby, but she reached over secretly once and squeezed Grant’s hand. There was a look of apology in her eyes for last night’s doubt of him.

They had just about smoothed out their ruffled feelings when the bang of an angle iron halted the train. A wagon with a hot box needed a change of wheel. They were in an area without a tree, in sight to cut for leverage to get the axle jacked. The alternative was risking a couple of main trees to lift the wagon. At best, the process would cause a delay meaning dry camp on the flats.

Grant looked bothered and said,
"There's not a place to camp that isn't open and where we wouldn't be spotted by any Chiricahua moving through the hills."

Nobody underrated the savages, but the comment seemed rather on the cautious side. None of the Heflins said anything. The girl looked at her brothers and then looked quickly at a blank space on the horizon, and Grant could see her fierce coloring.

Bull shot Grant a look of challenging contempt. He spit and got out of his saddle. Hitching his belts, he looked the clan over. "Being as how our big scout is so almighty afeard of these waw-waws," he said sarcastically, "I reckon I'll have to show how a real he-man handles things!"

He moved to the wagon wheel, spit on his big hands, cupped them under the hub and ordered, "Get that jacklog ready to slip under, boys. You've got the pride of the Heflins working now!"

The women shrilly warned Bull he'd bust a gut or break his back. The men made wagers among themselves. Elder sat by silently, shrewdly judging the signs of Bull's popularity and the clan's confidence in him.

Bull grinned boastfully to right and left.
across his shoulders, sucked three deep breaths and set his jaws and strained. His shoulders bulged, his shirt split down the back, but the lift just brought the wheel above its tracks.

He let it down and cursed. He made fresh boasts, spit, and tried again. The veins on his forehead stood out like throbbing ropes. His belt burst its buckle, his breathing sounded like grit over hardpan. But the wheel only lifted four inches and it was not enough to slip the jacklog under.

He stood off breathing hard and barked hoarsely for water. He tore his shirt off, dusted his hands with sand. He bore in on the wheel like it was an enemy he was fighting. Grabbing two spokes, his legs sprawled sidewise while his breath sucked like a cyclone through his teeth. Sweat broke out of him in solid streams and strain tore strange brute sounds from his barrel lungs.

There was the hollow chock of wood on wood. The two Heffin boys knocked in the jack and yelled, and scrabbling out from under the wagon, whooped their admiration for the strong man of the clan.

The clan cheered and the losers paid with grins. Even the married women rushed up to kiss him while the boys whacked his back and pumped his hand. Elder ordered out the ceremonial keg. Bull arched his chest and strutted back and forth making muscles and grinning broadly with pride.

Stopping in front of Grant, he demanded with contempt, “Well, have I saved us from the waw-waws enough to suit your cautious fancy, minnow-man?”

Grant colored but found no ready answer but to say, “It was a good lift. We’ll make water camp.”

“You’re damn right!” Bull chortled. “And you know damn well when to say it, half-pint!”

Grant’s mouth compressed. Under the circumstances, there wasn’t much answer to Bull’s insolence. He saw the girl bite her lower lip with shame for him. The Heffin boys carefully looked away, sharing the girl’s embarrassment.

Toward evening, Grant broke trail down through a twisting maze of washes on the river’s clay floodbanks and brought them to campsite below the ford of the San Simeon. While they made camp, he rode out on scout, seething with anger. He had never asked for trouble in his life and so he had been content to give anybody who crowded him their full share of hell. But here was a case where he couldn’t give it, and the more he took, the smaller he must look in the girl’s eyes.

Something in the hills broke his thoughts off. He sat there staring up, eyes narrowed to slits against the burning sky. It was pure instinct that drew his attention, for he couldn’t see a thing up there but haze and glare. Not even a wind put the brush in movement.

Then his vision focussed against the glare and he saw the smoke rising like sheerest gossamer against the sky—Chiricahua, signalling ahead that a small and valuable wagon train was coming—smoke that would be repeated across the whole Apache Nation.

He rode back, somber with news he could not tell. They were woodsmen but they still had dude’s eastern eyes. What good would it do to tell of smoke they could not see and would doubt?

Day’s chores were over and the train was readying a barbecue in honor of its Strong Boy. The keys were out, the womefolk prettied up, and Bull was soaking in the homage. He looked Grant over with high-humored contempt and began a string of vindictive, rawhiding comments.

Marsh frowned, beginning to read in this something beyond the simple arrogance of Bull’s nature. He got Grant aside to cover his kinsman’s rudeness with other talk. He wanted to know about this
country's hunting. Hills ought to be alive with catamounts, he thought.

Grant answered thoughtlessly, preoccupied with his own problems. "You'd have to go further north," he said. "These are all dry hills in here."

He didn't note the pupils of Marsh's eyes widen.

Marsh grunted, "Even the Pyramids?"

"Hell, they're dryer than a bone! Not even the coyotes go high in there," Grant said.

Marsh's eyes narrowed with a mixture of humor and speculation. Shortly, he went to corral his brothers to figure out what Bull was covering with that tall story about the way he got the egg on his head.

HEFLIN MOFFETT and his particular family had gotten out their fiddles, bones and blow jugs, and cousin Abe was making music on his sweet potato. The kids had built a big bonfire, and the young folk had cleared a space to dance. From the heights of his importance, Bull could be magnanimous. After taunting Carrie in front of her pa with veiled remarks that turned her breathless, he put her recent actions down to love of him and her wanting to make him jealous. He swept her off into the dance.

She was excited, of course. He was the hero of the hour, and the other girls were green with envy. Her feet were light, there was a sparkle in her eye. At the end of the dance, he swung her up like a doll and kissed her. She took it laughing. When he set her down after a mock battle, she jumped up and kissed him of her own accord before she sped to her father's protection.

Sundown flared and dusk thickened quickly in their hollow. Thinking of the smoke signal he had not mentioned, Grant grew nervous at the size of their fire. "Shows a heap of what's in camp to any Chiricahua who can count," me mentioned to Elder.

Bull wheeled out of another talk and glared at Grant. "Why, damn!" he rasped. "If our minney-minnow ain't finally stud-

ied out a way to cut down my shadow!"

"I don't reckon Grant means anything personal," Elder rumbled. "He's just thinking of our safety."

"He thinks all the damn time of safety!" Bull snorted. "I ain't denying you, Elder, but we ain't seen any amount of Injun sign since the other side of the Divide, and I don't figure these half-baked Injuns over here are any tougher than the redskins on the prairies."

The whole camp had gone silent to hear the argument and Grant could feel the clan's respect for Bull's strength extending to his judgment. Carrie came in and took Bull's arm and broke the situation up. Elder and Marsh exchanged glances.

"I can't figure why he's so almighty roiled at you, Grant," Marsh speculated.

Grant lifted his shoulders and let them fall. He said, "There isn't much I can do about it, is there? I was asked into this train. I didn't horn in."

"Now simmer down, friend," Marsh grinned. "Nobody's bit you."

Grant looked dubious and simmered in silence and watched the crowd. His thoughts were shuffling around like an Indian medicine ball. The dance came to a riproaring end, and Bull stood in the center of the space and held the girl's hand.

"Folks," he called out, "I dunno how Elder Heffin is going to take this, but I figure I might as well tell one and all right now, him included, I aim to tie into his family just as soon as I can make his daughter see some sense!"

The crowd looked at Elder, waiting to whoop it up. The girl flushed, then went white, and her eyes flashed. She snatched away her hand and snapped, "Well, there's no harm in you aiming, but don't you go giving my other beaux the idea we've reached any understanding!"

Bull darkened and demanded of the girl, "You turning me down in front of all these folks?"

She saw her chance and used her head. She laughed and challenged, "Why, you big galoot, you haven't even given me the chance to turn you down yet! You
proposing to me or them?"

Rich laughter ran through the crowd. The calls and jokes were good-humored, and one of the grinning Hefflin boys brought Bull a drink. He lost no face, and the humor kind of thickened their friendship for him, so he joined in the laughter himself and for the moment the matter was settled.

THE cooks struck the angle iron and the laughing crowd rushed him off to carve. But the Hefflins grabbed their sister over into a clique, their humor gone, Marsh demanded flatly, "Carrie, what's going on here we don't know? What happened to put that egg on Bull's noggin?"

Grant coughed and said, "I'd best leave you folks."

"You stay right here!" Marsh commanded. "You're tied into this some place."

The girl asked, "What's the egg got to do with it? I turned him down for my own reasons."

"Why, Daughter?" Elder asked. "He's a good man and this is a big day for him."

"Well," she answered, "he's not the only one who's asked for me." She crimsoned but looked defiant. Just for instance, Grant has, too."

The boys stared from their sister to Grant and back again. Elder cleared his throat and drummed his powerful fingers on the jug. He said, "Grant, I reckon that makes your intentions clear, whatever happened, but we'd best get to the bottom of this among ourselves now."

Grant nodded. "Sure. If you want me to answer up to anything, just call."

He moved away with his heart chugging. That was a damn loyal and honest little girl!

He moved down moody into the creek bed and walked along beneath the bank. He heard the Hefflins before he realized where he had drifted. He'd come around right behind and under them.

They'd cracked the story of Bull's spying on the girl, and some more of how she felt about Grant. He heard Marsh snap, "I didn't say he was no good! He's all right, but gawdamighty, sis, he's no man for you! How's a meek little guy like him going to take proper care of you out in a wilderness like this?"

She began to cry. Grant couldn't tell what she answered. He didn't want to hear it anyway. He was sick with shame and bitterness inside. So damn sick he didn't blame Marsh a bit for his opinion.

CHAPTER III

The Cut-Off

HE LED the party three miles past Bowie the next day. Bull stopped off to throw his weight around. He caught up later with the important news that he'd learned of a thirty-mile cut-off out of Wilcox.

Throwing Grant a contemptuous look, he said, "We'll go that way, 'less our big scout is afraid that cut-off's full of waiting waw-waws!" he jeered.

Grant's mouth compressed. He said, "That cut-off's through Chiricahua hunting country."

Bull snorted and held forth with rough humor at Grant's expense. Elder silenced him finally and asked, "What's to prevent them from attacking us right on this trail?"

"Nothing," Grant admitted. "It has happened. But there is some traffic on this trail and always the chance of a cavalry patrol. The Chiricahuas are cautious."

Bull threw back his head and filled the air with his bellowing laugh. "Now I'm beginning to see it!" he guffawed. "Grahamie, you been keeping the wrong company!"

Elder's eyes twinkled and the Hefflin boys tried civilly to hide their grins. Bull won out when they got local opinion at Wilcox that the cut-off was perfectly safe, at least as far as the San Pedro.

Even dudes could have made out the smoke signals that evening. Grant stood
reading them grimly, but they told nothing that would give him weight in council. Simply the usual scout information about a train’s progress. The chief who’d decide what the Chiricahua would do was somewhere in the far saguaro lands ahead.

At dawn they rolled out into the Bonita Mountains, Bull declaring loudly that they’d make the thirty-two miles to the San Pedro by nightfall.

Four days later they reached the river, two axles broken, three men hurt, six teams founndered, their water gone. And there wasn’t even water under the San Pedro’s drybed.

Elder looked to Grant for advice for the first time since the San Simeon. “What do you do in a case like this, Grant? I don’t figure we could get back even astride.”

Grant was sore enough not to say anything, but he saw the sudden spark of hope in the girl’s eyes. He said, “Well, I dunno if it’ll work, but I know something we can try.”

He cut out a fresh pony from his remuda and forking it, whacked his regular pony out to drift. The animal circled out uncertainly and kept looking back to see what it was he wanted. Finally, it settled down to somberly smelling at brush and cactus.

Heavy clouds drifted out of the sun-down, but they never held a drop of rain. Dusk came early and the clouds played fireworks around the horizon, but there was no moisture in the air, and day’s heat lay over the valley like a blanket. Temper hung through the camp like an ugly smell, and harsh words barked. Tension was at an explosive point.

Grant stayed in the saddle, keeping an eye on his pony, Sally. Nothing at all happened until midnight. Then there was the barest breath of breeze. He saw Sally pitch her ears forward and stretch her neck out, her nostrils flaring into the breeze.

She started forward in a little trot, swerved, and the breeze died. She smelled at the ground but held her position. The breeze came up again and she went off on a different trail.

Back of them, the mules stood with their heads lifted, sniffing thirstily, but they were green-country bred and could not quite trace the smell of this vague dampness. Then Sally caught the scent she wanted and set off at a lope, straight up along the drybed.

Behind Grant there was a blasting mule squeal, a roared curse from Bull, and the sudden pound of the herd coming in a stampede.

Grant raced after Sally, more worried about her than of being overtaken. After about a mile, she wheeled directly down into a big, deep hole. Grant came in hard beside her, jumped down to fill his canteen, jumped back into leather and had to beat his thirsted pony away from its drink.

He cleared the far rim as the stampede broke over the opposite side. Sally was smart. She’d worked around to the far side where there’d be least crowding. Watered up for now, she climbed out of the hole and came over to chew his shoulder a little.

He roughed her chin and took a drink from his canteen. “What say we take a drink back to Miss Carrie while that roughstock’s guzzling?” he asked.

Sally nickered and he started his pony back, Sally trotting beside him. Riders loomed out of the darkness and pulled up hard. Bull roared with violence, “That critter of yours started the stampede! What in hell you turned back for when you shoulda followed ‘em?”

“You running the train now?” Grant demanded.

“I’m sure running this part of it!” Bull rasped. “And I’ll damn well leave my mark on that chuckleheaded hoss of yours!”

His arm lifted to quirt the pony. Grant’s arm blurred and there was a soft click as it came up, holding the solid bulk of his Colt. He said nothing. He just sat there still and bleak as rock, with his gun beaded on Bull’s middle.
Bull's breath dumped out with a dry sound. His arm froze, and then came down slowly. Even against the clouded darkness, his eyes were red. "You'd dast put a throwdown on me?" he breathed noisely.

"I've done it!" Grant answered.

Others crowded in and he could feel their disapproval and hostility rising. When Marsh came up at a gallop and drew rein. Grant let his hammer down and jerked his head backward. "Your herd," he told Marsh, "is over in a hole, drinking."

There was a mixed-toned muttering from the gathering horsemen. Water was more important than spleen or feuds right now. Marsh caught the tension and saw Grant's gun but broke things up. "Let's go. Bull, you come whip them fool ponies out of there before they bloat!"

Grant moved on back to the wagon train and gave his canteen to Carrie. She called to Elder who came over and by Grant's tense expression, detected the trouble right off. He took the canteen from his daughter and had his drink, then stood a moment holding the canteen in front of him with his empty hand lifted palm up, as if balancing a little quiet man's patience and savvy against a big man's ready pride and violence. Elder ended his private thoughts with a grunt and handed the canteen on.

The camp was dog-tired, but its strain had vanished and there was a sudden surge of activity and joking as water began to arrive with riders. Women set about making fires and getting supper. It was dawn when the camp turned in for sleep.

It took three days of sweating work to put the train back into order. The camp was in two minds about both Bull and Grant, but easier tempered than it had been with the finding of water. The Hefflins gave Grant credit for his caution, but unbalanced by rough-shod manhood, it was something that went against the grain with them. They tolerated it, but they could not fully accept it.

Bull strode around camp, surly, dark-browed, simmering under the taunts about his choice of trail, roiled that Grant had found water. And he still burned over what he called, "the sneaky, yellow throwdown."

The story of the throwdown had surprised the girl even though she stood up for Grant. The night of Bull's spying had been different. Grant had not known the intruder was Bull at first, and Bull had come forward with a gun in hand. But this last was a thing she could not set her judgment on. Either it was the act of a very tough-fibered hombre, or else the act of a coward, and she'd not seen much sign of toughness in Grant. As a matter of fact, it had been his quiet modesty and gentle thoughtfulness that drew her to him. But as her father and brothers had said, what could a man like that do against a world of men like Bull?

That was the state of things when Elder boomed out the call, "Wagons, roll!"

The trail turned northward on the east side of the San Pedro, and they had to break their own trail beyond it. Spud Rock and Rincon Peak reared up eight thousand feet ahead of them and stretched a jagged spine southward to form a forbidding, sterile barrier.

They twined through the tortuous passage wagon by wagon, with as many as thirty-two mules to a wagon. Going out of the hills was worse: they had to chock the wheels, with teams fore and aft, and skid the wagons down.

Finally, they dropped into the blasting, breathless heat and glare of the saguaro plains in bad need of rest and repair. Grant thought they ought to stop there, but their water was low, and the clan finally had begun to fret about the smoke signals. Not fully decided himself, Elder gave way to the clan's demand to push on.

Bull was rating high again, his great muscles and violent energy having saved difficulties time and again coming through the frozen dunes that reared behind them. Now he was in his element.
as ramrod, driving, cursing, frightening and shaming the lesser men into doing work their tired bodies rebelled at.

They made dry camp on the desert, and Grant looked around the horizon grimly as the fiery haze drew back. The thin pencil strokes of smoke were thick and converging up ahead, but there was not a quarter of the horizon that did not hold its signal. They were surrounded, dry-gulched, sitting ducks, and the Chiricahua had decided to ambush, unless he missed his guess.

CHAPTER IV

Attack!

THEY rolled out at first light, the mules ornery with thirst, and gaunted, bad-tempered men were causing havoc. At high sun, the worst of the desert began to peter out, but there was no relaxing of the relentless, blazing heat. Two hours later, they reached a brake of cottonwoods and brush lying heavy in a sump through which trickled a sulphurous, yellow creek.

The banks were steep and heavily brushed on both sides. Grant looked down into the drop and felt chills prickle along his neck.

Riding up on point, Bull allowed, as if this were a result of his own judgment, "Well, we made it. It's a place to camp, at least."

"It's a fine place for an ambush," Grant stated.

Bull started to curse and bellow, but Elder cut him off sternly. "What's your idea?" he asked Grant.

Grant said, "Water up two or three wagons at a time and hold 'em. When we're ready, load the front and back wagons with the extra men and make a closed up break for that other crest yonder as fast as the mules can pull."

Bull looked to the other side, turned back to Grant and roared, "Why, you'd think you'd seen warbonnets over there!"

"Have you?" Elder asked Grant gravely.

"No," Grant admitted. "But that is a steep, boxed-in climb and a likely place for ambush." He looked bleakly at Bull. You don't like this caution. Why don't you ride over to that crest and take a look?"

"I'll go!" Bull bellowed and swung his pony down into the creek, but there the distance from the fortress of the train struck him and he slowed.

He looked up and down the creek, and they could see the side of his face. He looked a little sick. But vanity was a deep power in a man like Bull and the train was watching. Holding his rifle on his saddlebow, he pushed up the other side gingerly.

There was a hump near the top of the grade and then another short rise. He reined up on the hump, looked all around, then put his pony back toward them a heap faster than he'd gone. He rode up scoffing with arrogance to cover his tenses.

"Ain't a sign over there. Not even a hoofprint!" he told them.

Elder looked at Grant. "You wanted a rest back yonder. This would make the best camp we're like to find today."

Marsh had ridden to this side of the creek and now said, "This is one time I'm with you, Grant. There ain't even a fresh snake track down by that creek. Something's scared off the animals all day."

Elder took vote and the vote swung heavily to Grant. There was something just too quiet about the spot.

Two of the Heflin boys climbed aboard the lead wagon with their sister; two drove the wagons following. The herd was forted up in the middle of the train, and the tailing wagons were heavily armed by men with rifles. Grant and Marsh moved along the line making these arrangements quietly, stopping to examine mules and wagons. Bull was simmering at the respect given Grant's cautious suggestions, and he was building an ugly temper.

They followed the plan through, got the wagons reordered and started across the
rocky ford. Grant, Marsh and Elder rode beside the lead wagon, Bull set his horse midstream, ramroding the train to keep closed up.

Carrie was just driving out of the ford when Grant looked up against the molten copper of the sky and thought he saw a bush move. Then he looked sidewise along the line of their ascent and definitely saw something glitter in a gully. This was even below the hump where Bull had stopped.

But Bull and Marsh had caught the same glint at the same time, and both bel owed a warning now.

Elder snapped his gaze to Grant, who sang out grimly, “Straight up and through!” and laid his quirt on Carrie’s leaders.

Meantime, Bull was bellowing hoarsely, “Turn back, turn back!” an incredible stupidity, which would have jammed the train and left half the wagons floundered on rock, trapped in the ford at the mercy of the Indians.

Marsh hesitated, but Carrie flicked Grant one white-faced glance and lashed her team. The two Hefflins following had started to turn, but shots began to come from above and their sister was rushing pellmell into them. They cursed and laid their whips on their teams to follow.

Chiricahua began breaking into view, riding at full gallop down the steep clay grade, firing and rending the air with their hideous cries. The mules turned frantic and put the train rocking and lurching wildly after the lead wagons.

Bull still sat in the middle of the ford roaring. Closing in on a team with fury, he started to turn it. Marsh rushed in on him, his rifle inverted, ramming Bull hard enough in the kidney to quiet him for the minute. Chiricahua were coming in yelling and trying to board Carrie’s wagon, but Elder had turned into a giant of wrath and sent them sprawling. Grant’s pistol and the Hefflins’ guns cleared the way ahead.

More Chiricahua were coming over the hump of the grade now and in one encompassing glance, Grant saw what had happened. They had laid out a beautiful ambush to catch the wagon train on that steep grade all sides at once, but that glint of metal had made them jump their plans and now they were coming in numbers from all sides, but in disorganized batches.

Grant put a shot at a charging warrior. The man pitched from his horse and rolled down the steep grade right under their wagon. The mules, smelling blood, pulled wildly in their harness.

Then Carrie’s team heaved over the rim of the hill. Frothed and wild with excitement, they smashed headlong into the oncoming Indians, knocking the Indian horses aside like battering rams, and going into frantic gallop across the plain ahead.

Grant felt a spear rend his shirt and glide along his ribs. Glancing back, he saw Marsh jump from his saddle into the middle of a six-mule team to slash out a crippled mule. One wagon top was afire, and Indians were clinging to another. Carrie’s wagon was momentarily clear of immediate danger and lying out hell-bent for election.

Grant raced out in front of the team, his eyes skimming the plain for what shelter could be had. He spotted a rim-rock jutting up like a shark’s fin and prayed there were other rocks behind it. He bent his pony in that direction, his quirt flaying. He gave signal to one of the Hefflins who left off shooting to put his weight upon the brakes, and Grant swung behind the rock at a headlong run to come up short at the far end. He prayed the mules could stop and would simmer down without commotion.

Carrie brought them up haunching and the next instant the following wagon slammed in putting up a shroud of dust smoke. Marsh showed for a moment through the smoke, an ax in hand, yelling hoarsely at his brothers as he chopped loose plunging mule teams to be led between lower rocks that jutted up behind the big one. His brothers rolled the wagons forward as the teams were cleared, crowding them solid so there was space
for the wagons that were fighting their way in.

One wagon was lost but the men were spared. Bull came in last, his face and chest bloody, but roaring with hell’s own victory. Grant had picked a natural fort, and Elder’s thundering voice was ordering men into position. Carrie got out powder, shot and bullets for those who had repeaters. She quieted the wails of the women and put them to useful tasks.

The Chiricahua followed the train right in, but the blast of fire that met them turned them off, and they withdrew now for council.

There was time to take stock and settle down. A proper guard was put upon the fort and a plan was considered.

The stock was quieting finally, and the dust smoke began to sift. Out on the plain, evening’s slanting rays cut the brash glare, and the haze drew back against the hills like an outgoing tide leaving them marooned.

“Marooned”. was the word that Elder used, and Grant muttered grimly, “It looks it.”

Grant climbed on a rock and watched three young warriors race off from the knot of chiefs. Shortly, smokes were rising from a blue, wind-carved butte. It was a signal to gather in other roaming tribes and groups, and he cursed to himself, recollecting that they’d not taken time to fill their water barrels at the creek. The Indians would have noted that.

They’d figure now to thurst the train out while they were awaiting reinforcements, and then they’d stampede the thirsted stock with planted water smell. In the chaos and dust smoke, they’d close in. If even a few of them could gain the lower rimrocks, they’d have the train at their mercy.

Tailgates were broken up to cook supper and the wagon train ate in somber silence. Sundown flamed upon still circling Indians, but they had brought their villages up and made camp back at the creek, sign that short of some unpredictable recklessness or opportunity, they did not mean to press immediate attack.

Dusk fell thick and heavy in the rimrocks where Carrie kept the barest fire aglow for council coffee. Grant smoothed a place in the sand and sketched out a map as well as he could figure from what little he knew of this country north of the proper trail. Beyond sight, at the creek, the tom-toms were thumping out their maddening rhythm and, warriors were dancing themselves blood-crazy.

“I figure,” Grant said, “that Tanque Verde is almost straight north beyond them dry hills, but Tucson is surer help.”

Bull barked a scoffing laugh. “Sure Tucson’s help! How we going to get it?”

“I’m going,” Grant said.

The Heflins stared at him as if he were crazy. They’d had their smell of Chiricahua now, and they could imagine the rest.

“You!” Bull exploded. “What you trying to pull, Grahame? You’re the one’s been telling us the Chiricahua keep their scouts moving all sides of them for miles like coyotes. How would a half-pint like you fight your way through, even if you had the stomach for it?”

Grant gave him a bleak look. “I don’t aim to try and fight.”

Bull snorted another blast of breath.

“You’re going to outsmart ’em, I suppose?”

“Mebbe he can,” Elder said soberly.

Bull swung on Elder with glaring fury. “Him, who didn’t even have the nerve to ride across the creek with me? I’ll tell you who he’s trying to outsmart, Elder—that’s you and me! All he’ll do is pull a sneak if he can, and hole up right over yonder in them washes until the waw-waws are so busy with us he can make a getaway!”

Grant didn’t pay too much attention to Bull, but the thing that got him was the grim silence of the Heflins. They weren’t ready to call him, but they doubted him. In varying degrees, they sided Bull’s hot-tempered accusation.

Elder summed their thoughts up on a noncommittal tone. “Proper speaking,” he said finally, “this ain’t your mix in any case, Grahame. I want you to know that
before you get set on anything you don’t hanker to do.”

“T’ll get through,” Grant said tersely. “I should be through by tomorrow sundown, and if I am, I’ll be back by daylight. You just keep fighting ‘em.”

Bull pulled to his feet, his face contorted in the low fire’s red glow. “I’ve took enough of this man’s wind!” he announced.

Marsh passed Bull a glance and commanded, “Sit down and shut up! You heard Pa say this ain’t rightly his mix. He wants to go, that’s up to him.”

Bull glowered at Marsh but shut up and hunkered down again.

Grant said after a space, “I’ll need some help to get out. They’ll be watching just for this. I’ve got to have a couple of men to go out the other side like they was trying to sneak through and get the Chiricahuas’ attention. Don’t need to go far and more they stall and circle around, the better. The Chiricahuas won’t be thick enough to close in on a couple without enough warning so they can get back in.”

Elder looked at Marsh, and Marsh frowned at the fire. He said after a space, “I figure that’s a heap to ask, Grant. They’ll have scouts agin these very rocks. This is all your idea. I don’t figure you got a right to ask other men to take that chance.”

Grant’s nostrils pinched and he felt a cold chill. He was taking this risk to save their hides, and now, not even Marsh had trust in him!

But the girl did. Her eyes were a liquid glow of pride beyond the men. He stood up and she said huskily, “You’ll make it, Grant!”

He gave her the best smile he could muster and turned to get his pony. Out of the rock’s pitch darkness, he felt the sudden, fierce clutch of her hand. He turned toward her and she came against his chest and clung there. Lifting his hand to her face, he could feel the dampness of her silent tears.

He said, “Don’t cry, Carrie! I’ll get through in time.”

“I’m not crying for that,” she murmured passionately. “I’m crying for the lost time and the doubts I had, Grant!”

Then she shook clear her tears and kissed him and walked him along to get his pony. He started to lead it through the rocks, but she stood on there. I’ll stay here, Grant,” she said. “I don’t feel like hearing more talk right now.”

He kissed her hand, and then moved on to the grim job ahead. He nodded at the Heffins without any show of feelings. “If I don’t come back and you get through, my remuda goes to Carrie,” he said.

Bull gave a derisive snort. Elder looked at him trying to suspend judgment. Marsh looked at the ground, even though he muttered, “Good luck, Grant.”

“Keep an eye into the mists at dawn,” Grant advised, and turned into the thick shadows, leading his pony.

CHAPTER V
The March to Tucson

HE STOOD in the cover of the big rock, senses reaching out into that saguaro dotted prairie. He took his chance and moved quickly forward, heading toward a stretch of rolling, gullied, broken ground he’d noted. Grant moved cautiously through the area and was beyond it mounting when the guttural cries ripped the air behind him, and suddenly the night was full of shooting.

He rode low against the sides of slopes and through the deep-shadowed hollows. Behind him, the cries and sound of shooting died. He wondered who in hell had decided at the last minute to take the risk of helping.

Then he thought of the girl standing alone among the ponies, and he knew who had drawn off the scouts. His heart squeezed so that it pained and felt like ice within him. He had to steel himself to keep from returning.

It was noon the next day, and he was letting his pony crop at the first sun-scorched grass he’d seen. He was in a small
valley, entirely surrounded by low, rounded hills. Looking up valley through midday’s glare he saw a whole village of Chiricahua filing out of a wash.

He froze motionless, hoping they’d cross the valley without spotting him. A futile hope. A dozen braves broke from the main party and headed toward him yelling. He hit leather with a loose cinch and put his pony into a headlong gallop.

Leaning down he tightened cinches as much as he could from that position, but the saddle was loose. Grant plunged straight overland, up one draw and down another, through brush, cactus, once through catclaw, along slopes of sliding sand and shale, over humps of wind-slicked sandstone. He made for every ridge that hove in sight, hoping to find a natural spot where he could turn his lead to advantage and throw the Chiricahua off trail.

There were no buttes, he found no valleys, and the screaming warriors still shimmered in the glare behind him.

No horse could stand that pace very long, and his own had already come a long, tough trail. Hardy as it was, it began to stagger. He took it into a brush thicket, hurled off its saddle, loosed its chin strap and left it ground-hitched with the worst choke in his throat he’d ever felt. He hoped his pony would go unnoticed. The Chiricahua were not kind to horseflesh.

Running up the draw afoot and over the rim, he faced a treacherous mountainside, and the whole molten sky was filled with heat. He licked dry lips and loosened his shirt, preparing for the climb.

A renewal of the cries below told him they had found his pony. It was coup and called for medicine ceremony that gave him time to pick his trail over surface that left no sign, and to bury himself in a cranny, in the front of which he piled rocks and brush.

The Chiricahua shortly swarmed up the mountainside beneath him like savage devils, heading directly for the area where he was hidden. He cursed and reached for his gun. His gun was gone. Grant had his knife and a belt of useless bullets. For reasons beyond him, he saved the bullets from his belt before discarding it, and dropped them in a pocket.

The warriors crawled with mounting anger from rock to rock. They loped in spiralling circles, they threw themselves flat to smell the ground. They called out boasts and insults, they claimed they knew right where he was, they howled. All this, right in front of the peep holes he looked through.

THIS went on all day. A half dozen times, Grant could have darted out a hand and grabbed a moccasined ankle that paused in front of his hole. They had already covered every rock, but something kept drawing them back to this area. Every so often, they would draw off to a flat shelf to make fresh medicine and fresh promises to the gods, and then they’d begin again their incessant yelling.

Toward sundown, they felt hungry and began to drift down to their village, now camped down in the draw where Grant had deserted his pony. The hunt was given up until morning.

Midway down the mountain, one of the last three warriors turned without a pause and came straight back up. An Indian never had any reason for these unpredictable acts except that his medicine had told him. It might be the flight of a crow, or it might be some color connected with his name that showed in the last flaring burst of color in the sky above.

The brave was a big one, sinewy as a snake. He came straight to Grant’s hole and hunkered and began to lift away the rocks. He held some brush to the light to study it, to see if it was ripped up or wind strewn. He grunted and leaned over to push aside more rocks, and Grant’s knife darted out, hooking him behind the jugular and slicing through.

In the same flow of movement, Grant’s other arm shot out, grabbed his neck and hauled him in. He pushed the still hot, still convulsing body beneath him and leaned out to dust the area in front and to pull back the brush and cover stones.
He turned back inside to the nasty chore of scalping a white man who wanted respect in those parts had to do. He scalped his enemy and then pushed the body down out of the way beyond him.

Turning back to his peep hole for fresh view, he saw that shadow had already closed over the draw at the base of the mountain. Grant could see the flare of a big fire and hear the shrill, guttural cries of a war dance and catch the beat of the tom-toms. One of the three braves who had remained late was almost at the draw. The other had stopped and was looking behind him. Suddenly, he started back up the mountain while the other vanished into the draw.

Grant sucked a deep breath and watched him come. The sky was still light and he could see the wicked gleam of anticipation in the Chiricahua's black eye. He was coming back to look for his brother, but not with the loyalty of man-love that white men understood. He was coming to look for him because if he was no longer there it proved the white man was, and he could have the glory of countering coup on him and laughing at the tribes ahead who'd let this paleface through, for he would have the scalp as proof.

The warrior reached his level again, and coursed from rock to rock like a dog tracking rabbit. This warrior had a rifle. Twice he paused directly in front of Grant's hole and stared at it. Then he circled far out and Grant breathed with relief. Suddenly, the warrior pivoted and came straight back. Without pausing, he stuck the end of his rifle in through the rocks.

Grant backed off from it, with the muzzle pushing square into his head. Grabbing the barrel, he tore it over his shoulder, and was deafened by its concussion as he rammed it backward.

He heard the warrior's grunt of surprise and the Chiricahua was still falling as Grant crawled out of the hole. He dove with his knife in his hand and crashed atop the warrior, and they both began to roll down the mountainside.

They rolled faster and faster as they fought. They came up hard with the Indian against the sharp corner of a rock. The breath burst out of him and for a bare instant he was frozen with the hurt.

In that instant, Grant's knife found the V between his left shoulder clavicle and drove down. He felt the gush of thick warm blood upon his hand. The Indian jerked once, and his body seemed to slowly shrink.

Grant performed the dirty chore again with set jaws, stuck the scalp into his belt, cleaned his knife in the ground, and stood up.

He was dead beat but he had to get out of here fast and while there was still some daylight. He could not risk traveling a strange and trailless mountainside in darkness. There were still no stars to guide him and he had only the last breaking point of sundown. Using that for guide, he had to go straight on up and over the mountain—for a badly gaunted man, a desperately cruel climb.

He pulled over the peak with his heart hammering and his legs feeling wobbly and weak. Night's shadows were not yet as thick on this side of the mountain and he stared dizzily beneath him. For of all unexpected things, this was it. Directly north of him, the lights of Tanque Verde put their glow into the velvet dusk, and farther off, but due ahead, was the brighter glow of Tucson.

He used his known position to pick the first star over Tucson and lurched ahead in that fever of single purpose that will carry men on after their minds and bodies are exhausted. At some point later, he became conscious of the fact that he was lying sprawled out. He didn't know how long he had lain there.

He looked for Tanque Verde's glow and could not locate it, but coming from that direction, he heard the drum of shod hoofs at a canter, headed on a line that would pass maybe a mile in front of him. He reached for his gun and remembered it was gone. He tried to yell and only a hoarse, piping noise came from his mouth.
Grant thought of the bullets suddenly, and clawed for them with a hand trembling with fatigue. He jerked the leads out with his teeth and poured the precious bit of powder out upon his hatbrim.

Looking off into darkness, he prayed he'd get this done before the riders put their backs to him.

He got a little pyramid of powder built and then found he had only one match left. He pulled up his boot with a shaky hand but the sole was mostly a hole, and the sides slick—with blood, he supposed. Grasping the match carefully so that it wouldn’t break, he struck, and it sputtered then flared. He rammed it at the powder.

The powder hissed and spurted a plume of flame into the air. A bare instant’s flare, but bright as a meteor. He listened hard, but the tempo of the hoofbeats did not change. Sagging down across his smoldering hat, his chest singed for a half minute before he could find the vitality to move or care.

It was all he could do to think of Carrie. He had reached a point where his vitality was limited to one thought, like a badly thirsted man far out on a desert, trying to hold his trail to a known spring.

The gruff voice called out of darkness, "Who made that fire?"

He sat staring, his mouth working, but unable to answer.

A second voice said, "You’re asking for trouble, Chick. The Apache been drifting across here for a week."

Grant desperately wheezed out sounds. He heard cautious hoofsteps and the creak of leather and the click of a sidegun. He swallowed hard and licked split, swollen lips and called something that approximated, "Over here! I’m Grahame."

"Grahame? He’s from Mesa," one man muttered and footsteps approached till they were beside him.

"Gawdamighty!" the man muttered. "What chewed you up outside of sun and catclaw?"

He went back to fetch his canteen and built Grant a smoke. The two men hunkered there, wetting him down and putting the cigarette to his lips with that roughshod gentleness of men.

GRANT felt the strength flow back into him and he got some of his voice back. Briefly, he told them about the wagon train and how it was trapped.

He could stand up now and they booted him up behind a cantle and put their ponies into a fast lope for Tucson. Fort Lowell would take forever waking up and saddling, but they sent a message out and raised their own army at the first three saloons they came to. Somebody rang the alarm and the whole town turned out. Grant was given a horse and another gun and was lashed to his saddlehorn. They started out with the stars still thick as willows in the sky above them.

The sound of shooting came from ahead, stabbing the conglomerate hubbub of distance-dimmed war cries. The party twisted through a valley and came straight on to the plain. Indians were closing in and black smoke came from behind the rimrocks where fire arrows had put some of the wagons ablaze.

The war party went into a galloping charge, spreading out cavalry fashion, putting the Indians in a lethal crossfire. Indians yelled, sized up the onrushing party and drew off to hold council.

The white men swooped in close to them and sent in a volley that stirred the Indians into moving over against the bluffs, where suddenly they wheeled and started for the Whites, catching them unexpectedly and putting them to flight racing for the security of the rimrocks where they’d been penned in like pigs.

The Chiricahua let out a whoop, reformed their broken double circle, and began filling the rimrocks with whining lead. The fight was getting hot as a hornet’s nest when Grant looked down from a rock and called, “Cavalry!”

The rock fort lifted a cheer. Before the Chiricahua realized it, they were caught in a fresh crossfire and riders were racing out of the rimrocks to cut them off.

It was a matter of minutes before the cavalry took over the mop up. Grant sat
on a wagon tongue because he couldn’t stand. He took the cup Elder handed him.

“What happened on your way?” Elder asked.

Grant waved his cup, took a gulp. “Well, I had to leave my hoss and walk.”

The two men who’d found him grinned and Elder’s eyes twinkled. The girl pushed through the crowd, sound as a brand new dollar, eyes bright. Elder winked at the circle of men and led them off saying, “Quietest little fella I ever knew.”

As Carrie went to fetch a keg of whiskey, Marsh approached Grant.

“What I hanker to know, Grant,” he grunted finally, “is how in hell a jasper tough enough to walk to Tucson like you just done could sit by quiet and take the rawhiding Bull gave you?”

Grant looked at him speculatively for a long minute and then reached to his belt. He said, “I ain’t proud of this, but for a man ranching this country it’s necessary. It kind of sets the way a man does his fighting.”

He flicked out the scalps. Marsh stared at them, swallowed hard and sucked in a deep breath. He said on a tight note, “I reckon there won’t be no more argument about you being tough enough to take care of Carrie! But just for future, case we get drunk sometime, don’t you never let me get in an argument with you, friend!”

Carrie came back, toting a brand new keg. Marsh grabbed the keg and poured three drinks. Carrie said guiltily, “Pa would hide me if he knew! I was just supposed to bathe Grant’s feet with it.”

Marsh shook his head and grinned. “I don’t reckon he’ll have the right to hide you for long!” He toasted them and threw the whisky down.

“Carrie, go get a pan,” he said, and then to Grant, “Say, just lemme borrow them souvenirs of yours a bit. I want to see how Bull looks when I show him.”

Humor touched Grant’s bleak eyes and he handed the soggy bits over. He didn’t want them around him anyway. Not with Carrie moving in.

---

**oh-oh, Dry Scalp!**

“SAAM’S nice, but he’d be a lot nicer if he did something about that Dry Scalp! His hair is dull and unruly—and he has loose dandruff, too! I’ve got just the ticket for him—‘Vaseline’ Hair Tonic!”

**Hair looks better... scalp feels better... when you check Dry Scalp**

**IT’S EASIER** than you think! ‘Vaseline’ Hair Tonic checks Dry Scalp... makes a world of difference in the good looks of your hair. It’s ideal with massage before shampooing, too. Contains no alcohol or other drying ingredients. It’s double care... for both scalp and hair... and it’s economical.

**Vaseline HAIR TONIC**

Listen to DR. CHRISTIAN, starring JEAN HERSHOLT, on CBS Wednesday nights.
FOLKS sometimes jokingly refer to it as Fiddle-foot Foster's folly. But the right name for it is the Foster Memorial Museum, and it's housed in the basement of the Cactus County Courthouse in Mumblepeg. To get the answer why a trail-end, hell-for-leather cowtown has a museum in the courthouse basement, you got to go back a few years and take a look at Fiddle-foot's somewhat befuddled nephew, Freddy Foster.

This Freddy was a long, limber young hombre with mild blue eyes, butter colored hair.

Freddy had to grab her and hang on—just to keep his balance

Freddy had some strange help: a stuffed gorilla, a pet skunk—and Stella's red-hot skillet!
and a lot of muscle and bone scattered around under his faded blue shirt and worn Levi's. Besides a few hundred head of cattle, he owned a fine string of horses. And Allspice, whom he had inherited from his Uncle Fiddle-foot, along with the Halfmoon Ranch.

Being handy with tools and smarter than he looked, Freddy had reduced work on the Halfmoon to such an extent that he could run the whole outfit single-handed—except at round-up time. Only once a week did he have to ride to the big windmill that stood on the extreme southwest corner of the ranch to see if it was perking okay.

This watering place lay where his north and south line fence joined a towering east and west bluff broken by a number of dead-end canyons. The canyons afforded winter shelter for his cattle. The fence kept them from straying onto the Bar-H ranch, which belonged to an unsavory character by the name of Holler Holkum. You couldn't ask for a better set-up to keep range-fed cows corralled without hiring a flock of cow nurses.

On this particular spring morning, everything was fine at the windmill. His brain child, the float contraption that automatically shut off the windmill when the big tank was full, was working like a charm. Whistling happily, Freddy headed homeward with no more worries than a pig in a corncrib. Then he met the Loops, who owned the neighboring Lazy-L spread.

Grinning, he pulled his roan up and said, "Howdy, men."

George Washington Loop was driving the rattletrap wagon. About seventy-five years old, shriveled, stooped and as whiskery as a new toothbrush. His younger brother, John Adams Loop, usually did the talking. Or most of it.


"Not bad," Freddy admitted. Then, grinning some wider, You gents ever find yourselves a new housekeeper?"

J. A. nodded his shaggy white head. "Yup. She's been with us ten days now."

WHY anybody would want to be bothered with a female housekeeper was more than young Freddy could understand. The sad truth is, women, especially unmarried girls, gave him the creeps. He figured they were all hoping to hang a ball and chain on him. This was a dreaded fate he intended to avoid forever. But naturally he was some curious about the Loops' new housekeeper.

"What kind of a critter'd you round up this time?"

J. A.'s bony face turned slightly pink. "Well. She's—"

Old G. W. stopped him with a poke in the ribs.

"This danged housekeeper," he growled, "is about fifty years old. She can cook fair, but it kind of spoils your appetite to look at her. Don't it, Johnny boy?"

J. A. gave his older brother a startled glance; then, still half-looking at him, slowly nodded in agreement.

"Well—aw—you!" he squeaked. "Bigger around than she's tall. A wart on her nose. Cross-eyed."

"Voice like a buzz saw. Jug-handle ears." G. W. gathered up the lines. "Giddap!"

Chuckling, Freddy watched the two old scalawags drive on along the trail. Then, whistling cheerfully, he again turned toward home. Cutting up over a low hill, he came face to face with his other neighbor, Holler Holkum.

Freddy lost his whistle, and his bony face took on a deep scowl. Holler never failed to arouse his ire.

"Well, well!" Holler yelled, tipping his hat politely. "If it ain't my old bosom pal, Freddy Foster himself!"

He was a big, black-headed, ugly cuss. He and Freddy had had a number of disagreements, but had never yet come to blows. Maybe because, being about the same size, age and strength, they figured if they once got into a fight, they'd likely cripple each other for life.

"Too bad we ain't goin' the same way," Holler said sourly, "so's we could ride side by side and whisper sweet nothings to each other."
"Yeah, ain’t it!” Freddy said. "Although I wouldn’t want to get my horse too close to that flea-bag of your’n."

"Friend," Holler yelled, "them is fightin’ words!"

Freddy grinned. He knew that it would take something more than vocal insults to bring him and this oversized lobster to blows, and Holler knew it, too.

Slowly Holler let his big shoulders relax.

"What’s new, Foster?"

"Why," Freddy answered, also relaxing some, "the Loops have found a new housekeeper."

"Already know that," Holler said. Then he stiffened and looked Freddy coldly in the eyes. "Pal," he said harshly, "remember, I seen her first! If you want to stay healthy, leave her alone!"

Freddy threw back his yellow head and haw-hawed.

"Don’t worry—you can have her. I ain’t interested in—"

But Holler was galloping away in a whirl of dust.

Freddy was half-way home before the light broke. Holler Holcum was quite a Romeo with a girl in every port. Why, Freddy wondered, would he warn him to stay away from an old, warty-nosed housekeeper whose voice sounded like—

The sound of quick, light footsteps came to him. He stiffened slightly. This person didn’t walk like no fat old lady. Then he saw her and liked to fell over dead.

She was about twenty-one, slender, clean and willowy. Pale-brown hair, almost golden, with a lot of curl in it. Grayish-blue eyes veiled by long, golden-brown eyelashes. A straight, slim nose, a round chin, a sweet red mouth all set to smile.

"Hello," she said in a soft, throaty voice.

"If you’re looking for the Loops, I’m afraid they’ve gone to town."

Even before he asked the question, poor Freddy knew who she must be. "I’m Freddy Foster," he mumbled, "and you are—"

"I’m Stella Myers," she said, smiling up at him like a million dollars. "The Loops’ new housekeeper."

Confused as he was, he managed to say, "I’ll come again some other time." Without a backward glance, he stumbled to his horse, mounted and rode away at a lope.

So them danged Loops had lied to him. Why, he didn’t know. Never once occurred to him that the two old cusses had at last found a housekeeper who suited them from A to Z.

Not only could Stella cook, keep house, and practically run the ranch, but she was extremely pretty and pleasant to have around. She sang cheerfully as she worked. She pampered her salty old bosses, laughed at their stale jokes, mothered them. In short, she was wonderful, and they didn’t intend to lose her by letting her become acquainted with some young joker who might marry her. No, sir! So they’d lied to Freddy, hoping to scare him off before he got a close look at her.

Unfortunately, Holler Holcum had seen her the day they’d met her at the depot in Mumblepeg. But they weren’t too much worried about Holler, since he was an ornery looking galoot. But Freddy Foster was a horse of a different color. Although he claimed to be a woman hater, you never knew—

Riding homeward, Freddy shook his head in bewilderment. Couldn’t get over the Loops’ lying like that. As for the girl,
she was something! But girls were girls, no matter if they looked like angels; and he just plain wasn’t interested.

For a time, Stella stood in the doorway, a soft smile playing about her lovely mouth. She hadn’t missed that dazed expression in Freddy’s blue eyes. Neither had she missed the width of his shoulders, the ripple of muscles under his faded shirt, or the gentle way he handled that beautiful roan horse. Also, she had overheard the Loops talking about Freddy Foster one evening. A young bachelor who’d made a lot of money on the Halfmoon since he’d taken over.

Not that Stella was a gold-digger. The fact is, she was a nice, willing-to-work girl. And when she’d found herself alone in the world with a living to make, she’d tried clerking in a store, working in an office, even teaching school. But what she really wanted was a home to look after, and when she’d seen the Loops’ ad in the paper, she’d jumped at the chance to get away from the smoky city and do the kind of work she loved to do.

Now, this Freddy Foster—she swung her head and laughed softly. She was getting the cart before the horse. For all she knew, she and Freddy might fight like cats and dogs. And she hated fighting. Sighing faintly, she went back to her work.

WHEN Freddy arrived home, he found a skinny, hawk-faced stranger standing with his back against the totem pole that Uncle Fiddle-foot had picked up on one of his visits to Alaska. This souvenir stood in the front yard, making a handy hitching post.

“Mr. Foster?” the man greeted. He wore a sixgun and looked like the kind who wouldn’t hesitate to use it. “Name’s Zell Smith. I buy horses. They tell me you raise some pretty fancy stock here.”

Freddy wasn’t favorably impressed and then some.

“I got some fair horses,” he admitted grudgingly.

“Like to look ’em over. Might want to buy—”

“Ain’t got any for sale,” Freddy cut in shortly.

Smith gave him a long, level look out of cold, hard eyes.

“Guess I might as well look someplace else, then,” he said.

He swung into the saddle and roweled his horse cruelly.

Freddy felt a great stir of anger. Anybody who would treat a horse like that—something brushed against his ankles. Glancing down, he beheld Allspice, Uncle Fiddle-foot’s de-odorized pet skunk.

“Allspice,” Freddy declared, “that ornery looking cuss is no good!”

Allspice was as black as night, except for two long narrow white stripes that ran from the back of his head to his handsome and bushy tail.

“Reckon you didn’t like him, either,” Freddy muttered, “or you wouldn’t have stayed hid under the porch when you first heard my voice.”

Allspice gave a couple jerks with his tail, which probably meant “yes.” Uncle Fiddle-foot had always claimed that Allspice was a shrewd judge of human character.

A week passed, and Freddy didn’t go near the Lazy-L, a fact which surprised Stella Myers no little. Recalling the dazed look in Freddy’s blue eyes, she couldn’t understand why he steered shy of her. So, as luck and some careful scheming would have it, she ran out of sugar one Thursday afternoon. After prettying herself up, she hitched a horse to a buggy and drove over to the Halfmoon to borrow enough sugar to last until Saturday.

The first thing she observed when she arrived at Freddy’s ranch was that big totem pole in the front yard. That gave her quite a start. Then she recalled hearing that Freddy’s uncle had been quite a gent to bring souvenirs home from distant lands. Lifting her shoulders, she went on to the house and rapped her knuckles on the front door.

Nobody was home, for Freddy had gone on one of his visits to the windmill. Not finding him here was disappointing to say the least, but she had to have that
sugar. So she stepped in.

Nothing out of the ordinary in the front room. She headed for a doorway that she thought led to the kitchen. She shoved the door open and felt a scream leap into her throat.

A huge gorilla stood facing her with his teeth bared and his big ugly arms reaching for her. For a second, she figured she was a goner. But the gorilla didn’t move, and slowly it dawned on her that he wasn’t going to eat her. He was dead and stuffed, but mounted in such a way that you expected him to tear you limb from limb. Still greatly shaken, she gazed about the room.

IT BEAT anything she’d ever seen. A wild boar’s head on the wall, its glass eyes glaring down at her. Elephant tusks stacked in one corner. A polar bear hide stretched out on the floor. A big Chinese vase. A pot-bellied idol. Two shrunken human heads. They really gave her a turn. All sorts of odds and ends that had been picked up in various parts of the world by Uncle Fiddle-foot. Stella took one more look at those ugly, grinning heads and felt the need for fresh air.

She was standing beside the totem pole, wondering what to do next, when Freddy came riding up on a beautiful bay horse. Again she saw that dazed look leap into his eyes.

“Hello,” she said, smiling like a burst of sunshine. “Ran out of sugar and came over to see if I could borrow some.”

She was something to look at, all right, standing with the sun on that pale-brown hair. But Freddy’s guard was up now. He wasn’t having no ball and chain latched onto him. No, sir! Likely he would have let her have the sugar and sent her on her way pronto, if it hadn’t been for Allspice.

Hearing Freddy’s voice, Allspice crawled out from under the back porch and came trotting forward with his bushy tail held high.

Stella took one look at the black and white kitty and felt her skin crawl. She let out a little cry of alarm and ran blindly. She ran straight into Freddy and grabbed him. And to keep his balance, he had to grab her and hang on.

“Allspice won’t hurt you,” he said, hardly amused. “He’s a pet—no smell—no—”

Suddenly Freddy wasn’t no longer amused. He was struck dumb, for a great rush of blood was pounding through his bony head.

He stared goggle-eyed at this girl he held in his arms. And she was suddenly staring up at him. It hit them both like a ton of bricks, and neither one of them wanted ever to let go of the other!

Stella was the first to recover. Fighting clear of Freddy’s long arms, she turned a rosy red. Freddy just stood there, struggling to get back his breath.

“I didn’t know you kept a set punk,” she jabbered, laughing a little hysterically. “I mean pet skunk.”

That kind of snapped Fred out of his daze. Then it was his turn to get red in the face.

“Allspice,” he said hoarsely, “was Uncle Fiddle-foot’s. So when Uncle Fiddle-foot died, naturally I kept Allspice and the other things he left me along with the ranch.”

“Naturally,” she said.

Both of them had their feet back on the ground by now. But Freddy knew he had better keep on talking and not stop to
think how nice it was to hold Stella in his arms, or no telling what would happen. "Uncle Fiddle-foot was a great souvenir collector," he said. "You ought to take a look at the stuff he brought home."

"I did," Stella admitted, shuddering. I was looking for the sugar and got into the wrong room."

Freddy grinned sympathetically. "When I took over here, them souvenirs were scattered all over the house. Some of 'em kind of spoiled my appetite, so I put 'em all in that one room."

"A smart thing to do," Stella declared. They went into the kitchen, and he sacked up some sugar for her to take back to the Lazy-L. They were very careful not to let their fingers touch. They both wanted time to think. The way they'd lost their heads a few minutes before had had them half scared to death. Freddy didn't even help her into the buggy. No, sir! But he wasn't quite ready to call it quits.

"Don't bother about returning the sugar yourself," he said, trying to sound casual about it. "One of these days, I'll come over and get it."

"I'll be looking for you," Stella said, also trying to sound casual about it. She drove away at a brisk trot.

BY SATURDAY, Freddy knew how it was. Ball and chain or not, he couldn't get Stella out of his mind. The truth is, she was the first girl he'd ever had that close to him. So by Saturday he knew he had to go give romance another whirl, or go crazy. Even if his better judgement told him he was fooling with dynamite.

He took a bath in the horse tank, slicked down his yellow hair and put on his best Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes. Looking at himself in a mirror, he had half a mind to go shoot himself. He just couldn't see anything about a cowboy like him that would look good to a wonderful girl like Stella. But wild horses couldn't have kept him from going to see her.

Old G. W. Loop answered his knock. Seeing Freddy, the toothless old horse-thief knew instantly what was up. In fact, ever since he'd learned that Stella had gone to the Halfmoon to borrow sugar, he'd been expecting to see this young rannie come floundering up, looking like a dying calf. He and J. A. had talked it over secretly and had mapped out a course of action to sidetrack poor Freddy.

"Well, well!" G. W. yelled. "Look what the cats just drug in!"

J. A. came hobbling up. Seeing Freddy, he grinned evilly, and said, "Come over to have a visit with us, boy?"

"Not exactly," Freddy gurgled. "I—aw—er—came to get some sugar."

"He wants sugar!" J. A. bellowed. Figures we're tryin' to beat him out of his sugar!"

"Oh, no," Freddy managed. "It ain't—well, I came to see Stella, too."

"Oh, Stella," G. W. said, looking surprised. Hey, Stella, Freddy Foster is here. He seems to be all right tonight, so I guess it's safe for you to unlock your door and come out."

Stella came into the room, and Freddy felt his knees wobble. She had on a thin blue dress that fit her in the right places, and her hair shone like burnished gold in the lamplight. But she was studying him out of distrustful eyes.

"Good evening, Mr. Foster," she said coolishly.

Well, Freddy sat down on a straight chair and held his hat in his big hands. Stella sat down on the opposite side of the room from him. J. A. found a chair halfway between them, and old G. W. stood near the door with a shotgun cradled in his arms.

For a time, things got awful quiet, and Freddy felt a trickle of sweat move along his worried brow.

"I suppose you've been busy, Mr. Foster?" Stella said, at last breaking the silence.

Freddy didn't know what to say. It looked like Stella wasn't much sold on him. In fact, it seemed she didn't like to be in the same room with him. And, of course, with old G. W. and J. A. watching him like he was a mad dog—Freddy's spirits sank as his nervousness mounted.
"Yes'm," he murmured. "I been right busy."

From then on, things went from bad to worse. At last, completely put to rout, Freddy put on his hat and departed.

He couldn't understand it, Stella turning from a warm and friendly girl into an iceberg. And the way old G. W. and J. A. had behaved—never occurred to him that the two old scalawags had put the skids under him. Figured they were his friends.

But they'd told Stella that old Fiddlefoot Foster had been nutter than a wagonload of stove bolts. Always gallivanting around the world to strange places and bringing home stuff that no sane man would own. And after what she'd seen in that room in the Halfmoon ranch house, she could well believe them. Furthermore, by considerable adroit lying, they'd convinced the girl that Freddy was a chip off the old block.

"He has fits," old J. A. told her confidentially. "Jumps up an' down an' howls like a hyena."

"Dangerous when he gets thataway," G. W. piped up. "Reckon the poor boy's doomed to spend his declinin' years in the bughouse."

NOW, you can't blame Stella for cooling off in a hurry. She didn't want to get tangled up with no gent who was apt to topple off his rocker any old day and go around howling like a hyena.

But after Freddy had gone that night, she went to her room and had a good cry, anyway. He seemed like such a nice boy—it was a darned shame he didn't have quite all his marbles. But that's the way it went. You got to dreaming, and bang! The next thing you knew, you didn't have no dream left!

As for old G. W. and J. A., the mangy old coyotes slapped each other on their bony backs and allowed they'd done things up brown. It sure looked like they weren't going to lose Stella. Not to that yellowheaded, stumble-bum, Freddy Foster.

But they hadn't reckoned on one factor in this business. Freddy's memory of how wonderful it was to hold Stella in his arms. So a couple nights later, he was back for another try at romance.

He didn't have any better luck than he'd had on his first attempt. But it did seem to him that Stella wasn't quite as shy as she'd been that first night. So, slightly encouraged, and in spite of having to put up with the nosy Loop brothers, he began to pay the Lazy-L regular nightly visits.

But Stella kept way out of his reach, and the Loops never left him alone a minute with the apple of his eye. There's no telling how soon he would have given up if his windmill hadn't disappeared.

That day when Freddy went to check the windmill, he could hardly believe his eyes. Topping the last hill, he saw there was nothing where a forty-foot windmill should have stood. No fan, no tower, no tank with its float shut-off. Nothing but the pumpless well. Naturally he could think of only one person in the world lowdown mean enough to steal a man's windmill.

"That Holler Hollkum!" Freddy yelled wrathfully. "He'd swine pennies out of a sick baby's piggy bank!"

Cussing a blue stream, he leaped into the saddle, backed away from the line fence and kicked his long-legged roan into a run. The horse cleared the top wire by an easy two feet, and Freddy was on his way. He had a hunch where he'd find his windmill. In a lonely valley where Holler had dug a well a year or so ago.

Sure enough, Freddy found his windmill in the valley. The big blades were whirling happily in the breeze, and water was gurgling pleasantly into the big wooden tank. While Freddy watched out of red-rimmed eyes, the automatic shut-off went into action, and the big fan coasted to a stop.

"Didn't suppose he'd have brains enough to rig up that shut-off," Freddy thought.

Then rage shook him again.

"This is it!" he told himself, hitching up his gunbelt. "Me or that coyote is going to get his head shot off! And it ain't going to be me if I can help it!"

He whirled the roan on a dime and
headed for the Bar-H ranch house. An hour later, he pounded into the yard, hit the ground with a roar and stormed into the house without knocking.

THERE wasn’t nobody home. A quick look about convinced him that Holler had gone someplace. Anyway, Holler’s best pants were missing. Freddy ran back to his horse, swung aboard and headed toward Mumblepeg.

Topping a long ridge, he saw a curl of smoke rising from a chimney of the distant Lazy-L ranch house. He thought of Stella. And thinking of her, it occurred to him that Holler might have gone calling on the girl. He’d heard a rumor that the big ape had been casting glances in the girl’s direction.

“The dad-blasted son!” Freddy ranted, turning his mount toward the Lazy-L. “If I catch him pesterin’ Stella, I’ll tear him limb from limb!”

Stella was outside, watering the flowers she was trying so hard to make grow in the sandy soil. She saw Freddy coming, and her heart jumped into her throat.

She was all alone. No weapon but a rusty old hoe. The way Freddy was riding, she figured he was having one of his fits. The moment she got a good look at his face, she would have run and locked herself inside the house if she’d had a chance.

“I’m looking for Holler Holkum!” Freddy bellowed.

Stella picked up the hoe and braced herself for the worst.

“I’m sorry,” she said, twisting her face into what she hoped was a soothing smile. “Mr. Holkum isn’t here.”

“He stole my windmill!” Freddy roared. “Tank, automatic shut-off and everything. Moved it over on his ranch. Do you know what that means?”

Stella shook her head.

“It means war!”

Suddenly Stella forgot she was half scared to death of Freddy. “You mean you and Holler—will have a gun fight?”

“Exactly!” Freddy yelled. “We never did like each other. This windmill business is the last straw!”

Stella felt her knees grow weak. She knew if Freddy lost the fight, he’d be dead; and if he won it, he’d be locked up in jail. Even if he did have fits and howled like a hyena, she knew she didn’t want anything bad to happen to him.

“Listen to me, Freddy,” she said. And with tears in her eyes, she did some fast talking. “Go to the sheriff,” she begged. “Don’t take the law into your own hands.”

So Freddy cooled off some and went to see the sheriff, who had his office in the basement of the Mumblepeg courthouse.

Old Ding-dong Dooley snorted and chewed his handle-bar mustache and didn’t know whether to believe Freddy.

“Never did hear of nobody stealin’ a windmill,” he growled. “Dang it, Fred!
Seems odd a gent would steal somethin’ he couldn’t hide no better’n a forty-foot windmill.”

“All I want is my windmill back,” Freddy said hotly.

“Well, keep your shirt on,” Ding-dong said. “I’ll ride out an’ look the situation over in a day or two.”

“In a day or two!” Freddy yelled. “I—”

“Today, I got other things to do,” Ding-dong explained patiently. “The bank over in Larson was held up, and we got a idea them sidewinders may take a crack at the Mumblepeg bank.”

Freddy stamped outside, mad enough to chomp down a ten-inch oak with his teeth. If he hadn’t promised Stella not to go gunning for Holler Holkum—but he couldn’t break a promise to a girl like her. He knew he’d have to put a hand pump in the well and work himself to death, watering his cows until the sheriff got the lead out of his pants. No two ways about it, Freddy was fried to a crisp.

Back at the Lazy-L, poor Stella was worried sick. She was afraid that Freddy and Holler might accidentally meet and shoot it out.

She cleaned the house. She baked up a fresh batch of bread. Then she dug out the Loops’ dirty clothes and got ready to do a washing. It was while she was emptying old G.W.’s overall pockets that she found the feed bill with the pencil-drawn sketch on it.

At first, that drawing didn’t make sense to her. Then she discovered she had it upside down. Turning it over, she saw that it had something to do with an automatic shut-off for a windmill.

Suddenly the light dawned. The Loops could take a windmill apart and put it together again. But when it came to rigging up Freddy’s home-made shut-off, they had to make a diagram of it to go by.

She remembered that during the past week, the Loops had spent the days someplace with a team and wagon. Old J.A. had come home with a lot of grease on his clothes like he’d been working with oily machinery. With a little cry, she ran out to where they’d left the wagon.

Sure enough, there were some oil spots on the floor of the wagon. Also a number of fresh gouges made by heavy metal objects having been hauled in and out of the wagon.

It didn’t take a bright girl like Stella two minutes to figure the whole thing out.

“Good heavens!” she exclaimed, her eyes suddenly popping wide and round. “G.W. and J.A. are jealous of Freddy! When he kept coming to see me in spite of the way they treated him, they decided to eliminate him by getting him into a fight with Holler!”

Right then, she knew what a fool she’d been to believe those two old rascals. And she knew she had to go tell Freddy why she’d been so snooty to him. [Turn page]
That afternoon, Freddy pumped water until he thought his arms would drop off. Then he rode home.

He didn’t suspect a thing was wrong until he stepped into the kitchen, and Zell Smith, the fake horsebuyer, stuck a six-gun in his ribs. Then he looked about and saw the two hardcases standing on each side of Stella, who sat in a chair.

"It’s like this, Foster," Smith explained. "We’ve took over your ranch till we get through with the Mumblepeg bank. When I was here the other day, I figured we couldn’t find a better place to hole up in. Or a better string of horses to make our getaway on. And then along comes this girl to do our cooking."

A wicked grin came to his hawk-nosed face. "We kind of like her looks, Foster. We figure on taking her with us when we get ready to leave."

Then the outlaw’s gun arced through the air, and the last thing Freddy heard was Stella’s terrified scream.

WHEN he opened his eyes, he found himself bound hand and foot and lying on the kitchen floor. Stella was cooking a meal on the range. The three side-winders were sitting around the table, watching every move the girl made. The way they stared at her made Freddy have a cold, sickish feeling in his stomach.

"Untie me," he yelled, "and I’ll lick you sons barehanded!"

Maybe it was the sound of his voice that brought Allspice from his home under the porch. Or maybe it was curiosity. Anyway, he arched his beautiful tail and walked right into the room. "Hey, lookit!" one of the hardcases gurgled.

Allspice turned his back on the three cut-throats; and having no way of knowing that the critter was perfectly harmless, they lunged for the closest exit—one of the two doors that led into Uncle Fiddle-foot’s roomful of souvenirs.

Zell Smith led the way. The next thing he knew, he was face to face with Uncle Fiddle-foot’s snarling gorilla.

He didn’t stop for a second and closer look. With a hoarse scream, he came out of that room like a spooked antelope gone hog-wild. He crashed head-on into his two pals, bowling them end over end. The three piled up in a corner with the breath knocked clean out of their lungs.

Stella didn’t lose any time. She grabbed up a red-hot iron skillet full of sizzling steaks and set to work cracking skulls like so many peanuts. Although it did seem a shame to waste all that luscious steak.

The moment she’d put the last of the outlaws to sleep, she found a butcher knife and cut the ropes from Freddy’s arms and legs.

Freddy took one brief glance at the fallen bandits and shuddered. Then he looked at Stella and knew for sure what he wanted and how to get it. Carefully removing the knife from her hands, he took her in his arms and told her she was wonderful. "Why talk about it?" Stella said, kind of laughing and crying all at the same time.

So Freddy stopped talking and got busy. He kissed her once, he kissed her twice—it’s no telling how long he would have kept at it if the outlaws hadn’t begun to come back to life.

Well, that’s about all there is to it. Except that Freddy got his windmill back. And since he refused to prosecute, the Loops forgave him for marrying Stella and, to boot, gave the young couple a solid silver coffee pot for a wedding present. But to get back to Fiddle-foot’s folly—it was about a year later that Mumblepeg got its museum.

You see, Freddy and Stella needed that extra room in the Halfmoon ranch house for a nursery. So one day, Freddy loaded up all of Uncle Fiddle-foot’s souvenirs and hauled them to town. And Ding-dong Dooley kindly moved his office and made room for them in the courthouse basement. Figured he owed the Fosters that much for capturing the outlaw gang.

Also, you might like to know that Allspice got pretty lonesome for that stuffed gorilla. But it didn’t take him long to make friends with the new baby girl who, luckily, resembled Stella more than she did Freddy. Or that stuffed gorilla.
The Kid's fist lashed out, and Sankey went down.

Gun Grass

The kid had to learn the facts of life about the West: That guns had built it—and only guns would hold it!

BACK IN "the good old days," which really were the days when peaceful men lived in hopes of better days to come, a man named Yandell came from somewhere and took root in the Arizona midlands, above the Mogollon Rim.

Tough country it was, scourged by hard characters. But Aleck Yandell was tough-
er and harder. He was over-shrewd and gainful as well, so through scheming and violence of one sort and another he came to be a very rich and influential man. His vast Hangtree Ranch was a power in the Territory.

Half a continent away, in Pennsylvania, there lived another man who was as different from Aleck Yandell as any two men could be. This Henry Cameron, who was Aleck’s brother-in-law, or had been, loved money too. But he loved ease and luxury even more, and was expert at winning those advantages by almost any means at all—except by hard work. He traveled a lot, spent freely, mixed with the best.

Unlike though they were, these two men were linked by a more enduring circumstance than their onetime relationship. Henry Cameron, idler and spendthrift, was the legal guardian of one Justin Yandell, son of Aleck.

Justin didn’t take after either of them. “Puddingfoot” Jones saw that the minute he laid eyes on him. The day that Puddingfoot found the old man’s boy, Justin was halter-breaking a yearling colt on a bluegrass horse farm a good many miles from his uncle’s Philadelphia home.

It was the end of a long search. Old Puddingfoot perched on a fence rail, rubbing his bullet-lamed leg, watching the youngster awhile before he spoke.

“You’re going at it right, kid,” he blurted finally. “Learn ’em the feel of a rope, and then the bit.”

It was the first that Justin knew anyone was near. He turned quickly, a little startled, then flashed a grin that sharply reminded the older man of Sara Yandell and her warm, winning friendliness. Puddingfoot remembered the boy’s mother well, though fifteen years had passed since she had left Hangtree—and Aleck—forever. Taking their only child, the two-year-old Justin with her.

Justin said, “We’re both learning. The colt and me too.”

“Sure. New on the job, ain’t you?”

Justin nodded as he led the colt alongside the fence and ran a gentling hand along its arched, fuzzy-maned neck.

“I’d be new on about any job you could mention,” he admitted frankly. “But I like this one. I sort of take to horses.” His wide-set blue eyes studied the lean and grizzled old-timer, from his weather-seamed face under the big western hat to his high-heeled western boots.

“I reckon you come by it honest. Your hoss-savvy, I mean,” said Puddingfoot. “But I’m wondering if it was good hoss sense for you to run away from your uncle, like you did.”

Justin’s eyes flashed rebelliously.

“So he sent you?” he exclaimed. “Well, I’m not going back! I’m old enough to go it alone!”

“Mebeso,” Puddingfoot admitted as he fingered a shirt pocket for cigarette makings. “Only Henry Cameron didn’t send me. He let on as how he didn’t know where you went.”

“Then who did send you?”

“Your old man.”

“My father?” Justin barked a scornful laugh. “I don’t believe that! He’s a rascal and never cared what became of me!”

Puddingfoot’s eyes crinkled wisely.

“Your high-falutin’ Uncle Henry told you that, huh? Did he ever tell you that every year since your ma took you away he sent Henry Cameron a whoppin’ check for your upkeep and schooling?”

“No!”

“Sort of seems that your Uncle Henry might be a rascal, his ownself. It’ll take looking into, I’d say.”

“How do you know so much about me? Who are you?” Justin demanded.

“Sonny, I’ve been looping for Hangtree since you was born and before,” said Puddingfoot as he struck a match and lit his cigarette. He flished in another pocket and added, “The boss, he told me to hand you this here message.”

IT WASN’T a sealed letter. It wasn’t a letter at all, just a blank check, folded and rumpled, and on the back of it was scrawled the first and only word that Justin had ever received from his father. It was a blunt message. A challenge, really. It said:
By now maybe you’re man enough to come and take over.

It was signed simply “A.Y.” Beside the initials, made up of a combination of them, was the Hangtree brand.

Slowly, thoughtfully, the seventeen-year-old crumpled the terse, cold summons in his hand. His thoughts were in turmoil. This was the most serious crisis in his life, since the death of his mother. And he barely remembered that.

“Why didn’t he come himself?” he asked. “Why did he send you?”

“It’s a mighty long ways to come in a wheelchair,” Puddingfoot said with an exhale of smoke. “It’s like this. Your old man, he’s a helpless, hopeless cripple these days.”

“It’s hard to feel sorry,” Justin said, “for somebody I don’t know and have never even heard from.”

“Aleck don’t want nobody feeling sorry for him. It’s just that he won’t last much longer. The doctor gives him a year or less. He’s part paralyzed. Bullet in his spine.”

“A gun accident?”

Puddingfoot breathed smoke again.

“Not exactly. Aleck, he’s made a flock of enemies in his time.”

Justin, waddling the strange note in his fist, gazed wistfully to the west, to the gently rolling Cumberlands and beyond, toward the unknown land of his troubled heritage. It was a hard decision to make. But there was something about this rough-garbed stranger and the urgency in his eyes that helped him to decide. He slipped the halter off the colt, sending it frisking out across the green pasture. He hung halter and lead rope over his arm.

“The part I don’t like is quitting the man who gave me this job,” he said.

Puddingfoot rubbed out his cigarette, slid from the fence and clapped a hand on Justin’s shoulder.

“That part’s all took care of,” he smiled. “Me and him, we held confab little while ago.”

“What made you so sure I’d go?”

“I figured that word from your old man would rouse your spunk,” chuckled Pud-
dingfoot. “I reckon it did, too. Go get your duffel, boy. Let’s head for God’s country.”

Justin slept that night to the lulling rhythm of train wheels. The days and miles that followed were shortened by his companion’s accounts of life on the range. Most of those tales failed to depict it as “God’s country.” The limp that had given the oldtime cowboy his odd nickname, Puddingfoot, was the result of a gun fracas.

“Injun trouble,” he explained vaguely. “A bullethole in a man’s leg slows him down some. But all that’s over with.”

The homecoming of the young heir to Hangtree was barren of welcome or ceremony. It was an hour’s ride from the small town of Carrizo on the railroad to the ranchhouse. It was a long, low building of rough fieldstone, roofed with rustic hand-split cedar shakes, shaded by tall, crowding poplars.

In days past, thought Justin, this must have been the scene of stirring events. But now it brooded in depressing quiet, under a hot noonday sun. No one stirred on the premises. Charred in the heavy beam over the front door was the Hangtree brand.

“Light and go in,” directed Puddingfoot. “I’ll put up the hosses.”

Inside, it took Justin’s eyes a moment to focus, after the midday glare. He was in a dim, barewalled room, sparsely furnished, with an oldfashioned rolltop desk heaped with account books, a massive safe, a time-yellowed wall clock that tick-tocked loudly, a few hide-backed chairs, a ripped black leather sofa, and against one wall a glass-doored gun cabinet, well-stocked with an array of weapons.

In this cheerless setting, hunched like a caged eagle in an invalid’s chair, was a chunky, graying man, his face deeply lined by suffering.

A heavy Indian blanket was spread across his knees and there was a hump under the blanket, close to the hand that dangled over the arm rest of the wheelchair. One of Aleck Yandell’s many enemies had taught him the bitter lesson of
a momentary lack of vigilance. That was why he sat here now, supine and helpless, paralyzed from the hips down because of a bullet-shattered spine.

His greeting was as direct and brusque as the summons he had sent.

"Yank up a window shade," he ordered. "Let me see what Hank Cameron made out of you."

JUSTIN crossed to the window by the desk and raised the dilapidated window blind. Then he turned to his father, offering his hand. Aleck Yandell seized it roughly, turning it over to scowl at the palm, then dropped it disdainfully.

"At your age, my fingers were rope-burned plenty," he grunted. He leaned back, harsh eyes exploring his offspring as he would the strong and weak points of a horse. There was no approval on his drawn, moody face. Justin tightened inside.

"First impressions have disappointed us both," he retorted rashly. "According to Uncle Henry, you ought to have rope burns on your neck."

The show of spirit brought from his father a throaty sound of approval and the long lines in his cheeks deepened with a grimace that passed for a smile.

"Maybe you'll pan out, after all," he rumbled.

His next act was to grasp the high wheel of his chair, maneuvering it to the half-open window. His hand slid to the hump under his lap blanket. Deliberately he drew and aimed a long, hardworn Colt. Before it seemed possible to have aimed, a deafening blast jarred Justin's ears.

Forty yards away, across the empty ranchyard, a large bell atop the cookshack clanged loudly.

"As long as I can do that," said Aleck Yandell as he blew a wisp of smoke from the muzzle and poked the gun back under the blanket, "I don't need any push buttons."

The bell was still reverberating when a baldish scarecrow of a man burst out of the cookshack and gallivanted toward the house. He burst breathlessly into the presence of the boss, mopping his anxious face with his soiled floursack apron.

"This object of curiosity," Yandell told his son, "passes himself off as a cook. You'll eat in here with me today. After that, out there with the rest of the help. Bait us up double, Sam. Get a move on."

"You bet, boss, right pronto!" panted the cook. He shuffled out hastily, and his loose felt slippers slap-slapped the bare floor as he left the room.

"They don't treat help like that where I came from," Justin said.

"They knuckle down around here or get out. The day's coming when you can run Hangtree in your own way. For as long as you an hang onto it. But get this. So long as I'm around, I run things."

Everything that had been said and done so far rubbed Justin the wrong way. He boilled with rebellion and resentment. Henry Cameron, for all his shortcomings, had been at least halfway agreeable. He wished heartily that he had not come to Hangtree, that he had ignored his father's message, and he was on the point of saying so when booteels, the uneven thump of Puddingfoot's step, sounded on the steps. The old-timer poked his head inside.

"Dolf Jorber just now rode in from Laguna, boss," he reported. "He had a run-in with them Laguna settlers. They hazed all our stock off the Laguna meadows, back to hell and gone in the hills." He added as an afterthought, almost too unimportant to mention, "Dolf, he got in the way of a slug of lead. He's packing one arm in a sling."

Aleck Yandell's wrath flared like a flame in dry grass.

"So Sankey and those other sodbusters think now's their chance!" he ripped out. "Now that the old man's on the shelf! We'll see! Send Jorber in here!"

"He ain't feelin' so good," Puddingfoot said.

"I didn't ask you about his health!" crackled Aleck. "Get Jorber!"

Puddingfoot vanished, soon returning with a broad, blond young cowpuncher with small, pale eyes set like rivets in a
round face sweaty with suffering. A bloody rag was bound around his right forearm which he cradled against his middle. He was unsteady on his feet and laid hold of a chairback for support.

"I put you in charge of the Laguna herd because those clodkickers were crowding in on our grass and getting rambunctious. You let 'em stampede my cattle. Why?"

Jorber's tongue flickered over dry, caked lips.

"Sankey and his crowd were too many people for me," he gusted in an exhausted voice. "They came at night—"

"And caught you asleep!" Aleck seemed to find malicious satisfaction in hearing the wounded cowboy. "You're through, Jorber! You're fired! Hand him his time, Puddingfoot, and run him off the place!"

Jorber let go of the chair to wipe sweat out of his eyes. He swayed and clutched it again, his jaws knotted with pain.

Justin's indignation reached the exploding point.

"This man can't stay in saddle another mile," he spoke up. "He needs doctoring." He crossed the room and lowered the hurt man into a chair.

"The kid's right, boss," Puddingfoot said. "Dolf is bled white and about played out. There's a first-aid outfit over in the cookshack. I'm getting it." He went out.

Aleck Yandell yanked his wheelchair around and headed for the gun cabinet.

"I expect you don't know one end of a gun from another, do you?" he grated at his son as he opened the cabinet.

Justin was busy unwrapping the clumsy, bloodsoaked bandage, exposing the oozing, puffed bullethole in Jorber's forearm.

"I know this much," he answered. "I know enough to leave them alone. Until I find out what the trouble is over at Laguna."

"Time was, when I was able," seethed the stricken man in the wheelchair, "I backed up my say-so!"

Puddingfoot returned with the first-aid kit. He put it on a chair, took out swabs, bandage and iodine. He laid hold of Jorber's wrist.

"Easy now, cowboy," he said. "Try to think about something nice."

Soon the wound was cleansed and dressed and Jorber's arm resting in a sling. Then Sam, the cook, sidled in with a foodladen tray. Justin took a cup of steaming coffee and handed it to Jorber, who gave him a grateful look and raised it shakily to his lips.

Making room on the desk for the tray, the cook scuttled out. Aleck Yandell banged shut the gun case.

"When I could leather around, these guns took and held a hundred thousand acres of Hangtree grass," he stormed. "But no more. Puddingfoot, I want you to shag over to Laguna and find Sankey. Take young Smarty Pants along. Let's see what he can do just by shooting off his mouth. Let him find out what side his bread is buttered on."

Justin and the old troubleshooter left the boss brooding and muttering. Up from the fertile valley they rode, into oak and juniper country stripped with grassy prairies where bands of Hangtree cattle grazed or rested in the shade. The scene stirred fragmentary memories of the youngster's childhood, hazy and indistinct like fading images of a dream. Gradually the strangeness of it departed. Here he was sired and patterned for a destiny that raced now to an uncertain climax.

Old Puddingfoot, usually talkative and amiable, was grimly wrapped in his own dark thoughts.

"Has Sankey any rightful claim to the Laguna?" Justin asked him.

"It's sort of a complicated situation," the other said. "The main thing is, them turnip-thumpers are cutting in on our graze."

"Is it Hangtree or open range?"

"Well, it's Injun ground, or was," Puddingfoot grudgingly informed him.

"How about the Indians? Where are they?"

"Underground, mostly. Where they belong."

"Since when?"
"The old man, he ought to have explained that," Puddingfoot said uncomfortably, "before sending a boy to do a man’s job."

"Who shot my father? What has been done about it?"

Puddingfoot’s slitted eyes seemed to be exploring the distance.

"Nobody knows. But he’ll find out, somehow. And do plenty about it, in his own way."

"You must have some idea who shot him."

"Sure. I got the idea that whoever did it will repeat the try on you."

"Maybe I should take to carrying a gun, then, like you."

Puddingfoot slapped the holster on his left hip.

"It’s my job, at present, to keep you from getting blow-fried, boy. It’s orders."

"It’s the first sign my father has shown that he is concerned over whether I stay alive or not. It looks more like he got me here to do his dirty work for him."

"Big talk don’t shed off bullets, bub. Anyhow, you’re stuck with me and I’m stuck with you, it seems like. I’m the royal bodyguard and he-nurse to the heir apparent. I wish I knew how he was going to come out in this howdy-do with Sankey."

As they neared, they made out the hostility on the watching faces. Sankey’s rifle swung in their direction. His son, a strapping, wide-shouldered youth, bronze-bodied and stripped to the waist, leaned on a posthole auger. A man in a ragged straw hat, smoking a pipe, dangled his legs from the wagon.

The fourth member of the fencing crew was a little apart from the others, at the head of the horses, partly shielded by them. He was black-haired, squat-built, a slouch hat pulled low over his swarthy face. It didn’t quite conceal a long, deep scar that slanted from temple to mouth. The top of his right ear had been severed.

Green though he was to western ways, something told Justin to raise a hand in greeting as they rode up, facing Sankey’s scowling scrutiny. Puddingfoot reined away from the menacing rifle muzzle. He slouched loosely in saddle, resting his bad leg across his saddle horn.

"This is Yandell junior, Sankey," he drawled. "He ain’t packin’ anything but a load of talk, so set easy."

Sankey acknowledged the introduction with a spurt of tobacco juice.

"First I knowed that Yandell had a whelp. Whaddya want?" he demanded bluntly.

"The answer to some questions that nobody on Hangtree seems to want to answer," Justin told him.

Sankey blinked. He had expected something different.

"Such as?"

The bare-bodied young Sankey spoke up roughly.

"They’re cooking up some sort of dodge, Pop. That ol’ devil Yandell ain’t ever spawned, not that anybody knows about. And this cull, he don’t look like any chip off the old block."

"It’s like this," Justin explained. "I left this country soon after I was born. I never saw it or my father again until today. A little while ago one of his men showed up, bullet-hit. He said you people stampeded Hangtree cattle and one of you shot him. Why?"

"Because this is good ground for spuds,"
said the elder Sankey. “I aim to grow ’em here.” He picked up a handful of the rich, black loam, let it sift through his fingers. “Best potato soil I ever did see.”
“You claim this ground is yours?”
“I’m leasing it.”
“Hah, that’s news!” Puddingfoot broke in. “Leasing it from who?”
“From the rightful owner.”
“Did you tell Dolf Jorber that?” asked Justin.
“He never asked no questions like that.”
“This here rightful owner,” drawled Puddingfoot. “Who is he and where at?”
Sankey hesitated. The seedy-looking helper on the wagon let out a sudden shrill cackle.
“Tell ’em, Bill! Tell ’em Joe Torres owns this here valley! Yup, he sure does! On account of, he’s the last livin’ Laguna Injun and he—”
The talky helper was pointing with his pipe stem to the dark-faced character lurking in front of the team.
“Shut up, you buckethead!” Sankey blasted. “Don’t you realize, now that you’ve let it out, that Yandell will send his gunhands after Joe?”
“And murder him like he murdered all Joe’s kin!” put in young Sankey.
Justin shot a dazed look at Puddingfoot.
“Is that true?” he demanded.
Puddingfoot hunched one shoulder.
“What of it?” he countered. “They was a pack of low-down cattle thieves. They was warned plenty.”
“When? When did all that happen?”
“Just before you was born, boy. Before your ma up and pulled out on the old man. But what does it matter now? If that lizard eater over yonder is the only one left alive, it was by pure accident. We aimed to leave none to seed. Anyhow, how’s he going to prove who he is? Or his land rights, if any?”
Justin lifted rein.
* “I want to hear what Torres has to say,” he said, starting past the wagon.

**YOUNG SANKEY** jumped in front of him, grabbing the bit chains of Justin’s horse.
“No you don’t, you—!”
They were fighting words that he spoke. What good name Justin had, from his mother’s side, was worth fighting for. Worth dying for, if need be. The time for patient talk had passed. Hurling himself from saddle, he drove a fist into young Sankey’s coarse, ugly face, scornful of Bill Sankey’s ready rifle.

They were about of an age and well-matched, except that Sankey’s son was the heavier. And the ridged muscles on his tanned torso were hard as cordwood from daily hard labor.

Justin’s blow downed him. But he bounded up, furious and bloody-faced, rushing in with his head low between the powerful shoulders.

He missed a wild swing but managed to jolt Justin with a grazing blow to the head, knocking him back against his horse. Before he could recover, Sankey’s son rushed him again.

They mixed it now, swapping blows, with Justin sidestepping and giving ground to avoid a clinch.

“That’s it, Herb, wade into him!” whooped Bill Sankey. “He ain’t got a thing but his fancy capers!”
“Rassle him down and stomp his face in!” cackled the human scarecrow on the wagon.

Puddingfoot, wincing at each blow that Herb Sankey landed, yipped out, “Hear me! It’ll be a fair, stand-up scrap! Tell your bull calf that, Sankey, or I’ll go to work on you!”

Just then the husky Herb grappled and threw the lighter youngster. Pouncing on him, he pinned him down, driving a malletlike fist at the upturned face.

Puddingfoot was out of leather and at them. But before he could interfere, Justin’s feet flew up. He flung Herb Sankey sprawling.

They came up. Herb Sankey was in time to meet a crashing blow against his sagging jaw. It was like hitting a log. Justin followed it up with another that buckled Herb Sankey’s legs.

A lucky third wallop finished it. Herb
went down and stayed down. Justin, battered, bleeding and spent, toppled forward and fell across him.

He was barely aware of Puddingfoot hoisting him up and helping him back into leather. He looked again to the head of the team, for Torres. But the Indian had vanished during the rumpus. Justin thought he glimpsed him, slinking off through a tongue of timber at the edge of the meadowland.

The fight had ended close enough to a draw so that the Sankeys did not feel the sting of defeat. Bill Sankey laid his rifle on the wagon and faced the pair in saddle.

"You can tell Aleck Yandell this," he said. "I didn't shoot that cowpoke of his. And what's more, I ain't none too sure who did. It happened in the night. Sure, we drove off the cattle. But I wasn't packing a gun, not then, and that's the truth."

"Might be a good idea if you told him that your ownself," said Puddingfoot.

"I will. I'll come over to Hangtree and settle this affair with him anytime he says. Tell him that, too."

That brought the Laguna trouble nearer a settlement than it had been. Puddingfoot and Justin turned and rode.

Aleck Yandell, wrapped in melancholy loneliness, was waiting in his wheelchair when they returned. It was dusk and he had just lighted a lamp when Justin slid from his horse and came in. Yandell took a long look at his son's puffed, bruised face.

"It's like I thought. They rubbed it into you over yonder, eh?" he crackled.

Puddingfoot entered and promptly declared: "You're wrong there, boss. This kid of yours jerked out young Sankey's tail feathers, proper."

Yandell brightened a little.

"He ain't all talk, then. But a scrap between two young roosters don't wind this up. Did you tell Sankey next time Hangtree rides—"

"Hold on, boss," said the old wrangler. "I think we better go a little slow. Times, they've changed since we had it out with the Injuns over there."

Aleck Yandell, with hands hooked like talons on his chair arms, projected himself like some raptorial bird, poised to swoop.

"So now you've gone soft on me!" he said in a deadly hushed voice. "You, the last of the old outfit! The one man left I thought I could depend on!"

Justin could hold back no longer. He was sickened by what he had learned from Sankey.

"When we left here, I hoped Hangtree was in the right. I didn't know. But now I do."

"Know what?"

"I know," Justin went on with burning scorn, "what a murderous rascal you are. Why my mother could no longer endure the sight of you."

"Go on." Aleck's voice was strangely subdued. "Go on, get it all said, son."

"Don't call me your son!" flared Justin. "If there was a way to drain the Yandell blood out of me, I'd do it!"

Puddingfoot angled for the door, saying, "I better look after the hosses." He went out.

"You told me that Hangtree will some day be mine," Justin went on, choked with disgust. "Well, I don't want it, you hear? Not an acre or a dime of it! It's not yours to give! You stole it! You killed whoever stood in your way. You ought to hang for it!"

"Is that all?" Justin's father asked, his voice flat and expressionless as before.

"All, except to tell you that your name is a disgrace and I'm getting out!"

The older man was sagging back in his chair.

"Hanging, eh?" he said in a dreary monotone. "That'd be easier than sitting here, dying by inches. Now that you've got it off your chest, you self-righteous, ungrateful little squirt, let me put you straight on a few things. What I got wasn't handed to me on a silver-platter. I knew what I wanted and went after it. It was the way a man had to do, back then. All that any man ever got was from them who were too weak or witless to prevent it. I didn't make up those rules. It was the only way, in my time. Nuzzling books
all your life, you haven’t learned that yet, you soft, spoiled, disputeful young pip-squeak!”

He moved his chair closer, leveling a quivering finger in Justin’s defiant face.

“Did you bother to find out the truth? No! Instead, you niddering, spoon-faced ignoramus, you’ve got the gall to tell me off for piling up a fortune for you!” His whiplash tongue was loosened now, and his voice rang clear. “Let’s get down to brass facts about those Laguna Indians. To start with, they were a pack of renegades. An inbred clan of wretched outcasts, turned out by their own tribe. Nonetheless, I gave them work. What did they do? They loafed and stole from me. Then, when they were hungry and sick and in need, I let them have money. That was a mistake. They drank it up.

“I ordered them off. But they stayed. They gorged their greedy, lazy hides whenever they could on my beef. It got to be too much to take any longer. We went to drive ’em off. They hid in the rocks and fired on us. Ask Puddingfoot. Ask him how he got that limp. So we cleaned ’em out, taking no ‘more halfway measures. . . . Now, as it turns out, one got away. One who calls himself Joe Torres.”

“You know about him?” Justin was taken by surprise.

“More’n you think. He bobs up with the fool idea that the Laguna is his, all his. Bah! One lone, loony Injun, claiming to own by a reservation law that never was passed ten thousand acres of my finest range! Land I put to use and made productive, with my own hard work and know-how! And you say give it away to one lousy, treacherous, ignorant scum with a bullet-scarred face—”

“How did you know what Torres looks like?” Justin broke in.

Aleck Yandell’s fury had burned itself out. Only smouldering embers of hatred now, as he said dully, hopelessly, “I knew it when Torres drifted back into this country, awhile back, and hit the warpath. He’s the one who put me in this shape.”

He barely had uttered the words when he was jerked to alertness by some small, stealthy sound outside. He acted with a swiftness that was remarkable. He yanked his wheelchair to the open window and in the same motion shoved Justin away from it—just as a gun clamored outside.

Justin heard the impact of a bullet and saw the spasmodic twitch of his father, there beside the lamp on the desk. But the Colt was out from under the blanket and in his hand, levelled out of the window as it had been earlier that day, when he brought Sam, the cook, on the run.

The Colt answered the brief powder flash, out in the darkness, with its shattering roar. Aleck Yandell tried to trigger again, but the old gun sagged in his hand. A clamor of voices as men rushed over from the cookshack.

Rising above the others, Justin heard Puddingfoot yin, “It’s the Injun, Torres! The old man nailed him! Hey there, boss, you all right?”

A spreading patch of crimson showed on Aleck Yandell’s breast as Justin drew him away from the window. His Colt, hot and smoking, lay in his lap. Justin had never seen a man dying before. But he knew this was it. There was a serene smile on his father’s face. He managed to lift a hand, to grasp his son’s.

“I—I knew he’d come back.” He murmured the words hoarsely. “Been a long wait. Kept my hand in . . . shooting bell.”

His eyes were filming over. He seemed curiously at peace.

“Take it easy, don’t talk!” Justin pleaded. “I’ll do what I can! Anything, Father.”

“No use, son,” he wheezed. “It had to end like this. Gun grass . . .”

He rallied for a flickering instant and spoke with a strength that was of the spirit rather than the flesh.

“Make out with Sankey, son. Good spud land yonderly, on Laguna. Deal right, son.”

That was the last. He sighed and suffered no more. Old Puddingfoot burst into the room and saw their hands still gripped and he knew that at last the hoped-for better days had come to Hangtree.
It was a package deal. If Tim Mitchell wanted the girl, he'd have to take along—the worthless, steal-'em-blind Welch clan!

CHAPTER I

Ranger's Mission

DOLPH HARRINGTON, feature writer, leafed through the records at the Fir Ridge ranger station and read:


"My God, Tim," Harrington snorted in disgust. "Why so brief? There must be more to it than that."

"That about covers it," Tim Mitchell answered.

Harrington left, muttering, "No need of hanging around here. This fellow Mitchell doesn't know dangerous living when he lives it."

An hour later Tim scowled at the run-down Welch ranch and growled, "Love can get a man into more messes. Ord Welch and his six ornery sons hate the Forest Service and all

The onlookers held their breath as Tim slowly squeezed the trigger
its rangers. Now I ask why do I get steamed up over Anne Welch, when I know a hundred pretty girls already? And, as ranger, I’ll meet scores more who spend their vacation at the Fir Ridge Inn.”

It was a thought, no doubt, advanced by the cave man, and handed down through the centuries. But it was original with Tim Mitchell and he felt very profound. “I guess the answer is, when a man sees the right girl he courts her and makes the best of her family.”

The week before, Tim’s boss, Lonnie Lawton, who Tim was sure had forgotten more than he himself would ever know about forestry, had said, “I sort of hand picked and hand raised you to be a ranger, son. Can I talk plain? What I’m about to say could get your fist into my teeth.”

“Talk plain,” Tim had said. “I’ll understand. It will come from the heart, and that’s good enough for me.”

“The Welch tribe is no good, Tim. As a man, or as a ranger, all you’ll get out of them is trouble,” Lonnie Lawton had said in his quiet voice that was so effective—so convincing. “They hogged the open range for years. Then when we closed some of it and started a reforestation program, they got nasty. Ord Welch said trees that could be logged forty or fifty years from now would do him no good. I asked him what about his children and grandchildren. He said he figured they’d make out, forests or no forests.”

“Now comes the touchy part, Tim. There’s talk Anne isn’t as nice as she’d like people to think,” Lawton said. “It’s claimed there’s craft in those large, innocent blue eyes. But that’s the way it is. I don’t want you hurt.”

“I know you don’t?” Tim had said, keeping his temper with difficulty. “But many a decent girl has gone through hell because some cuss who wanted to boast, or a woman out to do her dirt, told lies. And there are times a situation will develop and a girl will look bad, and can’t help it.”

“That’s right,” Lawton conceded, “and I hope that’s the way it is with Anne. And I’ll admit this, what you do off duty is none of my business as long as it doesn’t reflect discredit on the Forestry Service.”

Had anyone else spoken as plainly about Anne, Tim wouldn’t have knocked his teeth in, he would have kicked them in. As a ranger, Tim grew cold with rage at the destruction on the Welch wood lot. Trees had been felled with no regard for the small firs. They had been flattened by the big trunks. Wood wagons, drawn by big horses, had moved in a direct line, trampling and killing the seedling trees.

A S a matter of fact, Tim grew increasingly indignant each time he called on Anne. Good water that should have been used for irrigation purposes was going to waste, while nearby the grass had been burned by the sun, or eaten down to the roots by hungry cattle. “And he wants to cross the forest reserve and trample down hundreds of newly planted seedlings to reach free range beyond,” Tim growled. “I’ll see Welch in hell first.”

He rode to the nearest gate, opened it, passed through and carefully closed it behind him. He didn’t want it said the cattle had moved to the reserve through a gate left open by a careless ranger. In the distance he saw three of the six Welch brothers riding, slouched in the saddle. He gritted his teeth. Imagine having them for brothers-in-law. Well, it hasn’t reached that stage yet, and probably never will, but . . .

Ord Welch came out, looking as if he had hastily pulled on a clean shirt without taking time to wash up and comb his hair. He said, “Well! Well! Tim. Glad to see you. Mighty glad to see you!” Tim thought, “Nothing real about you. That’s a stage smile and a stage heartiness in your laugh. Trouble is, you can’t keep the craft out of your eyes.”

Tim knew, too, Ord Welch was forgetting a forest ranger has an amazingly broad knowledge of human nature. All types come into forest areas—fishermen, hunters, those who stalk game with cameras and those who bring canvas and paints. There are the wealthy who come to resorts like Fir Ridge Lodge and do nothing but talk or play bridge; and there
A HUSH fell on the room. Ord Welch stared in amazement. He had never lifted a hand against his wife, because she had never resisted his demands. It left him speechless. “Min,” he said to her, “damned if I don’t think you’d do it.”

“I’d do it,” his wife said quietly. “Do it . . . and take care of your burns afterwards.”

Anne Welch was sobered by her mother’s unexpected attitude. She wondered if some strange, fierce strength slumbered in her own body, waiting only the opportunity to assert itself. For a few, brief seconds this quiet, usually beaten-down woman was a stranger to her.

While Ord Welch remained speechless, Ab stirred slowly, then said, “Maybe beating or whipping might not work. Suppose if you don’t do what Pa says, I tell about you and Pete Varnell and the cabin at Rainbow Falls.”

“He’s fine, clean and he wouldn’t believe your lies,” Anne snapped.

“Funny thing about a man,” Ab said. “He might not want to believe me, but such things sorta haunt him. He gets bothered. And if he’s stuck on a girl, he’s bothered to beat hell.”

“So that’s what you call the family loyalty you’re always talking about,” Anne said. Her voice was high and carried a wild, desperate note.

“That’s about the size of it,” Ab said. “If you won’t be loyal and help the family get them cattle over closed land, then we’ve got to do something to bring you to your senses. Here he comes. Think about it.”

Anne patted her hair into place, waited with beating heart until Tim Mitchell knocked, then went to the door. Outwardly composed she said, “Come in, Tim.”

Tim came in and while Anne put away his hat, he greeted the rest of the family. “Just in time for supper, Tim,” Min Welch said. “I’ll flax around and finish up. No, Anne, you don’t need to help.” She disappeared into the kitchen. Ord and Ab Welch smoked and talked. Plenty of time, each reasoned, for Anne to work the magic of her sex on the ranger. When evening
came, Ord would build a roaring log fire in the fireplace. Not that it was needed, but there was something of magic in a darkened room when the fire became glowing coals.

Now Ord said, “Keeping you busy, Tim?”

“Plenty,” Tim answered. “Fir Ridge Inn and all of the cabins are full up with folks taking vacations. It’s pretty crowded year-around, but particularly bad this time. We can make rules and regulations for visitors’ protection, and enforce them as long as they are on government land. The trouble is, we have no control when they get off government land and get into trouble. They naturally expect rangers to come to their rescue when they get in trouble.”

Ab Welch’s crafty eyes betrayed his line of thought when he asked, “What kind of trouble?”

“A few years ago Chimney Peak was climbed for the first time,” Tim answered. “Every so often someone lacking experience tackles it and gets into trouble. Things like that.”

Min Welch’s, “Supper’s ready,” broke up the conversation a few minutes later.

Ab Welch helped himself first, then passed dishes and platters down the line where his six sons, daughter, Tim and wife waited with empty plates. The boys wolfed down their meal in silence. Eating, drinking or laziness was a business with them, requiring few words.

After supper Anne helped her mother with the dishes, while Tim talked to the men. It was Ab Welch who again and again turned the conversation toward the ranger’s problems. He managed this without once mentioning what was uppermost in his mind—driving cattle over the forest reserve.

With grim humor Tim thought, “It sounds as if Ab were trying to learn the ranger business the easy way, but he isn’t.”

WHEN Anne came in, flushed from effort, but with a shy smile, Ord Welch got up and said, “Might as well have our card game in the kitchen and leave the parlor for the kids.”

“There’s a dance Saturday night at the Inn,” Tim said. “Why don’t you ride over, Anne? I’d call for you, but I’ll be on duty, but I can ride home with you.”

“I’d love it,” she said. They sat on a sofa, reasonably close together. Tim wanted to sit closer, but there was an aloofness in her manner that was a barrier. At eleven o’clock he said something about having a hard day ahead of him, and stood up.

“I’ll see you Saturday night for sure,” he said. “I’d like to talk to Abner.” Tim liked the friendliness of a nickname as well as the next man, but the time when he would feel like calling Abner Welch “Ab” was far in the future, if ever.

Anne looked surprised, but hurried into the kitchen. Ab followed Tim out to the barn. He was as genial as his father. He was quite sure his sister had used her sex appeal successfully. “With her looks and figger,” Ab thought gleefully, “no man could hold out long.” He said, “Tim, what’s on your mind?”

“Why do you have to cross government range?” Tim asked.

“Thin cattle don’t bring much of a price,” Ab answered.

“That’s true,” Tim agreed. “Three or four years from now they wouldn’t do much damage. But now, they’d ruin hundreds of seedings.”

“As I figger it, it ain’t your loss,” Ab said, “just the gov’ment’s. So, what the hell?”

“If you don’t fatten ’em, then what?”

“Why’re you asking all these questions?” Ab asked. Didn’t Annie talk this over with you?”

“Never mentioned it,” Tim said. In the gloom, he saw Ab Welch grow tense and angry. “What happens if you don’t fatten ’em up?”

“Can’t get any price for ’em,” Ab said. “The bank won’t give us any more time on our mortgage. It’ll foreclose.”

“And the place will be sold to the highest bidder?”

That’s the size of it,” Ab admitted. “We’d have to start all over again, with nothing. When mortgages are foreclosed,
folks don’t bid high. They get bargains.”
A Abruptly Tim Mitchell changed the sub-
ject. “How old are you?”
“Twenty-seven,” Ab answered.
“That’s my age,” Tim said. “You’re six feet
two, weigh around a hundred and
ninety. That’s about my size and weight.
That makes us an even match.”
“What’re you talking about?” Ab asked
suspiciously.
“Just this,” Tim said. “You’ve got a
loud voice. I couldn’t help hearing what
you told Anne. You wanted her to love me
up, get me mellow so I’d let you cross gov-
ernment land with your cattle. I’ll tell you
this. Loving me up would never get you
what you want. If I were married to Anne
I still wouldn’t play favorites. I’m a forest
ranger. I get my orders and I carry ’em
out. She wouldn’t play your dirty game,
either. You’re a louse to put her in a spot
like that.”
A A throaty growl came from the sur-
prised Ab. He clenched his big fists. “What
about Anne, Pete Varnell and Rainbow
Fall?” Tim asked.
“She was up there all night with him,”
Ab said. “It hurt like hell to hear that,
didn’t it . . . ranger? And it’s going to keep
on hurting.”
“Maybe,” Tim admitted. “I hope so, but
you wouldn’t understand that. The point
is, a critter who’d talk like that about his
sister instead of covering up, isn’t man-
sized in my book. Can you get it through
your thick head I think you’ve the man-
ners of a rat?”

CHAPTER II
Stampede

A A B CAUGHT up a pitchfork and
charged. It was a blind charge, luck-
illy. Tim side-stepped it, and before Ab
could either swing the weapon, or drop it
and put up his fists, Tim drove his fist into
the man’s ribs. Ab stumbled, drove the
pitchfork into the ground and fell on his
face. Tim grabbed the pitchfork and hurled
it through an opening to the barn’s upper
floor. He was ready when Ab struggled to
his feet. He smashed his fists through Ab’s
guard and drove punches deep into the
man’s stomach. He kept Ab off balance
until a clean blow again dropped him.
“You’re a dirty fighter,” Ab gasped.
“You’re afraid to rassle where a man can
gouge or use his knees. You stand off safe
and punch. It ain’t my kind of fighting.”
“I’m busy for the next few days,” Tim
said. “I’ll meet you on the boundary line
Thursday night, eight o’clock, and we’ll
fight your way.”
He saddled and rode home. Lonnie Law-
ton was working on reports in the ranger
station, and he looked up, his expression
serious, and asked, “Did you get away
with a whole skin?”
“Yes,” Tim answered. “Why’d you think
there would be trouble?”
“Can’t help but be when the Ord Welch
code clashes with yours. A red-blooded
man can only take about so much from
that trash,” Lawton said. I can’t see how
you can win, son. Again, it’s none of my
business, but . . .”
“Go ahead,” Tim urged. “You’ve always
been a clear thinker.”
“They’re a lazy outfit,” Lawton said.
Suppose you marry Anne? You fix up a
nice little home. Maybe you buy yourself
timberland and plan to treat your trees as
crop, cutting only the annual growth,
planting little trees as you cut the big ones.
You know, practicing what the Forest
Service preaches. You get ahead, because
you work hard, and pretty soon you’re liv-
ing high on the hog. You know what will
happen. By that time Ord Welch will have
lost his place, and the whole bunch will
move in with you. They won’t pitch in and
help. You know that. If you throw ’em out,
it’ll make trouble between Anne and you.
Have you thought of that?”
“A man kicks around the angles even
though he tells himself the girl might not
care for him, nor he for her after they’ve
gone together awhile,” Tim said thought-
fully. “He weighs the odds, sees the pos-
sible problems and makes plans to meet
them. You know how it is when a ranger rides alone."

"I know," Lonnie Lawton said. "He's on duty, and he checks the timber and all that, but his own problems come up, and he goes into them, at the same time not neglecting what he's paid to do. How far have you gone into this Anne Welch and her family business?"

"I wouldn't tell anyone but you," Tim said. "But in imagination we're married, her family has looked on me as a meal ticket, and it turns out the ticket is only good for a family dinner once in awhile."

Lawton looked at the younger man a long time and grinned. "Damned if I don't think you might work this out . . . if you really fall in love with Anne. Any trouble tonight?"

"Ab and I had a little rukus," Tim said. "I tried to give him lesson number one in decency and family loyalty. He flunked and is taking the lesson over again."

"No marks on your face, no cuts on your knuckles," Lonnie said. "What kind of a fight was it?"

"I didn't want to hurt my hands, so I worked on his stomach," Tim explained. I kept my own head away from his fists. Think I'll turn in."

TUESDAY, having a day off, Tim drove to town, stopped at the bank and talked to the president, Steve Jenner, who was a typical ranch and timber country banker. He knew the problems of the rancher, logger and sawmill man. He would go as far as banking laws would allow to give a hard-working, sincere man a break. He looked like a cattle rancher who had been dragged from the saddle and seated at a desk, which is exactly what he was. "Tim, your fellows aren't going to let Welch drive over government range," he said. "You're right. If Welch had shown good faith and tried to make something of the ranch I'd be reluctant to foreclose. But his cattle are getting thinner, his equipment poorer and his buildings going to pot. Our security is getting less each month."

"That's right," Tim agreed. "And who-
ever buys the place will have trouble get-
ting rid of the tribe."

"I know that," Jenner said. "Things will happen—little, mean things—that will drive an honest man crazy. But, when the time comes, what can I tell prospective bidders?"

"There's a good spring that flows steadily year-around," Tim answered. "Even when the rest of the country is dry and the snow's gone off the mountains. Put in an earth dam. Then build a system of flumes that will cover every acre of grass land. Clear out the weed trees that are slowing the growth of fir, hemlock and spruce. Plant the ridges with seedling trees, and unless the bidder has plenty of money, he should plan to work when extra help is needed on cattle and wheat ranches."

"What will flume lumber cost?" Jenner asked.

"It will cost the rent of a portable saw," Tim answered. "The Forest Service will permit the cutting of trees at low stumpage costs. The Service is always willing to help deserving ranchers."

"Will you sketch out a plan?"

"Sure," Tim answered.

On his way back to the ranger station, Tim rode along the barbed wire fence that separated government timber land from Welch's overgrazed range. He pulled up suddenly as he topped a ridge and caught sight of the country beyond. Welch cattle were bunched along the barbed wire. A dozen steers had thrust their heads under the wire and were reaching for grass beyond. There was a constant pressure on the staples, and a few had worked loose.

Tim opened the tool box he carried on the truck, got out hammer and staples and reinforced the wire. Welch was relying on the probability that the animals would slowly but surely break down the wire. Once it was broken the cattle would pour through, scatter and keep moving until they reached the reserve's closed range. If brought to book, Welch would whine and claim the government fence was in bad shape, and it wasn't his fault.

A sinister calm followed. Tim saw neither Ord nor his sons the remainder of
the week. He was on duty Saturday until nine o’clock in the evening, then he changed his clothes and went to the Inn for the dance. Anne had arrived and was dancing. She gave him a quick, happy smile. He was waiting when the number ended.

She introduced him to her partner, a visitor at the Inn who surrendered her reluctantly, but cheerfully.

“Is the next mine, Anne?” Tim asked.

“Oh, course,” she answered. “I refused advised. “I’ve done some climbing, and expect to do more, but that one isn’t in my book.”

Anne was stiff in his arms. He kept the conversation cheerful but failed to break through. She had retreated to her shell and the shell was hard. But he noticed she was gay enough later on when she danced with Pete Varnell.

She relaxed some during intermission when everyone stopped for coffee, sandwiches and cake. It was two o’clock when

to promise ahead because I didn’t know when you would come.”

**Sagebrush Sam Says:**

Never put your money on a rodeo bronc rider that’s lookin’ at the grandstand when he comes tearin’ out of the chute.

**THEY** were about to dance when a tall, good-looking young fellow with bold, reckless eyes and confident manner hurried up. “Pete Varnell,” Tim thought. “Always something to spoil a man’s evening.”

Varnell said, “Hello, Ranger. Remember me? I was all set to climb up the Chimney and you talked me out of it. Good thing you did. Lightning storm came up and there was lightning all over the place.” He turned to Anne. “Are you booked solid?”

“No, quite,” she answered. Tim felt her fingers, resting on his arm, grow tense. He noticed a couple of old biddies who made a practice of watching the dancers, then commenting knowingly, were lifting their eyebrows. “You’re keeping track, Tim, what dance is open.”

“Third from now, Varnell,” Tim said. “I couldn’t get here early. I’m trying to catch up.”

“Fine! Fine! Thanks, Ranger,” Varnell said. “Some day when you aren’t looking, I’m going to tackle that mountain.”

“Better get some experience first,” Tim the dance ended. Tim brought their horses around, and they rode side by side through the tree tunnel that in daytime was a mountain road bordered by firs. The moonlight trickled through the interlaced branches. It was a night made for lovers, but Anne said little until they arrived at her gate.

“Tim,” she said gently, “I’m a coward. I’m beginning to care for you and if we go on seeing each other, well I’m not up to it. The way things are shaping up they’ll get worse before they could possibly get better... if ever.”

He guessed she knew her family’s plans and he said, “Maybe you’ve thought this through, Anne. You’ve more information than I have. Suppose we take a rain check until the storm’s over?”

“Yes,” she answered, “a rain check.”

“One more thing,” he said, “you aren’t a coward.”

He jogged back to the Inn in a gloomy mood. There was a light in the kitchen and he decided to panhandle a cup of coffee. The cook grinned. You pulled out too soon, Tim,” he said. “All kinds of excitement. Just after you left the dance Pete Varnell goes around behind them two old
biddies who're always peddling dirt about young girls; and knocks their heads together. Oh, he was gentle about it! But about now they've got splitting headaches. You heard, of course, the Rainbow Falls talk. Pete learned 'em a lesson. Maybe other folks will keep their yaps shut."

Tim laughed and realized the night, or what was left of it, was really beautiful. "Pete Varnell is quite a lad," he said.

"He's hell on the girls, but he shoots square," the cook said. I think he's kinda stuck on Anne Welch, but marry Anne and you'd be married to her family. No man in his right mind would get into that mess." Tim made no comment. "You know something," the cook concluded, "My hunch is Anne won't let a nice guy marry into the family."

Tim turned in. He needed sleep, but he wasn't sleepy. His life as a ranger was running smoothly enough, but his personal problems were piling up. I'll take it easy tomorrow and Monday," he mused. "Because Tuesday night I fight Ab Welch—his way."

He was thinking of Ab Welch Monday afternoon when the telephone rang. He answered, "Tim Mitchell speaking. Who? Billy DeFoe? I'm afraid I can't place you. Go ahead, I'm listening."

After a while he hung up, his face grim. "Trouble?" Lonnie Lawton inquired.

"Could be," Tim answered. "Ab Welch climbed Chimney Peak. He's stuck on a ledge and can't get down." Tim lit a cigarette and paced the ranger station office. I'm getting the picture. I mentioned when I was calling on Anne, that people climbed the peak, or tried to; got into trouble and looked to the rangers for help. A crafty gleam came into Ab's eyes. The hell with Ab! It's a trick. Let's see what they're doing with the cattle."

"This will be a saddle job if Welch is up to something," Lawton said. "Think I'll get in on this. In my younger days I was a humdinger in the saddle."

"No hurry," Tim said. "If it's a trick, they'll wait until we're on the way to Chimney Peak."

Lawton picked up the telephone and quietly ordered rangers to report to headquarters. "Pick up three cow ponies, put 'em in trailers and bring 'em here," he directed one ranger.

While the rangers were gathering, Tim drove to the lookout station. The man on duty had the station's most powerful glass fixed on Chimney Peak. There was no mistaking Ab Welch. He was sprawled on a ledge and it looked as if he were smoking. A half dozen people in the meadow at the peak's base were watching him. "How the hell did he get on there, Tim?" the lookout asked.

"That's one question," Tim said. "The real question is—how the hell will we get him off?"

When he returned to the ranger station Pete Varnell was waiting. "If you need a hand getting the damned fool down, I'll help," he offered.

"I may take you up on that," Tim said. "Just between us," Pete said, "how tough are the six Welch boys? Everyone is afraid of them."

Their toughness hasn't been tested by any specific incident that I can recall," Tim said. "It's commonly said, 'They come no tougher than Ord Welch and his six boys.' No one ever took them on. No one wanted to."

"That's what I've heard," Pete said. "Even the bank would like to get rid of that mortgage, but can't."

"See you later," Tim said. He saw no point in relating his fight with Ab, but he wondered how Ab expected to engage in a rough and tumble fight with him tomorrow when today he was marooned on a ledge. "The man must follow a tight schedule," he thought with grim humor. "Well, the boys are ready to meet the Welch cattle, if that's what's in the wind."

Lonnie Lawton said, "Sometimes I delegate authority, Tim. This is your party... in a way. Run it to suit yourself."

Tim resorted to diversion. He apparently headed a group to rescue Ab, then doubled back over a game trail and emerged within a hundred yards of barbed wire. The Welch cattle no longer grazed near
the fence. "Funny, Lonnie," he said. "Maybe Ab's mountain climbing wasn't a Welch trick."

"If I know the Welchies, and I think I do," Lawton said, "they're too lazy to climb mountains unless there was a jug of whisky at the top. And even then the mountain must be a low one."

"Listen," Tim said.

A low rumble came from a nearby draw, then the Welch cattle emerged on the dead run. It looked as if Ord and his five sons were trying to turn the cattle away from the fence, but Lawton and Tim Mitchell knew otherwise. An experienced eye could detect direction and purpose in every move.

The leaders hit the barbed wire before they could stop. The strands snapped in several places and they were through. It was a mad flight with the excited animals dodging big trees, trampling down brush and shrubs, and pounding through thickets as if they didn't exist.

Small fur-bearers were running in every direction to escape. A skunk stood his ground and died in his tracks. Bucks, does and fawns sped toward distant ranges, and a black bear, her small cub following, broke into a clearing. She sent the cub up a tree with a quick cuff, stood her ground, and strangely enough the animals passed on each side of her.

CHAPTER III

Man On the Shelf

On the dead run, Tim led the rangers to open ground above the long, sunny slope that was planted with seedling firs. As the first two steers burst into the open, he held his gunfire. It might cost a few seedlings, but the cattle weren't bunched. Unless they were bunched the rangers were licked.

He looked rather grim as a dozen young trees were not only trampled, but tossed into the air by flying hooves. "Okay," he yelled. He fired, dumped the lead steer, then got the second with the next shot. Now the rangers turned the next animals slightly. Slowly but surely the cattle were forced to give ground until the top row of seedlings was safe.

"Keep 'em moving," yelled Tim. Gradually the animals were turned toward a recently cleared ridge awaiting planting. They were breathing hard now and losing some of their fright. They hit barbed wire again and were on Welch range.

Ord Welch and his sons rode up. Inwardly, Tim knew, Ord was burning with resentment. Outwardly he was contrite, almost humble. "I'm right sorry, Ranger, but they spooked," he said to Lonnie Lawton. "We figgured to move 'em to new range, and first thing we knowed they'd got plumb out of hand."

"That story might have gone over, Ord," Tim said, "but for the fact Ab climbed a mountain to draw us away from here."

"You mean to tell me Ab went mountain climbin'?" Ord's astonishment was almost convincing. He turned to his sons. "So that's where he went."

"I'll be darned," one of them said.

Tim began laughing and the Welchies scowled. "What's so funny?" Ord demanded.

"Lazy Ab, climbing a mountain to draw the rangers away, and the rangers not falling for the trick," Tim said. "He can probably see the cattle bunched on Welch range about now. His face must be red and he's likely kicking himself."

The Welchies sat on their horses, scowling, and Tim broke the silence. "You'd better butcher a couple of steers we had to kill and send the meat home. After that, you can help us replant the seedlings. You'll be billed for those we have to replace. And the sooner you get on the job, the more you'll save."

The boys looked at Ord, and he nodded. Grimly they followed the rangers. "You'll find tools in the truck," said Tim. "We had it follow us down here just in case."

While two of the boys butchered the beef, Tim with no little satisfaction taught them how to plant trees. He made them
fill in spots where hooves had gouged out the sod. It was almost dusk when Ord said, “Guess that’s all.”

“Not quite,” Tim said. “One steer took out a bridge railing over Fern Creek. You’ll have to replace that.”

What about tomorrow?” Ord asked. “My back’s killing me.”

“Tomorrow, then,” Tim said. If you don’t show up, we’ll do the job and bill you for it.” And have one hell of a time trying to collect, he thought to himself.

As the rangers rode slowly home, Lonnie Lawton chuckled. I owe Ord Welch a vote of thanks. Best fun I’ve had in a long time. I got to thinking I wasn’t the man I used to be. Now, I think I’m doggone near par. And I was thinking of retiring.”

AN INDIGNANT Inn visitor greeted Tim with resentful eyes. “I’m Billy DeFoe,” he said. “I’m the one who called you about Ab Welch. He’s still up there and the rangers have done nothing about it. I’ll write to my congressman about this. Fooling around with cattle when a human life was in danger. And just wait until all the people who are watching him come back. You’ll hear from them, too. Who is your superior officer?”

“I’m your man,” Lonnie Lawton said. It was an old story with him—visitors growing highly indignant because they knew nothing of the background and formed conclusions on surface evidence. Such people had to be handled with tact and understanding. “This fellow, Mr. DeFoe, tried to pull a whizzer on the forest rangers.” He marked a small map. “Go down there tomorrow, and you’ll see where the Welches attempted to drive cattle over newly planted trees.”

Lawton gave DeFoe something of the background. “Well, that’s different,” De Foe said. “Of all the dirty tricks. As a citizen and taxpayer I approve of what you’ve done, and I’ll tell others. It would serve Welch damned well right if you left him up there.”

He hurried off to spread the tidings and Tim said, “The rangers have made another loyal friend, Lonnie, but it won’t get that damned fool down from the mountain.”

Lonnie looked beyond his ranger and his eyes widened. “This is strictly your business, Tim,” he said, reaching for his hat. “Anne Welch just jumped from her horse without waiting for the critter to stop. S’long. Whatever you do is right with me.”

Anne was breathless when she hurried into the ranger’s office. “It’s our fault, Tim,” she said, “but something terrible has happened.”

“Begin at the beginning,” he suggested. “Must I?” she asked.

“I’d like to be sure my conclusions are right,” he said. The Welches tried to pull a fast one on the rangers?”

“The Welches tried just that,” she admitted, “but Ma and I knew nothing of it until five of the boys saddled up and rode toward the cattle. Ma asked, “Where’s Ab?” And Pa answered, “Mountain climbin’ Ma. Wanted some fresh air, seems like. Wanted to see more of the country than shows from the foothills.” Well, Ab pretended to be in trouble. When it didn’t work and he tried to get down, he really was in trouble.”

“And instead of waiting for the rangers to come he tried to get out of trouble and got into a worse mess?” Tim suggested.

She looked wretched, but she nodded. “That’s why I’m here.”

“Pretty late to do anything tonight,” Tim said, checking on the sun, “but I’ll have a look. Come along.” He hurried her to the lookout station. The lookout had his glass on Chimney Peak and was tense.

“Let’s see,” Tim said.

“Help yourself, Tim,” the ranger said, “I can’t look. Oh, I’m sorry Anne, I didn’t see you.”

Tim peered intently through the glass, then asked, “What’s happened?”

“When you were here earlier,” the lookout said, “he was wandering back and forth on that right hand ledge. He was looking up, then looking down. People were gathering at the base of the peak and watching. He stayed there for two or three hours.”

“That was about the time he realized his
trick hadn’t worked and he was figuring a way to get himself down,” Tim said. “Then what?”

“He jumped to a lower ledge, realized there was no way down and he couldn’t get back to where he was with out wings,” the lookout continued. “He figured he could climb an almost sheer wall, and maybe get to a ledge above. He got his hand on the ledge, but when it came to pulling himself up, with his feet dangling in thin air, he couldn’t take it.

“He went back down to the ledge, looked over and saw a ledge lower down,” the lookout said. “He fastened a rope to an outcropping, knotted it and went down. But the ledge was five feet away, so what to do?”

As HE watched Ab, Tim grew tense. The man was working his body back and forth as a child builds up the arc of a swing. The rope twisted and sometimes his toes clawed at the ledge, sometimes his heels. Tim sensed his trouble. The rope was not quite long enough, and Ab was tiring. He lacked the strength to pull himself back up, hand over hand. Evidently he had tried it, but he lacked the skill to cling to the rope with one hand and legs while his free hand clutched the rope above the edge of the ledge and pulled his body up.

Tim knew what Ab had in mind—to swing toward the ledge, let go of the rope and claw at the rock. Mean, worthless, domineering he may be, Tim thought, but he’s a human being fighting for his life. And the sight of the struggle puts my nerves on edge. There he goes! Ab landed on all fours, clawed and slowly slipped toward the edge of the lower edge. Then his fingers held and he crawled to safety. He did not move, but lay there, and Tim knew he was panting and probably badly shaken. What a sweet problem he’s posed for the rangers, Tim thought.

“Is... he safe?” Anne asked. “You held your breath, Tim, so long. And the muscles stood out in your neck. I knew you were... well... helping him.”

“He’s safe for tonight,” Tim said. “Tonight? But the temperature drops,” she protested, “and... he will die.” She caught her breath sharply. “But of course it wouldn’t be safe to attempt a night rescue.”

Stones will be dislodged,” Tim said. “And it’s hard enough to dodge them in the daylight. Go home, tell your brothers to get a good night’s rest. We’re going to need plenty of manpower tomorrow.” He added, “The ranger, here, will take you back to the Inn. I want to study that Chimney.”

He watched the spectators in the mountain meadow head hurriedly toward the Inn as purple shadows began filling the draws and canyons. The sunlight withdrew from the meadow and darkness drove it up the Chimney with its lofty ledges and sheer, hundred-foot drops from ledge to ledge. Not even the mountain sheep and goats frequented the Chimney. Briefly, the sunlight lingered on Ab Welch’s sprawled figure, then it was gone. Darkness wrapped him like a cold blanket. He hadn’t moved.

Tim drove back to the ranger station. It buzzed with excitement as visitors began arriving from the Chimney area and discussed the situation. Tim’s chief interest at the moment was the morrow’s weather. He telephoned in and shook his head over the answer—an electrical storm was in the making.

Lightning liked to prove it did strike twice in the same place and used the Chimney as a proving ground. Lightning could start forest fires and the situation, unless followed by rain, could be bad.

“Hit the hay early,” Lonnie ordered when Tim next saw him. “You’ve got to be in shape tomorrow. We have plenty of volunteers to help, but the trouble is the best intentioned man is a burden unless he has mountain savvy.”

When Tim hurried over to the Inn before dawn the next morning Pete Varnell was at a table putting away ham, eggs, fried potatoes and flapjacks. “Fortifying myself, in case you need me, Tim,” he said. “You’ll know whether I’ll fit in as soon as the climbing starts.”
The way Pete said it convinced Tim that this rugged fellow the girls found so attractive had mountain savvy. "I think you'll do, Pete," Tim said. "Have you seen anything of the Welches this morning?"

"The family, except the mother, went to the base of the Chimney last night," Pete answered. "They packed in and made camp. What's your plan?"

"I studied the Chimney last night until it was dark," Tim answered. "I've got to climb the north side of the damned thing, then work my way along, drop down the west side and, somehow, reach Ab. If he's alive, I'll give first aid, splint broken bones and lower him down to the rock-littered mess called the Switchback. We'll need four men to pack him out of there. If he's dead . . ."

"It'll be easier," Pete Varnell finished.

Volunteers began appearing and when Tim was ready to start men were on hand in sufficient numbers to carry the needed equipment including a stretcher of the wire basket type.

The Welches were huddled around a campfire, eating the breakfast Anne had prepared, silently gulping coffee and waiting for the sunlight to reveal Ab's sprawled body. The men nodded by way of greeting and Anne looked uncertainly at Tim and asked, "Coffee?"

"Thanks," Tim said. He noticed Anne's and Pete's eyes met and held briefly. She poured two cups.

"Some tin cow?" Pete asked, handing Tim a can of tinned milk.

"Take it straight and black this morning," Tim answered.

The sunlight touched the peak, and, from somewhere, an eagle came and began circling. They could see its white head turning in the morning light. Satisfied at what it saw, the eagle settled on a nearby outcropping and looked at Ab's ledge below. Then the sunlight spilled down Chimney Peak and they saw him. "Looks like he shifted during the night, but I can't be sure," Tim said in a low tone to Pete.

"Yeah, looks that way," Pete said. "I don't like that eagle. They go for the eyes. I've seen salmon in Alaskan rivers . . . ."

"So have I," Tim answered in a grim, low tone. "Let's get going." He turned to the Welch brothers. "Your job is to work your way up the Switchback, and be ready in case you're needed. Rope yourselves together, in case one slips. Here's how it's done."

He showed them how to handle the rope, made them repeat it several times, then said, "Take your time. It may be hours before I reach Ab."

Anne broke in with a sharp cry, "Tim . . . the eagle."

The eagle had launched itself from the outcropping, and with hardly a flap of wings had spanned the distance and landed near Ab. Every face was upturned and a hush settled on the score of people gathered at Chimney Peak's base.

Tim had brought his thirty-thirty rifle along on the remote chance it might be needed for signaling. Now he picked up the rifle, removed the oiled rag thrust into the muzzle and walked over to a rock. He levered a cartridge into the chamber. The eagle was perched on Ab's boots. Its head jerked as it began pecking.

Tim knew what everyone was thinking. He could miss the eagle and hit Ab if he failed to draw a fine bead on the bird. There was an alternative—to hit the rock immediately above the ledge and hope to frighten the bird away. But there would be the chance of a glancing bullet hitting Ab.

Tim got down on his knees, sighted, and from this angle the bullet should just clear the rim of the ledge and find its mark without too much danger to the man. If it fell short, it would shatter under the ledge and cause no trouble.

To release the nervous tension he had built up, he leaned the rifle against the rock, walked several steps, dropped to his knees, aimed, held his breath and slowly squeezed the trigger. Feathers exploded from the eagle, it flopped off the edge and bounced off of lower ledges to the Switchback where it lodged among broken rocks.

A cheer broke from the group, and
Anne’s quiet sobbing released her nervous tension. “An amazing shot, Tim,” Pete Varnell admitted.

“I was in a war once,” Tim answered, smiling faintly. “Shall we climb?”

“Lead off,” Pete answered. “You’re the boss.”

CHAPTER IV

Chimney Rock

BURDENED with ropes, ax and pitons to drive into rock cracks, Tim led the way slowly to the chimney part of Chimney Peak. He stopped here and said, “Let’s catch our breath, Pete.”

Pete nodded. After a while he said, “Got something on my mind, Tim. How is it with Anne and you?”

Tim’s voice was edged with resentment, but he said, reasonably enough, “Too many complications. The course of true love is supposed to be rugged, but... well... you know how it’s gone.”

“Yeah. I’ll stop beating around the bush,” Pete said. “You know the gossip. Perhaps I’m no gentleman, but I knocked a couple of old biddies’ heads together. You’re a ranger. Couples can be caught out in bad weather. They do the sensible thing, and find shelter. That’s the way it was with Anne and me at Rainbow Falls. The only evil was in the minds of evil people. I’m no angel, but I played it decent with Anne.”

“Which is what I concluded long ago,” Tim said. “But it’s nice to be told.”

“It was a lightning storm,” Pete said, and we were drenched before we reached the cabin. By the time we dried out, it was dark and you know the trail.”

“Yeah. I came down at night... once,” Tim said. “And we’re due for one today. Relay some of this gear up, and I’ll go back down. This is bad country for lightning. There are no trees to stand under, which is all to the good, but there are other dangers.”

Tim descended and everyone, sensing something amiss, met him. “Weather bureau predicts lightning storm,” he said. “The safe thing is to go back to the Inn. The storm may not develop, but if it does it’ll come sudden. Don’t stand up straight when the lightning comes. Bend over. Scatter. We don’t want groups hit. Stay out of caves...”

“What?” Ord Welch shouted. “It can’t get you in a cave.”

“But ground electricity can burn you plenty,” Tim warned. “I’ve no authority to order you back to the Inn. This isn’t within the forest reserve. I can only advise you, and hope for the best.”

He resumed the climb, knowing curiosity and the possibility of drama in the attempted rescue would keep people there.

“Hell,” he thought, “I’d stay myself if I were a spectator.”

“You’re in good shape,” Pete said as Tim joined him. Pete had relayed their gear to the actual chimney. Except for its rough interior, it was not unlike a large home, or factory chimney with a side ripped out.

Tim squeezed through, put his back against the rock, found outcroppings that would support his weight, then squirmed upward. Pushing his hands hard against the wall, to force his back against the opposite side, he cautiously groped with his toes for another hold. Literally he was seeking toe holds. It was a slow business. Oddly enough, coming down would be easy—rigging a rope with one end fastened to his body and the other free. Paying out the rope, through an improvised pulley, he could regulate his descent.

He pushed through the top of the three-hundred-foot chimney and heard the applause from below. He hauled up the needed gear on a line, then waited for Pete to join him. Looking down, he saw the five Welch brothers slowly crawling up the Switchback. To the north he saw the first stab of lightning. Two hundred feet below, a rock mass called the Ramp led to ledges over which an experienced man, with luck, might make his way to a point overlooking Ab Welch.
Breathing hard, Pete Varnell joined Tim. "Mister, I'm plain scared," he panted.
"A healthy state to be in. It's the man who doesn't appreciate the danger who falls," Tim said. "Storm's headed this way. We've got to get the hell off the chimney. See the broken-up rocks on the Ramp? Lightning knocked some of that stuff off the Chimney."

"What am I doing up here, anyway?" asked Pete.
"Damned if I know," Tim replied. "Democracy at work, maybe. Guy gets into trouble, and people rush to his aid." He rigged the rope and went down to the ramp. Pete lowered the equipment and followed.

"Call this a ramp?" Pete muttered. "It's almost straight up and down!" They slid, clawed, clutched their way down, taking some chances, but keeping their heads. Lightning stabbed through the air to the north. Nearer now. An imaginative man might have likened the almost flat mass of rock, some three hundred feet in length and fifty feet in width as the roof adjoining the chimney.

Tim went to the edge of the roof and looked down. A ledge hid Ab from view and Pete looked at the ranger and shook his head. "As the Indian said, 'How?'"

"Along that wall, then down," Tim answered. "I've done things like that in practice, but if I slipped I'd only drop a few feet. Hope it doesn't rain. Wet rock makes it worse. Let's separate. Here comes the lightning."

The crash was deafening and it struck the Chimney and the air was blue, with forked flame stabbing at nearby objects. Tim and Pete crouched and waited. Below they could see the Inn visitors scattering — following the ranger's advice. The Welch brothers now well up the Switchback, retreated hastily and vanished into a cave. Nothing will happen, and that will make a sucker out of me, Tim thought. Nothing Tim had experienced in war equaled that crash of thunder. Lightning was everywhere.

With a cry, Pete went down. He got up. "I feel kind of funny, but I'm okay," he said.
"It struck a snag in the timber, too," Tim said, "and started a blaze." His emotions were mixed. Rain which would make his job even more dangerous, would put out the fire. A series of crashes that tumbled loose rocks from the Chimney silenced them.

"Look!" Pete yelled. "The Welches are coming out of the cave. There is a Santa Claus. Poetic justice, Tim."

"Hold on. Five went in and three came out!" Tim answered. "Two are going back in again."

A minute passed, then the pair emerged, carrying a limp figure. The two went back and brought out the fifth brother. "They got a jolt of ground lightning," Tim said. "I hope those two aren't badly burned or paralyzed."

"It wouldn't take much of a jolt to send any of them to a wheel chair for life," Pete said. "The hell with them. Shall we try to beat the rain?"

"Yeah." Tim answered. He slipped down and worked his way to a wall. He roped himself to Pete, showed him where and how to brace his feet, then began working along the wall. He stopped, drove a piton into the wall, rove a line through, then went on. He stopped on a shelf three feet wide and seven in length. "Okay, Pete, come on. If you slip, the rope running through the piton will hold you. Hang onto the rope around your body and I'll pull you to the ledge."

The first few drops came. Wisely, Pete moved slowly, deliberately. He joined Tim without incident, while those below watched tensely. A few took motion and still pictures. They went down to the next ledge on ropes, then Tim said, "He's under this one. I'll lower you down."

Pete Varnell disappeared. After a while Tim's rope grew slack and Pete called up, "He's alive. Nerves badly shocked, though. Talks in whispers and is badly confused. Can't find any broken bones, though he may have a slight skull fracture. Hell of a head bruise."
“I’m coming down with ropes,” Tim said. With coils across his shoulders, Tim went over the ledge, hung briefly in mid-air, then Pete drew him to the ledge. “A few eagle feathers and Ab,” he said. “And here comes the rain.”

It came in torrents, and water cascaded from the higher levels and beat against them. Gusts of wind whipped the spray through the air. They kept Ab dry with their own clothing and watched a party crawling along the Switchback to a point below. “Not a Welch in the bunch,” Pete said. “I guess they’re busy packing out the two shocked brothers.”

The party carried the wire basket and brought it within a hundred yards of the cliff. Tim ropped Ab and with Pete’s aid got him clear of the ledge without injury. They paid out the rope until it grew slack and a voice yelled, “We got him!”

“You’re next, Pete,” Tim said.
“What about you?”
“I’ll come down last.”
“What about the rope?”
Tim grinned. “I’ll cut in, then come down it!”
“What?” Pete yelled.

“Mountain climber’s trick,” Tim explained. “You make a series of knots near the point where the rope is secured. Then you cut the part between the knots. As long as you keep pressure on the rope the knots will stay put. When you reach bottom you shake the rope, the knot loosens and down it comes. You save most of your rope that way.”

“You do, not me,” Pete said.

“Watch your fingers,” Tim warned as he eased Pete over the ledge. The line, hard against rock, served as a brake. Pete’s voice carried a note of relief when he reached the bottom. All that remained was the Switchback, which was easy after what he had been through.

Tim rigged the line and went over, the rope between his crotch and over his shoulder regulated his descent. Pete shook hands warmly. “From now on I can take my mountain climbing, or leave it alone,” he said. He looked at the Chimney, now cutting the low-hanging clouds to shreds. “Still . . . there’s something about reaching the summit of the damned things and looking down. It feeds the old ego, I guess.”

“Hunt cover,” Tim said, and shook the rope. It tumbled down like a great snake. They coiled it, then taking things easy, made their way to the meadow. There were handshakes and exploding bulbs. Volunteers carried their gear for the weary men back to the Inn.

“Be seeing you,” Pete said. “I’m too tired to eat. I’m hitting the sack. Hell . . . morning seems a long time ago.”

Tim went into the office and opened a book. He scrawled the date near the top of the page. Then wrote:

Rescued Abner Welch on Chimney Peak ledge. Peter Varnell accompanied me. Subject in fair condition. Tim Mitchell.

Tim scratched his head. “Feature Writer Dolph Harrington would claim that isn’t enough. But what more is there to tell?”

SEVERAL days later Tim and Lonnie Lawton were called away called away for a general conference of foresters. He telephoned and learned that Ab Welch had fully recovered. Two of his brothers, temporarily paralyzed about the legs were about relating their experience, which grew better with each telling.

On the way back to his station, Tim dropped in at the bank. “I hear you’re foreclosing on the Welch ranch. Anyone interested?”

“Not an inquiry,” the banker answered. “I’ll buy the mortgage,” Tim said quietly. “And I’ll tell you something else. I’ll foreclose if I have to.”
“You’re a nice young man,” the banker said, “and... well it’s none of my business. You’re going into this with your eyes open. Or... are you? Is it love?”

“Business,” Tim said.

When he departed an hour later, he held the Welch mortgage which was in default and could be foreclosed at his option. It was evening when he rode up to the Welch ranch. He tied his horse to a tree, walked up the front steps and knocked. Ord Welch admitted him.

“I’m here on business,” Tim said, without smiling. “It concerns the men of the family. The women can listen if they want to.”

Anne’s expressive face betrayed her confused thoughts—surprise, hurt, dread and finally she was puzzled. “All seven Welch males are here,” Tim said. “I’ve bought the mortgage. I’m going to foreclose unless there are changes here. The rangers preach forest conservation, and you’re going to practice it!”

His eyes were hard as he looked from man to man. “You fellows have been throwing your weight around for years. Had people afraid of you. Well, you aren’t tough. Ask anyone of those who saw you high tail it out of the cave and the hell away from the mountain when lightning hit. Sure, you took your brothers with you. But you two who were in good shape didn’t go back for Ab. And Ab, you could have been a little braver.

“Here’s my proposition—take it or leave it,” Tim continued. “You’re getting the lead out of your shoes and you’re making improvements under my direction. We’re going to make a model out of this ranch. It’ll take a few years and a lot of hard work. I’ll put up the money, and I’ll borrow as needed.

“When the job’s finished, you’ll have a chance to get full possession by paying me what I’ve invested, plus interest. I’m not asking you to think it over. I’m telling you either to start making something of the place and of yourselves, or pack and get out. That’s all.” He turned to Anne. “I’d like to talk with you.”

She followed him outside to his horse. He didn’t mount, but in the gloom she saw his face soften, the hardness leave his body and a gentleness that was moving come. “Angry with me?” he asked.

“It was hard to take,” she said, “but it was long overdue. They’ll go along with you. They know you mean it.”

“Then I’ve failed,” he said. “I want them to grab an opportunity, not obey commands. But I had to make them understand they couldn’t slip back into their old ways.”

“They’re ashamed,” she answered. “We were all ashamed up there on the mountain. They knew it all. They went into the cave and... you know the rest.”

“Now about us,” he said, “for years it will be a ranger’s life. Maybe a tree farm development on a small scale, and then on a larger scale as your brothers return what I advance.”

“I’d love it, Tim,” she said softly. “And I was afraid, so afraid you wouldn’t want to come... ever.” She almost cried. “You see... my brothers...”

“That’s past,” he said. “And what’s ahead, I like.” He kissed her gently. “See you tomorrow night and we’ll make plans.”

“Pa would like to build a roaring fire for us two,” she said. “And the urge comes from his heart.”

“I’m sure it does,” Tim answered. “Tell him to go ahead.”

He rode hard on the way back to the station. Lonnie Lawton’s shrewd old eyes read the story, but he wanted to hear it. “I’m a good listener, Tim,” he said.

Tim told it all, and in detail. “So you buy the mortgage and give ‘em a chance,” Lonnie said. “Hell, boy, why didn’t you invest that money in a tree farm of your own?”

“What?” Tim yelled. “And have them move in on me. This way’s better. Even if they lose the place, which I’m sure they won’t, the tribe couldn’t very well move in on us. Maybe that’s why ranger’s cabins were designed for a ranger, his wife and his kids.”

“Could be,” the old ranger answered smiling. “Could be.”
IGNORANT they were in many matters, yet Western Indians had a wilderness wisdom that baffled the most learned white men. They had, for one thing, the ability to forecast bad weather with uncanny accuracy.

But on one celebrated occasion, an Indian weather prophet misread nature's signs and made a bad guess. It was a mistake that led to war with the Nevada Piutes, in which the State Militia was called upon and a detachment of U.S. Cavalry was rushed 300 miles from the Presidio at San Francisco to quell the "uprising."

It happened in the winter of 1871-2. At that time, there was a young medicine man among the Piutes, and like rookies in any other branch of endeavor he was anxious to make a big reputation. So he up and had a vision, in which he claimed to have foreseen a devastating storm. He went forth, warning his people, telling them that the only way they could survive the debacle was to hurry and light out for a certain mountain near Walker Lake.

There was no logical reason to believe that the great storm would spare them there, except that this Mount Grant was a tribal holy ground, a place regarded as off-limits for evil spirits.

The rookie medicine man's scare talk went over big. Three thousand or more Piutes made a rush for Mount Grant.

The storm did not come. Instead, it was a very ordinary winter, milder than most. But so many Indians bunched there soon exhausted the supply of jackrabbits and other wild game in the vicinity. Soon the Piute pilgrims became desperately hungry. Forced by self-preservation, their hunters killed and butchered nine head of white men's beef.

The Storm

The storm broke then—a storm of wrath among cattlemen of Churchill County. The sheriff, with a posse of ranchers, attacked the Indians but the white men were greatly outnumbered and beaten off.

The news spread fast, producing an excitement bordering on hysteria. The call went out for troops. Governor Bradley sent guns and the Second Cavalry sent 50 men and officers from their comfortable winter quarters at the Presidio. They crossed the high Sierra in a forced march that was a severe hardship, the time being mid-January. They reached Walker Lake, all set for a fierce and bloody campaign, but when the cavalrymen saw the pitiful plight of the Piutes, they realized that all the poor Injuns wanted was grub, not scalps.

But an example had to be set, so five foraging Indians were arrested and locked up in the jail at Stillwater. The rest, disgusted with their bum-guessing kid weather prophet, packed up and began their miserable trek back to their home settlements, in and around Carson and
Washoe Valleys and up along the Humboldt. The jittery Churchill County sheriff calmed down. The ranchers were happy to be rid of the large encampment of Indians so easily. And the detachment of Iron Pants, grumbling like firemen who had been called out on a false alarm, began their weary journey back home.

History’s account of this Piute trouble is called “the Churchill County War.” It was a ludicrous and short-lived affair, almost without bloodshed, but it had its tragic aspects, nonetheless. Nobody knows how many Piutes starved to death.

But even today, they rely on the say-so of their own weather prophets far more than storm bulletins issued by the U.S. Weather Bureau. For that matter, any old-time Nevadan will tell you that the Indian weather forcasters hit it right about as often as the white weatherman, with all his barometers, wind gauges and other whiz-dings. They say that the heavy, unexpected snowstorm that marooned a Southern Pacific luxury train for an unprecedented three weeks last winter near Donner Pass was foreseen by the Piutes long before it struck.

Weather Sign

Nevada ranchers of seasoned experience do not scoff at Indian weather prophecies. A savvy old Piute is a pretty handy cuss to have around, they’ve learned, when a grazer is apt to hold a summer herd of cattle or sheep too late on the high ranges. How the Indian knows, nobody can fully explain. The changing color of a mountain lake, the movement of birds, a change in the whir of insects and the turn of a leaf in the wind—those are only a few of the many omens that are weather sign to the Indian.

One serene September day, while this writer was on an autumn jaunt in the high Sierra, a Piute Indian beckoned a white fisherman ashore. The white man reached his boat reluctantly, because the trout were biting, the lake like glass and the sky calm and cloudless.

But a few hours later the sun dimmed and a storm of blizzard intensity swooped down with that treacherous suddenness that occurs in high altitudes. The placid lake was churned to white-capped fury. No small craft could have stayed afloat.

Now what was the official weather forecast issued that day, at the nearest station?

“A storm of moderate intensity is moving down from the Gulf of Alaska and may bring scattered rain with light snow at high elevations the next 24 hours.”

The “light snow” fell six inches deep that night, halting highway traffic, an occurrence almost unheard-of so early in the fall. If you happened to be that lake fisherman, what would you think of Indian weather savvy, huh?

In New Mexico, the U.S. Forest Service has a corps of expert Indian firefighters. Crack crews are rushed by airplane to forest fires anywhere in the western area and are noted for their heroic work.

Not So Dumb

Trained though they are to soldierlike discipline, a crew of these Indians once balked in approaching a raging timber fire—according to a story told among forest rangers.

What was the trouble—laziness, or had the Injuns gone chicken at last?

Nature soon settled all doubts. Along came a cloudburst that snuffed out that fire more quickly and thoroughly than any human could have done it.

Was it some mysterious wilderness know-how that told the Indian firefighters that the deluge was coming?

“Sure, I asked them,” one ranger said with a wry grin. “Let me ask you something. Did you ever pry any information from an Indian who didn’t want to talk?”

Well, maybe it’s hard for an Indian or anyone with a gift of foresight to explain intuitive knowledge in words. Besides, what’s the use? You have to “feel” weather, it being an entity that cannot be seen. And there’s no doubt that the civilization-numbed perceptions of most white men simply have lost the knack of feeling out nature’s secrets. In that realm, the “ignorant” Indian knows more than anybody else.

—Syl MacDowell
Dave Mendez had his own version of the Good Book’s words: “The meek shall inherit boot hill!”

Fighting Man Wanted!

Young Dave Mendez was sitting in the Down Dog Saloon, waiting for Big Dan Hicks to make his appearance, when he heard the shot—a single, lonely pistol shot. The slender Mexican hurriedly got to his feet.

“Who did the shooting, bartender?”
EXCITING WESTERN

The fat bartender stared out the dirty window. "Looks to me like somebody has gunned down your partner, Mex."

Legs shaky, Dave hurried outside—a tall, slender youth of twenty, soft-spoken and courteous. Already, a crowd had gathered and he wormed his way through cowboys and townspeople, heart pounding. Then, he saw his partner, Big Dan Hicks.

Big Dan lay on his back in the dust, arms spread. He was very dead, for a bullet had blasted into his forehead.

"What—what happened?" Dave asked, voice uncertain.

Suddenly he realized he had asked the question in Spanish, so he put the same words laboriously into English.

"What happened, Mr. Marshal?"

The lawman was an obese man and the heat of the sun had drawn sweat out of him. He ran a sleeve across his ham-red face.

"Somebody shot him, I guess. I dunno who did it. When I come out of the store, he was down dead in the dust."

"He was ambushed!"

Dave realized instantly, he had said the wrong thing, although he knew he had spoken the truth. He remembered that lone, solitary shot he had heard. It had sounded slightly muffled. As if it had come from between two buildings.

Eyes turned on the Mexican. Hostile, probing, calculating eyes. Even the big eyes of the marshal had narrowed tightly.

"You an' this dead gent come into town together, didn't you?" He did not wait for an answer. "Ain't you two from that wagon train that's stopped outa town by Dell Carney's new drift fence?"

"Si."

"Speak English, Mex!"

The lawman's voice was too hard for the circumstances, but Dave realized the lawman looked down on Mexicans. Dave's face turned darker. The marshal took the expression to mean embarrassment. But anger was with Dave. He held his temper, though.

"Yes," he corrected.

"You got a chore of trouble ahead of you," the marshal said. "What do you want us to do with this body?"

Dave looked at the man squarely. "You mean—you ain't going to look for the man who ambushed Big Dan?"

"You aim to tote the body back to your gang of wagons, fella, or what do you aim to do with it?"

This time, the marshal's voice was even sterner.

DAVE found his fists becoming tighter.

He had been with Big Dan Hicks for three months, traveling north with the big man's wagon train, and Big Dan had repeatedly told him he, a Mexican, was as good as any man. But this marshal talked to him the way a mean man talked to a mangy cur.

"Take him to a—" Dave paused, searching for the right word in English. Finally he found it. "—building. Then I talk with his people in the wagons."

The marshal spoke to two men. "Take the stiff into the back room of the Merc, men."

With Dave following, the two carried Big Dan Hick's body away. They went into the alleys and into a dark room filled with the smell of dried prunes and other merchandise and they dumped Big Dan on a blank table.

"There you are, Mex."

One man left.

The other, a blocky, heavy man of middle age, looked at Dave, who was staring down at Big Dan's broken, bloody head. "You oughta git outa this town," the man said kindly.

Dave looked at the man. The man continued, "The marshal won't try to catch the gent who shot down your pard, Mex. He's Dell Carney's man, he is. Besides, the people don't like Mexicans here in Turtle Rock."

"A Mexican is a good man."

"Who told you that?"

"This dead man. My amigo, Big Dan."

The man said nothing, but he wheeled and stalked outside, leaving Dave alone with his dead friend. Dave's dark right hand went out, his fingers ran across Big
Dan's jaw.
For the first time, he got the full realization that his friend—his only friend—was dead, a victim of ambush. A sledge, swinging out of nowhere, seemed to pound into his belly.
He knelt beside the rough bier and wept.
He remembered things.
Independence, Missouri. And a wagon train ready to head west. A shivering cold young Mexican on the dock. The stink of the muddy Missouri. The swirl of cold dirty water below the pilings.
"Howdy, boy."
The booming words had come from behind Dave Mendez. He had turned quickly, right hand flashing to the old .45 on his hip.
A big man had stood behind him.
"Kid, don't jerk on Big Dan Hicks. He was only talking to you, boy."
Dave had pulled back his hand. Big Dan had looked at him thoughtfully. Big Dan had said, "I've watched you for a coupla days. You need a friend and a job. How about a job with my wagon train? Come mornin' I'm pullin' out twelve wagons headed for Fort Hall up in Idaho Territory an' I need a roustabout. Ten bucks per an' found, son."
"I work for you."
"Come on to my wagons?"

BETWEEN these two, then, had been born a wonderful friendship, there on the dock at Independence. Ten days out, and Dave had confided in Big Dan.
"I am a wanted hombre over in Mexico."
"That so, Dave?"
They were scouting ahead of the train, keeping eyes open for hostile Cheyennes. Moonlight, glistening, golden, beautiful. Ahead, the shadows of the Rockies, and in the air the smell of blooming sage.
"Me, I killed a man, Big Dan."
"I see...."
Of his own volition, Dave had told his story. "This man—a white man—he betrayed my sister, and my father—he killed himself. Proud of his family, my father."
Big Dan had cocked his head, listened.
"Maria, she died when the baby was born, and I gave my nephew to the Guadalupe family. Then, I practiced with my gun."
"You gave this gent a fair chance?"
"Yes. But I am a Mexican, and in that area—"
"Pride," Big Dan had said slowly. "The best thing a man can have, Dave. Makes no difference to me the color of a man's hide. Be he Injun or Mexican or Texican, he's only as good as his thoughts and actions are good, Dave. Hell, I'm no preachin' man, as you know—but a man has to keep himself good and clean inside."
Dave had listened, throat thick.
"No Injun sign tonight, Dave. Back to the wagon for us." Down off the rimrock they came, riding slowly—dark riders against the darker backdrop of the night. "You're clean and good inside, Dave. And that, son, is the only thing that counts, and don't forget that, at any time."
"Gracias, Big Dan."
And now, kneeling beside his murdered friend's body, the Mexican Dave Mendez wept in heartbroken sorrow.
Suddenly, he heard feet, beside the door.
He got to his feet, hand going down to his gun. Then, his hand stopped; he stared.
"You, Señorita?"
She was a Mexican, too; about seventeen. When he and Big Dan had ridden into town that afternoon, Dave had seen her on Turtle Rock's mainstreet. Dark, small, pretty—not lovely, just pretty.
"I came to talk to you, Señor."
"What can we talk about? We are strangers."
"I like you, Dave."
"I have only seen you once. What is your name?"
"Lupe."
"We have nothing to talk about."
"Your amigo—he is dead?"
"Yes. He is dead."
"Your amigo, he hit Dell Carney with his fists?"
Dave nodded. When Dell Carney's drift
fence had stopped the wagon train, Carney and two of his gunmen had ridden down out of the hills. Carney wanted five dollars per wagon to go through the fence and he and Big Dan had quarreled. Carney had insulted Dave because he was a Mexican and Big Dan had punched him.

Dave had pulled his gun on Carney. Carney had vowed, anger in him, that only gunsmoke would get the wagons through the fence. Then, black anger on him, he had thundered away, gunmen following him.

Dave had looked at Big Dan. “Maybe I shouldn’t have drewed my gun on him, Big Dan.”

Big Dan had grinned. “My temper got the best of me too, Dave. And here I’ve told you to be tolerant an’ me, I broke the rule first. We gotta git to town for supplies. We can ride around this drift fence. Too bad we can’t trail wagons around it, but it ends in the badlands on both ends.”

So they had ridden to Turtle Rock... and death for Big Dan Hicks.

THE GIRL said, “Now you get your wagon men and you come into town and wipe out Carney and his men?”

“You hate—Carney?”

“Sl.”

“Speak American, not Mexican!”

“Carney beat my father and made him work and did not pay him. My father, Carney said, was only a Mexican. One day there was a gunfight and my father—he got killed, by accident.”

“Didn’t he fight Carney?”

“No.”

“Why not?”

“He was just a Mexican, she said, with no rights.”

Dave felt disgust. Then suddenly he realized something; in those days before he had met Big Dan, he would not have fought back either. Big Dan had given him courage. Big Dan had given him a kind of philosophy, sketchy though it was.

“Did you want your father—to fight back?”

“Yes, I did. In the school—la escuela—they teach me all men are equal. My fa-

ther, he did not believe that.”

“I believe that.”

“This dead man, he help you?”

“He helped me much.”

She looked at him. He could not see her eyes clearly because of the dusk. “I saw Carney shoot down your amigo. Carney hid between two buildings, and I saw.”

“You do not lie to me?”

“Why would I lie?”

“Maybe you want me to fight your battle. Carney beat your father, you told me, and you want revenge. Big Dan told me each person, he has to fight his own battles.”

“I speak the truth, Dave. I do not lie.”

“If your father had had courage, he would not have bowed to Carney.”

“You have no sympathy?”

“None for a man—or a woman—who will not fight.”

Those had been Big Dan’s words. They rang in Dave Mendez’s brain. They were like words being spoken by Big Dan.

“We are Mexicans, together.”

“Mexicans, yes, but not cowards. Here is one who fights, Señorita. Of course, Dell Carney shot down my amigo, for he hated him. Big Dan made him look foolish and Carney has pride. He would not let one of his gunmen shoot down Big Dan, for that pride would not allow him.”

“I see him shoot Big Dan.”

They were silent, then. She watched him. And, when she spoke, her voice had hope, confidence.

“I like you, Dave.”

Dave did not answer.

She kept on looking at him. He liked her very much, though he, at that moment, would be the last to admit this fact. He had liked her from the first moment he had seen her when he and Big Dan had ridden into Turtle Rock.

“You give me courage, Dave.”

She turned, then. She stepped outside. He heard her bare feet move away. Then, he folded Big Dan’s arms across his huge chest. He was steady now, the way Big Dan would want him to be. He looked at Big Dan’s face. He wiped the blood from his face, using a towel he found on a hook
FIGHTING MAN WANTED!

Dave went outside. Here the earth had more light, for the makeshift morgue lacked windows. He thought of the families which, with all their worldly possessions in their wagons, awaited him and Big Dan, the other side of Dell Carney’s drift fence. They were all his friends, a unit bound together, tied by the thongs of circumstance.

Lupe had asked if he intended to bring them into this town and to avenge Big Dan’s death. He knew he could not do this, for to do so would make widows into widows, make children into orphans. Big Dan Hicks would not want this to happen.

Dave stopped a man. “There is a man here who makes coffins?”

“You got money?”

Dave eyed the man. “Yes, I have money, and I’ll pay.”

The man directed him to the carpenter, who was also the town blacksmith. He too asked Dave if he had any money. “We had one Mexican here an’ he never did pay any debts. The town was kinda lucky, I figure, when he got killed by a stray bullet. His daughter works at the hotel.”

“I have some money. How much?”

They dickered. The carpenter finally cut his price. He promised to build a good coffin. Dave paid him his sum and had a few dollars left. Now it was up to him to get the settlers through to Fort Hall. Life was an odd affair. He and Big Dan Hicks had ridden into town together, with Big Dan joking and kidding despite the threat of Dell Carney. Now he would ride back to camp without Big Dan.

Dave was afraid. Deadly afraid. He could handle a shotgun, but maybe Carney would have some gunmen with him.

But Big Dan had told him that the bravest man who had ever lived had, some time in his life, known fear. A man, Big Dan had said, was brave when he conquered fear. . . .

Dave thought again of enlisting the help of the men in the wagon train. But again, remembering the wives and children, he discarded this idea. He would get the wagon train through, and he would get it through even if he had to kill Dell Carney.

He had two courses to take: turn back, or cut the fence and go through. Big Dan Hicks would want him to go through to Fort Hall. He and Big Dan had been partners, one might say.

Lupe was sweeping the sidewalk in front of the hotel. She looked prettier, here where the light was better— prettier, even, than she had looked when he had first seen her.

He thought, When she gets older, she’ll be beautiful. He didn’t know what made him have that thought.

He smiled.

“Why do you smile, Dave?”

A liquid, feminine voice. Dark, questioning eyes. He got the impression that she was deep and calm, an anchor to steady a man in the strong, tough currents of life. And why, he asked himself, did I think of that?

He knew why, and his smile widened.

“I like to look at you. You’re—” He fumbled for the word in English, missed it; found it in Spanish. “Bonita you are, Señorita Lupe.”

She said, “I would like to go with you, David.”

“You do not know me.”

“We will get to know each other.”

He looked at her; she looked at him. He saw through her loneliness, and he remembered standing on that dock in Independence, and he remembered hearing the muddy lap of muddy water on the piers, the smell of the wide Missouri, and he remembered how Big Dan had come up to him and Big Dan had seen his loneliness, just as he saw loneliness in this girl-woman, half shy, half bold, yet holding the promise, the fulfillment of his race.

“Maybe,” he said slowly, “we know each other, even now . . . Maybe we knew each other well when first we looked at each other on the street when I rode into this town. Lupe, could that be true?”

“I felt the same, Dave.”

He spoke with gravity. “You will pack your clothes, Señorita Lupe, and you will ride to the wagons with me and you will
go to Fort Hall. By that time, we will know if we love each other, and if we do the minister will marry us; And if we do not know, we will not marry."

Her brown eyes lighted. "You will not fight Carney, then? I do not want a coward, Dave. I had one for a father, and I do not want one for a husband!"

"I will not ride to the wagons without meeting Carney." He took her by the forearm, his fingers savage. She did not try to move back. Her eyes watched him, her lips were steady. Her nostrils flared a little, and the deep thickness of her youthful breasts rose and fell. They looked at each other.

Finally she said, slowly, "You—you hurt my arm, David."

He let her arm drop. "I am sorry." He looked at her forearm. "My fingers left dark spots, and I am sorry."

"Take your hands off that woman!"

**THE HARSH** words came from behind, and Dave Mendez turned. Behind him stood a man whom he had seen with Dell Carney. Big Dan Hicks had said many times that the way a man lived, the way a man thought, showed in his face. And, on this man’s face, his manner of living had written one word: Brutal.

Lupe said, "That is Mike Raleigh, and he wants trouble. He doesn’t care about me, but he wants to make trouble, Dave."

Raleigh snarled, "Get outa here, woman!"

"I leave when I want to."

Raleigh said, "I said get out of here—" and then his words were clipped short by Dave’s swift uppercut. One blow knocked Raleigh sitting-down in the dust. Raleigh reached for his holstered .45.

Then, the gunman’s hand stopped.

His brutal, ugly face had a surprised, stunned look—the same look that had appeared on Dell Carney’s cruel features when he too had looked into Dave’s drawn .45. He had expected this Mexican to tuck tail and run. Instead, the Mexican had toppled him into the dust ... and in front of the whole town!

Dave took the gunslinger’s .45. Holstering his own weapon, he broke the loading-gate on Raleigh’s pistol, and poured dust into the cylinder and the barrel. Then, with a sharp toss, he threw the gun across the street.

"Now get to your boots, Raleigh!"

Raleigh got up slowly, hand braced under him; thunder and lightning smashed across his wide face.

Dave said, "You thought I would run, because I am a Mexican. Well, you thought wrong, and now you’re disgraced in this town. Even if you killed me from ambush, like your boss killed Big Dan, you would be through in this town. People will never forget how I knocked you down and took your gun."

Raleigh let his gaze run up and down the street. He saw people watching from windows and some standing openly on the sidewalk. Dell Carney stood in front of the Broken Bow Saloon. Dave saw Dell Carney make an abrupt motion of dismissal, and Carney’s face was muddy with anger.

A man hooted, "A great gunman you are, Raleigh! Stand around and brag, and then a young kid knocks you kickin’ an’ takes your gun!"

"Get outa town!" Dell Carney snarled the words, eyes hot on Raleigh. Carney wheeled, big, tough, powerful, and went into the Broken Bow.

Raleigh went to his gun, pouched it without cleaning it, and stalked into the hotel, boot heels jarring across the porch. Dave looked at Lupe and said, "Go pack your clothes, girl, for soon we leave this town and go to my wagons."

She turned and went into the hotel. Dave was trembling, for the tension had run out of him; he put his back against a log building, and waited to become calm. He felt the logs against his back.

Dave remembered things.

He remembered going against the man who had broken his sister’s life, and he remembered that, at that time, he had had not a bit of fear. Then, he had drifted out, heartsick, sore, and they had kicked him around and, somewhere along the road, he had almost lost his self respect. Big Dan Hicks, with his wisdom, had noticed this. And Big Dan Hicks had taken him back
along the long, long road to self-confidence. And now, Big Dan was dead.

Dave waited, standing there, checking his .45. People watched, but they did not come close. They watched the way coyotes watch—hesitant, ready to flee, furtive.

Carney would get raw inside, his nerves would start to scream. And, when Carney’s nerves were raw, then Carney would come out and face him.

Carney would look at the men in the saloon, and they would look at Carney. Outside, a Mexican waited—a slender, youthful Mexican who, by all rights, should have run from Raleigh, who should not have awaited Dell Carney. And Carney would walk out alone, Dave figured.

Those men would look at Carney—secret, furtive glances—and those glances would say, “There’s just one man outside—not even a man—just a kid. You murdered his partner from ambush but you can’t ambush the kid, because the whole town knows he is out for you, and you for him. . . .”

And Carney would get more nervous, and gulp down another drink.

“What you goin’ to do, Carney?”

“Close your damn mouth, Henning!”

DAVE HEARD the hotel door open. Lupe came out with a new dress on—a bright, gay thing that fitted her slender, curvaceous body. She had a little bag in one hand and a rifle in the other.

She came up to him.

Dave looked at the Winchester. He spoke in Mexican. “When you travel, you carry a rifle, I take it? Where did you get that rifle, Lupe?”

She said, “It belongs to the man who owns the hotel. I took it because I might need it to help you.”

“I need no help.”

“You do not know—”

“I do know. Keep out of this, and keep your hands clean of blood. Big Dan was my friend, not yours.”

“I have never met a Mexican like you.”

“You will know me for a long time! Now take back that rifle!”

She turned, then, but she did not go into the hotel. She took a seat on the porch, the bag beside the bench, the rifle across her lap. Dave almost smiled.

The town was quiet. A dog, bony and dusty, trotted down the street, unaware of man’s troubles. Dave watched him, and he then looked at the Broken Bow’s door, for the door had been flung open.

Dell Carney stopped, heavy and tough, and he looked at Dave. “Your wagons don’t go through my fence, Mexican!”

Dave said, “They go through, or I die! You ambushed my partner. I could not ride out of town without killing the man who killed him from the alley!”

“Ambush? Tough words, Mexican!”

Now a woman spoke. A girlish voice, hard with emotion. “I saw you ambush him, Carney! You stood in the alley, and you shot with a rifle. I saw it from where I stood, and I can say so in court!”

Carney did not look at Lupe. Dave saw a harsh smile rim the man’s bewhiskered lips. Carney’s eyes were on Dave.

“I’m comin’ at you, Mex!”

Carney drew himself down, a hard ball of toughness. Dave felt his own gun rise, he saw the wink of steel as Carney’s .45 lifted. He shot and his bullet-sound melted into Carney’s.

Carney was stumbling, knees going out. He roared ahead, bent over, squat, and then, not seeing the hitchrack, he ran into it. His head hit the bar and he stopped. Then, he fell on his face.

Dave had lost his trembling, now. He holstered his gun and looked at the marshal, who knelt beside Carney.

“Through the heart,” the marshal said. Dave said, “A fair fight. His bullet tore into this building.”

The marshal looked at him. He had awe in his eyes. “A fair fight,” he repeated. “Cut that drift fence and take your wagons through, and be gone from this range.”

Dave said, “With pleasure.”

Lupe came and said, “I left my rifle on the porch. I will ride behind your horse, and we will lead Big Dan’s horse with an empty saddle.”

She took his hand, and he felt the clean sweet goodness of her. They went toward the livery barn.

And neither spoke.
Monarch of the sky, Frosty found himself on a new battleground—challenging the tanged killers of the forest!

A cowboy huddled around his breakfast fire in Raging River’s deep canyon looked up—wondering about sunrise—and saw the sun’s rays strike the bald eagle’s head and turn the fine feathers into something like frost on slightly tarnished silver. “Wished I was an eagle,” he muttered, “I’d fly up to Pilot Peak and warm up. Frosty, you’re lucky and don’t know it. It’ll be ten o’clock before the sun gets down in here.”

Frosty had seen the cowboy, months ago, as he had seen the occasional automobile campers, hunters and fishermen gambling on the poor roads in this remote region. Frosty’s mate joined him briefly this morning, sitting on a rough rock where generations of eagles had perched. The nest on the ledge below had been there since the whites fought their way
FROSTY

through the mountains in their covered wagons.

Built of sticks and twigs it was seven feet high. Each year a pair of eagles had added to it. The bottom nest, built so many years ago, had long since rotted. This rotting of the bottom nests was a constant thing, resulting in the newest nest remaining at the seven-foot level.

This permitted the female eagle to always watch the Raging River country. And later, the eaglets could watch the goings and comings of their parents.

This morning—Frosty was undecided about breakfast. He might eat one of the rabbits in the tiny meadow near the river bank, or help himself to one of the mallards on Lost Lake. Again, he might take a fish from a hard-working osprey nesting above the river.

The nearby peaks stood out clear and sharp, but it was almost dark in the canyon. Frosty saw a campfire’s glow, humans moving about, and the gray blanket in the box canyon where the campfire smoke had gathered.

THE sun on the opposite peak gradually drove the darkness from the canyon, and Frosty saw the osprey drop suddenly on a deep, lazy pool and come up with a large trout. Frosty descended with a frightening rush.

To the osprey it was an old story—the feeling that he was to be the victim and the frantic effort to escape. Escape meant he had to lighten the load. His talons dropped the gleaming trout. The eagle rushed downward, caught the fish in mid-air, spread his wings and began to climb. He left the trout with his mate and soared over Lost Lake. A mallard drake, green head gleaming in the sunlight, saw the eagle, started to fly and changed his mind as Frosty swooped down.

The drake hastily dived and Frosty checked his drop. He soared in a beautiful, but tight circle, watching he drake as he swam toward shore. When the drake came up for air, Frosty dropped, and the drake dived almost before he had taken another breath. The eagle was wasting no effort. The pretended drops were to force the drake to dive quickly. When the drake was completely exhausted, Frosty’s dive would be straight to the water. He would pick up the duck without wetting a feather.

Frosty had the situation pretty well in hand when the crow came. The crow cawed noisily and darted at the eagle, wisely taking care not to come too close. Frosty dropped, forced the duck under and the crow followed him down, then up again. Now crows were coming from every direction. A score of them surrounded him. In and out they flew, cawing and pestering him until in sheer disgust the eagle left the lake. A few followed a short distance, then disappeared into the timber fringing the shore. The mallard made it to the marsh, utterly exhausted.

The crows’ actions were not prompted by any effort to save the mallard. They would eat the mallard’s mate’s eggs, or the ducklings, if opportunity afforded. They just didn’t want the eagle around their own nesting area.

Frosty joined his mate who had finished the trout. Perched on granite, he saw the man leave his campfire, rifle in hand. He saw the rifle’s flash and heard the bullet’s drone ten feet above his head. Frosty looked toward the sound, then back at the man. He had no sense of present danger. Neither man nor beast had ever threatened the eagles or their nest. The rifle cracked again, and Frosty heard the echoes among the peaks, then the spiteful drone of the bullet. He looked again where he heard the sound, then at his mate who was growing restless.

A minute later something struck the rock, filling the air with fine granite fragments. Frosty saw nothing, but something like talons penetrated his feathers and flesh. Several feathers drifted away and he felt a stabbing pain on his right wing. He spread his wings and started to soar across the canyon.

SUDDENLY his right wing began to collapse partially. He went into a spin, the left wing pointing upward because it
lacked full support on the right side. He missed a ledge, then plunged through the big fir tree’s outer branches, which broke his fall. He landed on the forest rot and looked around. Frosty walked slowly to the nearest clear spot and tried to fly. His powerful legs launched his body into the air, but his right wing refused to lift him, and the beat of the left wing dumped him over on his right side.

He heard a woman’s protesting voice, “Ray, you said you weren’t shooting at him. You’ve injured him.”

“I didn’t aim at him, and I didn’t hit him, Patsy,” Ray answered. “There was no wind, my telescope sight is accurate, and I only fired to make him fly. You wanted to see an eagle soar. I hit the rock below him. Fragments must’ve hit his wing. It wouldn’t happen again in a thousand times.”

“Find him and finish him,” the woman said. “If he’s left to suffer my whole vacation will be spoiled. Do it right now, and we’ll think no more about it. How do you know, the young may be left in the nest to starve.”

“Too early for young,” he answered. “Anyway, if this is Mr. Eagle, there’s a Mrs. Eagle to take care of the family.”

Frosty heard the man beating the brush and muttering, “Here’s the tree he came through. He left feathers, but they float. Here’s where he hit the ground. Oh . . . here you are and full of fight.”

Frosty’s eyes carried the untamed gleam that lingers in captive eagles’ eyes, even when their feathers look wretched. His sharp beak was his only defense, but the man regarded it with respect. “You can’t be hurt too bad. There’s movement, if not strength in the wing. Well . . . here goes, but my conscience is going to bother me.”

He aimed at the eagle’s breast, but couldn’t pull the trigger. “Hmmm! You might make out at that. No wolves around. And if I were a coyote, I’d think twice before taking you on. Maybe I’m making a bad situation worse, but . . . .”

Ray made his way to the meadow, paused at a thicket, and studied the area with a hunter’s thoroughness. He fired and dropped a big rabbit. He picked up the rabbit, carried it to Frosty and dropped it. “That’ll help. Good luck, feller.”

He pushed through the brush and timber to his wife who stood by the campfire. “Everything’s taken care of,” he said. “Shall we go?”

“Yes, the sooner the better,” she answered.

Frosty walked over to the rabbit after the man had gone and tore the skin off and began eating the meat. Some remained and he left it and made his way to the stream and drank. Obeying the instinct of wild creatures when hurt, he turned to the sun for its warmth and healing powers.

There was a bloody spot on his wing near the junction of wing and body. A partially severed tendon pained him constantly. Now, as he moved—keeping in the sunlight ahead of the shade—he favored the wing. That night Frosty huddled in a rock niche. Heat stored up during the day, and released gradually from the rock wall, kept him reasonably warm. The moon cleared the mountain range and spilled silvery light into the canyon. The night predators began moving.

THIS was Frosty’s first night on the ground. Normally he roosted high in a tree, or among the rocks near the nest. The tragedies of the canyon then came faintly. Now they were all about him. A prowling bobcat, smelling blood, advanced cautiously. Its eyes, in the moonlight, were narrowing pools of flame. The bobcat sniffed several feet distant, then took three steps forward.

Frosty screamed. An eagle’s scream at night had a strange effect on the canyon. Only the sound of the river remained the same. A hush fell on the wild night life as the many animals froze from instinctive caution.

The bobcat puzzled, searched its experience as it weighed the potential danger. It knew the birds with feathers were grouse, pheasant, quail, and crows. There were the smaller birds, of course, which
it occasionally killed, but no feathered creatures had ever proven dangerous. Often the birds were paralyzed by fear. Suddenly, making its decision, the bobcat sprang at what seemed to be one more feathered creature that was large enough for several meals.

To the cat's amazement it hit hard rock. With beautiful timing, Frosty's legs had kicked his body into the air in time to escape the impact. Instinctively he spread his wings, but the resulting pain was forgotten in his life-or-death struggle. Whatever he did had to be done quickly before the cat recovered from its surprise.

He drove his talons deep into the furry body, then his murderous beak stabbed again and again into the cat's neck. It shattered bone and struck the spinal cord. The cat's snarl ended in a wail, then silence. A shudder passed through the cat as it collapsed. Frosty took no chances. He made sure the cat was dead, then moving back to his sheltered niche he settled down for the night. Gradually, other animals resumed their stealthy movements.

Frosty awakened when the sunlight was halfway down the canyon wall. He saw the osprey pick up a trout and carry it away to its nest. The osprey returned, perched on a ledge, its keen eyes watching for trout. Twice it almost started. The third time it plunged and rose with a squirming trout. It was well above the water when Frosty's mate dropped from the blue. Wings almost straight up, talons ready, she was a dramatic sight. The osprey dropped the trout and she drove her talons into the fish and checked her plunge. With powerful wing-beats she cleared the canyon wall.

Frosty tore the skin from the bobcat and ate briefly, then moved over and finished the rabbit's remains. He walked over a trail used by the small fur-bearers and found sunlight. All day he let the sun beat down, loosening stiff muscles, and slowly healing the wound.

The crows discovered him the following noon. An alert, sooty fellow, flitting from tree to tree, could hardly believe his eyes. He stopped and flitted back, perched on a limb and stared with his right eye. Then, as if still in doubt, he turned his head and looked with his left eye. Finally he dropped lower and stared with both, then he let out a gleeful caw, as if saying, "You won't believe this, but the eagle's on the ground. Come on, boys."

The crows came and created such an uproar, bluejays, the timber's sentinels, magically appeared and added their opinions. Head held high, Frosty regarded the entire bunch with fine contempt. Mob spirit fired each crow with unusual boldness, caution was forgotten. Closer and closer the emboldened spirits approached. "Caw! Caw! Caw!" screamed one. A human taunting a fellow would have jeered, "Yah! Yah! Yah! You big stiff!"

Frosty's head went slowly back, then it moved faster than the eye could follow. One second a black tormentor was screaming. The next it was flat on its back, feathers scattered, feet kicking, blood flowing from a fatal wound.

The crows rose in a cloud, screaming fury. They circled again and again, then perched on convenient limbs and called down the wrath of strange crow gods. Frosty ate the crow. He had enjoyed meals more, but after all, he was hungry and it was red meat. Reluctantly the crows disappeared. Each was thirsting for revenge, but there seemed to be nothing they could do about it. They had known success in the air when they ganged up on eagles. But an eagle on the ground that refused to fly baffled them. Even the bluejays departed, leaving Frosty alone.

A lean period followed. He had picked clean the bones of the bobcat, rabbit and crow. He tried moving from thicket to thicket and waiting quietly for something to come within reach of his beak. The small creatures, aware of his presence, kept their distance. He walked down to the stream, partially dragging his injured wing, and searched the bars for stranded fish. The crows had cleaned up anything that had washed up.

He found a pool with baby trout a half-
inch long. He drove his beak into the water repeatedly before he caught one. The trout disappeared under a log. Frosty clawed his way up the bank to the game trail and settled down on the edge of a natural clearing. A rabbit hopped around, but never came within reach. He saw a ground squirrel near its mound and moved slowly toward it. The squirrel barked and brought the bluejays, then the crows came. The squirrel disappeared into the hole.

Frosty squatted down and waited. His was now the patience of the very hungry. The crows circled and scolded, but kept their distance. Crows are smart that way. Again his inability to escape them tired the birds, and they left him alone. The squirrel popped up at a nearby hole and scolded.

Frosty made his way to that hole and waited. In a few minutes the squirrel popped out of the hole he had just left. He looked up as a shadow passed across the clearing. His mate carrying a trout in her talons was flying up to the nest.

He saw a mallard hen drop into a nearby clump of tules. It was a long, slow walk, for all the short distance in yards and feet. He pushed his way slowly through the tules. The hen froze on her nest, thinking the eagle might pass by without noticing her. Suddenly all of the old fear of eagles gripped her. She fairly exploded into the air with a series of loud quacks and joined her mate on a nearby pond.

Frosty stood on the edge of the nest and began eating the eggs. In a brief time he was involved in quite a mess. The egg yolks and whites ran as he broke the shells, and mixed with the feathers lining the nest. He ate from a sort of pool formed in the center, frequently wiping his bill on tules and leaving a mixture of feathers and yolk.

Frosty returned to the squirrel den and waited. His wing was again painful, but the sun was warm. When the shadows came, he returned to his niche in the rock. This night the rain came suddenly, and in torrents. Everything holed up, and water trickled down the cliff face and poured onto Frosty. He made his way to a log spanning two rocks, pushed his body between wet brush, and found shelter.

It was a long night. The day was cloudy and Frosty's injured wing was stiff from the cold and wet. His body heat dried him out in the late afternoon. Wind cleared the sky and the stars came out clear and cold.

NIGHT brought a killer into the canyon—Bloody Dan—a weasel. Bloody Dan's was a tough breed, and his short legs and long, thin body were not beautiful. His pelt was brown now, but in winter it would turn white and become the only beautiful part of his body. Furriers would call it ermine.

Bloody Dan's pursuit of all things was remorseless and confident. He knew that within a given time, if he stuck to the trail, the animal he had marked for destruction would tire, face him, and if not paralyzed by fear, would make one desperate but pathetic defense. It would be over the instant the weasel's teeth met in an artery.

The squirrel that had escaped Frosty was snug in its den when Bloody Dan chanced that way. Bloody Dan entered the den as if he owned the place and for a moment the den shook with the thud of whirling bodies, then it grew quiet and the weasel added to his night's fill of blood.

He came out of the den, caught a rabbit's scent and followed it. The rabbit dashed into a hollow log, ahead of two others. For perhaps two minutes it was quiet in the log, then the weasel entered. One rabbit, fatally bitten, escaped to a nearby thicket and died. The other two died in the den.

The weasel was now killing for the sheer joy of it. He emerged from the den, walked several yards, then stood up, nostrils searching the air for the varied scents, which he identified. The strongest scent was different, but came, he knew, from a bird. In a few minutes he was facing Frosty.
Bloody Dan never hesitated, because hesitation played no part in his life. His leap was almost faster than the eye could follow, and his target was the eagle's throat. He had felt the wing blows of quail, pheasant, and grouse, in his many attacks. But they were annoying—nothing more. Frosty's left wing flipped up in defense, and the weasel missed the eagle's throat entirely. He went three feet into the air, struck the rock above, then dropped. His teeth almost met in the eagle's wing.

Frosty's beak flashed and missed. He struck at the furry body with his talons and missed. The weasel's teeth kept probing the wing, seeking muscles and nerves, but finding only feathers. Frosty turned slightly and clawed again. A talon caught in the furry belly, and ripped downward.

Bloody Dan's death was almost as swift as the death he had inflicted so many times on his victims. He hung with his teeth deep in the wing, his body limp. Frosty moved into the open. He shook his wing furiously, and the weasel remained. Then the eagle began pecking. He broke the weasel's jaw at last, then pulled out the lower jaw, and finally the skull. He ate what meat there was on his enemy, then settled down. His attitude was plainly, "Won't these creatures ever learn to leave me alone?"

If eagles had spent many generations on the ground, the bobcats, weasels and others would have learned to avoid them. But Frosty had presented a problem beyond their experience.

In the morning, he found the rabbit, and for the first time in many days satisfied his hunger. As the days passed, Frosty began solving his own problem. He learned to sit on logs and drop on passing rabbits, and he discovered Raging River no longer raged. It was dry in the upper country. Frosty found trout caught in the shallow ponds.

One afternoon he felt something of the sun's strength in the injured wing. He took off from a log and felt the beat of his wings against the air. He tried to fly out of the canyon, but lacked the strength and soared and wheeled until he was back to the log. The next day he tried again. In midflight he saw a trout in a shallow pool. He dropped, caught the fish, and flew to the log again. He ate the trout and at dusk flew to a snag and roosted off the ground for the first time.

When the sun came up the following morning, he began the climb. He was weak when he wheeled over the nest and saw the open mouths of his fierce offspring. He perched uncertainly on the familiar ledge, watching his mate feed them.

Several mornings later he flew to the highest point above the nest and felt the warmth of the sun as it turned his head to silver. Slowly the day life of Raging River Canyon emerged.

Then he saw the osprey. The osprey dropped, caught up a big trout and began flying to its nest. Frosty soared above the osprey, then dropped, wings up, body plunging earthward, straight and sure. The osprey dropped the fish and Frosty caught it in midair and checked his plunge with outspread wings. Then he began climbing. It was slower, because full strength had not returned, but he made it. He perched on the rim of the nest, dropped the trout. He sat there watching them eat, while his mate was away.

She came back in midmorning with a freshly caught trout. Far below, on the rough, winding road, the eagles saw a car. The driver stopped and his wife said, "I just don't understand you, Ray. This is where you killed that poor eagle. I was just beginning to forget all about it, and then you insisted on coming back."

"Take a look through the binoculars, Patsy," he said.


"That's her first husband, Patsy," Ray said. "You see, when I found the guy that day, he looked like he could take care of himself and pull through. So I shot a rabbit instead of him. Left the rabbit where he could find it. A sort of grubstake, you might say. And . . . there he is."
I watched as my father braced against the door, the pistol in his hand.

By GEORGE H. ROULSTON

GUNSMITH BRIDGE

Maybe a bridge would get built across that deadly crossing of the Kaw, but first its waters must run red with blood!

A TRAIL-town newspaper receives its news in many ways. One is through the front door, across the counter; another, is through the back door, late at night, spoken in the dim light behind the presses.

Through the front door came a copy of the Clarion, the rival weekly newspaper across the street, with a brief editorial about how much benefit Macon would receive from a bridge across the Kaw River. No one could deny this, but as my father read Canby’s article, I noticed that his lips moved silently to form Tod Beecher’s name. Even then I was dimly aware that some day the many differences between Tod Beecher, mayor of Macon, and my father would be settled in an old, old way, man to man, leaving somebody dead.

Late that night, out of a whipping rain,
Jim Cameron slipped through the back door to tell my father the rest of the story. As I remember, Jim Cameron was then a young man, about thirty, and he held some office in city hall under Beecher. But he was like my father in that he believed that men in public office should be honest.

There was a wooden partition between the front of the office, where I was, and the presses, and all I could hear was Cameron’s low, excited murmur and his frequent mention of Tod Beecher and a man named Carson.

Finally, I heard my father exclaim, “Those scalawags! They’ve got to be stopped.”

Seconds after the back door shut gently I heard the sounds of rain-muffled shots and a man’s final scream. I raced through the shop and into the alley and in the faded triangle of yellow light that showed through the door, I saw Jim Cameron lying face down in the mud. My father was standing over him, pistol in hand, aiming and squeezing off shots at the dark blot of a man who was running up the alley and who found safety in the darkness.

“Get inside, quick!” my father cried and shoved me roughly in and shut the door. I watched him as he stood braced against it, Cameron’s pistol in his hand.

We heard only the sounds of the heavy rain as it plunged off the roof and tormented tiny canyons across the alley. From Elm Street, uptown, came the faint sounds of a wild trail town.

Slowly my father uncoiled from his tension, walked over to his desk, and put Cameron’s pistol in a drawer. It was the first I had ever seen him with a gun.

He was a short man, my father, and at twelve I was almost as tall as he. But his breadth of shoulder and solid hips carried an impression of strength and power. His face was rounded, somewhat handsome. Faded brown hair was set above a high forehead, and his eyes, gray as new steel, were constantly roving and recording every detail. The most striking thing about him was his hands with their long tapering fingers that moved in quick gestures.

He turned from the desk and looked at me and I knew he was studying each word carefully before he spoke, a habit he had when he was excited. Sometimes I think it was because he was thinking in French and speaking in English.

“You must tell no one about this. Understand? No one,” he said gravely.

“Yes, sir,” I answered and looked questioningly at him, hoping he would explain what had happened. But he only rolled his shoulders and stood there, his face set in a serious expression.

Now, years later, I understand why. It was part of the deadly game he was forced to play with Tod Beecher, a game in which he failed to understand all the rules.

Two men, both iron willed and fiercely proud, had met, and because their ways of living and their ideals were different they hated each other, yet were forced to compose that hatred and hide it from Macon.

It was Macon, the town itself, that made them hate each other. Macon, then, was a raw, beginning city with streets of mud and hastily erected buildings congested beside the railroad loading pens. It was the end of the Texas trail, the place where the longhorns met the stock cars and the Texas cowboys met the vices of civilization, often in stark violence.

SOMEHOW my father failed to understand this—that in Macon, law and order was carried on each man’s hip and that group law was shown in terms of the cottonwood limbs beside the river. But Tod Beecher understood. He was a product of all this—a cowboy turned saloon keeper and finally mayor—and ruled Macon accordingly.

My father was French, of Paris when it was filled with radicals. He was young then and like all crusaders, determined to reform the world. In his cheap-paper journal, he bitterly exposed the corruption in the government until, for his troubles, he was invited to marry the knife—la guillotine! Only for a high price was my mother able to arrange his escape to England and thence to America.

Now he went to the window and stared
out at the street, quiet in this part of the town. His shoulders sagged under his thoughts. France was ten years behind him and he was that much older now and was enjoying moderate success, for his weekly, *The Eye*, was a respected newspaper in Macon. But a reformer's pay is small in coin, large in hate and broken presses. He considered all this, then walked to his desk and began to write:

**WHY JIM CAMERON DIED**

Without expression or emotion in his voice he looked over at me and said, “It’s late, son. Better go to bed.”

I said good night and hurried to our house next door and without saying a word to Kathy, our hired girl, went upstairs to bed. My mother was in France on a visit. As I lay there, despite the rain, I could hear the cowboys uptown, enjoying a wild, free night before they returned to Texas.

Tomorrow, and many tomorrows after, fresh herds would come up the trail with more men anxious to “ride the tiger.” It was a part of our normal life, for without the herds, there would be no Macon, and if you didn’t like it, move on. Only years later would the voice of reformers rise to change it.

The next morning when I hurried across to the print shop, there was a slate-colored sky that turned the world a dreary gray. Canby, the *Clarion* editor, was standing just inside the door. The others inside were my father, Tod Beecher, and Al Wyatt, city marshal. Only Tod Beecher bothered to smile at me. It was a bitter smile that sent chills down my spine and seemed to carry an ominous meaning that I could not understand.

Al Wyatt seemed to be doing most of the talking. “It looks to me like someone killed Cameron for his money. His pocketbook and watch is missing.” He turned his frosty eyes toward my father. “Is that the way you see it, Frenchman?”

“It looks that way,” my father answered slowly, and I saw his gray eyes move to Beecher’s face. The mayor said nothing, nor did his face reveal anything.

In build he was larger than my father, heavier of flesh and bone, almost inclined to pudginess. Years ago he had trained his features into a set, expressionless pattern and he looked at the world with ebony eyes that saw no hope or faith in his fellow man. He regarded my father as an impractical dreamer, a man of useless theories, yet a dangerous one.

Wyatt eyed them both carefully and then said, almost to himself, “We’ll put it down as that.”

They all agreed and filed out of the shop after Wyatt, leaving my father standing there.


My father was grim-lipped when he answered. “He was behind it, but he probably had someone else to do it for him.”

He noted the expression on my face, judged my thoughts, and nodded, “Wyatt’s in with Beecher, too, you know.”

That was a blow that stung. I knew from my father’s talk that Beecher’s corruption of public money was the reason my father hated him. I knew, too, that it was my father’s newspaper and his vigilance that keep Beecher from more graft and that this made Beecher hate my father and worry constantly over exposure.

**LATER,** I realized that Beecher was a product of his times. The money that flowed through Macon was easy money, made suddenly across gambling tables and bars; and the philosophy of each man was to get it while the getting was good.

But to me, during those impressionable years, Al Wyatt was a hero. He was quiet, friendly in a cold way, and efficient as a lawman.

“Anything goes but me and the street lamps, boys,” he would say to the Texans who rode into town. He had a way of backing it up and, somehow, they liked him for it.

It was true that each morning he would walk down Mary Street and collect a stack of gold coins from each front porch. But his marshal’s pay was small, and for him, each night was one of violence with the dawn an uncertain promise. I think,
now, that he must have regarded those gold coins as part of his actual wage. My father didn’t.

That morning, as usual, we set the type and got ready to print the paper. My father had a brief paragraph about Jim Cameron being killed and robbed, but the editorial that he wrote was missing.

That afternoon, freed from work, I met Clay Phillips. He was a boy two years older than I and far wiser in the ways of the town. His eyes were wide with excitement when he said:

“Come on. They’re going to hang Whitely down on the cottonwood. If we hurry, we can watch.”

Together we raced down the alley behind Elm Street and cut across Mary until we came to the town’s edge. To our right, on the flats, we could see the stock pens and the cattle cars lined up on the siding. The pens were filled with milling cattle, bawling and rattling their horns against the wood as the men, yelling and shouting, punched them into the cars with long poles. The wind carried us the sharp stink of manure and sweat.

In front of us was the wide curve of the Kaw River, and beyond it were the faint blue hills of the frontier. The last Indian attack had been only three years before, and to the south, bands of Comanches still roamed.

We followed the river road until we came to the “hanging cottonwood,” a tall tree that grew beside the Kaw and whose limbs grew parallel with the ground.

“Beecher sent Wyatt out of town,” Clay informed me out of his superiority. “That’s how come they get to hang him.”

We hid in the weeds on the cut bank above the road, and I trembled with excitement when we saw a band of riders coming down the road toward us. There were six men with Whitely riding slack in the center and Dr. Stamley beside him. The others I recognized as men who were all loyal to Beecher.

Whitely was known as the town drunkard, and everybody liked him. He played with the younger children, watched over them, and protected them. He was just an old man, full of booze and always eager to run errands for everybody.

I watched him as he sat there in the saddle, dazed and blinking his watery eyes. Suddenly he jerked his head up, saw the tree, and recognized its meaning. He screamed, and the sound cracked in the middle, as with wild strength he started to fight the men beside him. His horse began pitching and exciting the other mounts.

I watched, wide-eyed, as Dr. Stamley reined in his horse beside Whitely, with something shiny in his hand. He and another man grappled with Whitely and pinned his arms down. I saw Dr. Stamley press the shiny object against Whitely’s bare arm, and they held him until he eased his threshing and began to whimper.


They tossed the rope across the limb and the free end came down and dangled before Whitely’s face. He sat slumped in the saddle, his back rounded and slobber running from his mouth. Giving him the dope had been an act of mercy. Then the nose was tightened around his neck, and a quirt cracked across the horse’s flank. The frightened animal jumped and twisted Whitely from the saddle, snapping his neck like a rotten stick. He spun rapidly in half circles, and his sightless eyes gazed up at the limb.


LEFT Phillips and, sick at my stomach, hurried home and told my father what had happened. His face reddened with anger as he sank back into his chair, brushing angrily at his hair.

“There’s nothing we can do now,” he said slowly. “Nothing yet—not for a few days anyway.” He looked up at me with blazing eyes. “But we will.”

He pulled a fresh sheet of paper from his drawer and began to write. His action
was a disappointment, for to me, words on paper seemed a weak and hopeless way to fight Tod Beecher. I left him and returned to Elm Street to look for Clay Phillips.

It was getting dark when I reached lower Elm. Already lights were blazing, and cowboys in boots and jangling spurs crowded along the puncheon sidewalks. The saloons and dance halls emitted the mingled sounds of laughter and music. To me, it was a street of fascination, charm, and mystery, and I looked upon the sunburned riders from Texas as giants of the earth and listened eagerly to their stories of Texas and the cattle trails.

The Longhorn Bar was a small saloon, quieter than the others on Elm Street, and it was the meeting place for the town’s business men. I went in through the family entrance and stopped at the steam table for a sandwich. Seconds later, Beecher, Canby, and a stranger entered. The stranger was well dressed and, from the dust on his clothes, looked as if he had come to town on the last stage. They threaded their way through the tables and came directly to me.

“Mr. Carson,” Beecher said, laying his hand on my shoulder, “this is the Frenchman’s son; Macon’s distinguished editor I was telling you about.”

Somehow his words seemed to be a warning for Carson.

Mr. Carson nodded and smiled down at me. “Mr. Beecher has told me all about your father and his newspaper.”

I felt Beecher’s grip tighten on my shoulder and saw his eyes narrow to slits.

“Unfortunately the Frenchman has a lot of ideas that are impractical for this town,” Beecher said. “I know because I am a practical man and I do not believe in theories.” He smiled a thin smile. “However, his ideas serve some purpose. I cannot please everyone, and opposition is good for a man in office.”

Mr. Carson carefully looked at me. “Just how does your father feel about building a bridge across the Kaw River. The reason I ask is that I am an engineer and if the bridge is approved, I may get the job of building it.”

“He is for the bridge.” I answered and quoted my father’s words: “If the funds are handled honestly and the bridge is built correctly.”

The three men exchanged glances, and it was Canby who said, “It will be that way, don’t worry.”

Beecher turned on his heel and left; the others hesitated and then followed him to the bar. Somehow I felt that Carson was in with Beecher and Canby. I ate my sandwich and watched them as they talked in low tones. Finally, Canby shook hands with Carson and hurried out into the night.

I left the Longhorn and walked up Elm Street, peering over the swing doors in the hope of seeing some of the excitement that was so common in Macon. It was the era of fierce individualism, and men still settled their quarrels in the dusty center of Elm Street. “A man for breakfast” was the expression used, and each morning the citizens of Macon asked who had been killed the night before. Each week my father would print a list of those who had been shot. Mostly they were men with names like Denver, Ace, or Bat, and little else was known about them.

It was getting late when I turned homeward, walking slowly, hoping to catch some sight of Al Wyatt. But it looked as if he were still out of town.

I was passing Newton’s saddle shop, in a quieter part of town, when I saw a familiar figure walking down the other side of the street. Stopping in the shadows, I saw my father turn into the dark passageway between two stores and knock softly at the side door.

Just as I started over to him I saw a woman open the door; and my father stepped inside and shut the door quickly as if he didn’t want to be seen. Going closer, I saw it was the living quarters of Mrs. Emerson, a woman I knew only vaguely as the owner of a dress shop.

This puzzled me as I walked up the street toward home. Then I saw the lights of Canby’s shop burning. I slipped through the alley, circled the building and approached it from the rear. Looking
through the back window, I saw Canby working his flat-bed press and his helper folding the papers.

WHEN I returned to our shop, the lamps had been lit, and my father was standing beside a type case, smoking a cigar. I thought of my mother, away in France, and with a man’s knowledge of the vices of the world and with a boy’s emotions, I stood there and judged him.

“Canby’s getting out an extra,” I said.

He nodded. “I know. It’s about the bridge. He and Beecher are trying to get the jump on us. Get the people all worked up to a vote on the bond issue before they have time to think. But we’ll let Macon read their extra and then we’ll get out one of our own and tell them the truth.”

I stood there a moment and summed up my anger and my courage in these words: “If you are not too busy visiting women.”

His eyes blazed anger for a brief second, then it seemed my words had crushed him. He gestured feebly with his hands and spoke with clipped words, heavy with French.

“Son, listen. There’s things—things you don’t understand. Things—about your mother, that—that—”

I didn’t listen. I turned from him and ran out of the shop and up the street toward the prairie, leaving him standing in the doorway, calling my name. I ran until I fell into a buffalo wallow and lay there, panting for breath. Looking up at the stars, I made a solemn promise that I would never return to my father’s house. For a time I listened to the crying of a coyote on a distant hill and then dropped into a worried, unhappy sleep.

The next morning I sneaked home, and Kathy fed me in the kitchen without saying a word. But I noticed the shy smile that played around the corners of her mouth. She was a young girl, recently from Ireland, and like the other hired girls we had had before, she would stay with us only until she found a husband. Then my father would give her his blessing and a year’s subscription to The Eye.

While I was eating my father came into the kitchen and stood in the doorway watching me.

“You’ve come back,” he said simply.

“Only to get my things,” I answered, but I could not raise my eyes from my plate.

“I’m going to Texas.”

He nodded. “You wouldn’t object to helping me get the extra out, would you?” He asked, and there was a trace of humor in his voice.

In silence, we walked across the lot to the print shop. I knew there were many things he wanted to tell me, but that he didn’t know exactly how to put them into words. He was always that way. What he thought, he preferred to put on paper than speak aloud, unlike Beecher, who was a good speaker and could sway men’s minds with his pounding phrases.

On the counter was the Clarion that Canby printed last night. Across the top there was a drawing of the proposed bridge, and the rest of the front page told how much benefit Macon would receive from the bridge. Settlers going on west could use the bridge, instead of the expensive ferry, and the trail herds would not have to make a dangerous crossing.

Canby pointed out that the tolls would pay the cost of building the bridge—fifty thousand dollars—in a very few years. After that Macon would have a constant source of revenue, besides drawing people going west through the town. The city council had approved the plans submitted by Mr. Carson, and it was now up to the voters to vote on and pass the bond issue. The voting was to be held next week. The rest of the paper was the same as last week’s issue.

We took off our coats, and while I pieed type and inked the presses, my father set up his editorial: WHY JIM CAMERON DIED.

As I remember it, he said that Jim Cameron had been murdered because he had gone to The Eye office to tell the truth about the bridge and that Whitely had been hanged to stop any further investigation into the matter.

The actual cost of the bridge would be less than twenty thousand dollars; the
other part would be divided between Beecher, Carson, and Canby. "The Eye," my father wrote, "recognizes the value of a bridge across the Kaw, but it objects to men like Tod Beecher's receiving the credit and the graft from it. If Macon is to build a bridge, let us hire honest men to do it or not do it at all."

There was more—about the graft and the bribes that flowed to Beecher and the stuffed ballot boxes and the dummy city council. All that my father had learned about Tod Beecher in the past three years he put in that one issue.

By Sundown, we had the paper published and distributed throughout the town. Afterwards, we washed our hands and started down Elm Street to the Longhorn Bar to eat supper. I could see men talking on the street corners with our paper folded in their pockets. Some spoke to us, some nodded, and some looked the other way. The tension was as real as if someone had drawn a wire tight through the town and the people were stepping back from it.

I turned my head to watch some cowboys who were driving a herd of longhorns up the street to the stock pens, and I wished to be one of them. My father beside me, noticed my gaze, read my thoughts, and said:

"Stick to the newspaper, Son. It will give you more adventure than a thousand trail drives—and more heartaches than any other life."

When we stepped into the Longhorn, we came face to face with Tod Beecher and Carson. I recall how Beecher jerked his head up and lifted his right hand slightly to his shoulder holster and stopped midway. That was all. His face showed nothing.

My father nodded at them, and we went past, but I felt their eyes burning hatred into our backs and I can still remember the green acid taste of fear in my mouth and that my hands were slimy with sweat. My father ate calmly and said nothing.

We ate a leisurely supply and after-wards, my father hired a buggy from the livery stable, and we took a ride across the prairie. As we drove slowly past the herds bedded down on the river flats awaiting shipment, and past the camp fires of a wagon train heading west, my father slumped in the leather seat with the reins dangling in his hands, saying nothing and contained in his own thoughts.

I wondered about a lot of things. My father seemed to have chosen a strange way to fight Tod Beecher, and I had an unreal feeling that we were running away from Macon. But in the years that have followed that night I have come to realize the deep insight my father had in people. He knew Tod Beecher and he knew how Tod Beecher would respond to his editorial. He knew!

We returned home, late at night, to find the shop a tangle of scattered type, broken marble, and sledge-hammered presses. All our back files and paper supply had been taken into the alley and burned.

My father surveyed the wreckage, shrugged his shoulders and murmured, "This is what I expected." Then he straightened up and said in a stronger voice, "We have work to do."

We hurried across the lot to our house and my father went down the storm cellar steps three at a time. I stopped in the doorway and gasped in surprise when he lit the lamp. He turned to me proudly, holding the lamp above his head so that the yellow light showed me the entire room.

"This is like the old days in Paris," he said proudly. "I fixed this up a long time ago. In Paris, I always had two presses, one above and one below in the sewers. When the police would wreck the one above, I would go underground and keep on printing. We will do that now."

It was only a small hand press and two cases of type. On the marble proof stone was a cut of the bridge that Canby had printed in the Clarion, but above it my father had drawn grotesque figures of Tod Beecher, Canby, and Carson.

Beecher was standing with a foot, as large as the bridge, on each side of the
river and he was aiming a gun at a Macon that lay crushed beneath his heel. In the other hand he held a moneybag marked "Graft."

Carson and Canby, their faces resembling weasels’, were crouched behind him, grinning as they cut a hole in the bag and scooped up the falling coins. A balloon above Carson’s head showed him to be saying, "Boys, this has got the James boys beat. This is legal."

Beecher was saying, "Maybe they’ll even name the bridge after me."

My father’s cartoon made these men look ridiculous.

I STILL held it against my father for visiting that woman, and although he knew it he said nothing about it. But as we worked, I could tell that it was a worry to him, and several times he stopped printing to say something, but changed his mind. I helped him all night, and by sunup we had the paper, one sheet, printed.

By ten o’clock every person in town had read our paper. Al Wyatt was the first to come into our print shop. He stood in the center of the room.

"Frenchman, I hope you can fight as well as you can write."

Puzzled, my father looked at him, and said, "I don’t understand."

“You’ve made a fool of Tod Beecher,” Wyatt answered. "The whole town is laughing at him, and he’s coming up here to settle accounts with you." Then Wyatt turned and left the office.

Wyatt’s words summed up the happenings of the day. The proud Tod Beecher awoke to find himself being laughed at by the same men he had once controlled by might and loud words. The hatred that he had built up against my father was gone, dissolved in a wave of laughter aroused by the cartoon. In their laughter, they saw the truth.

Blind rage was collected into systematic hatred and planned destruction. Pistol in hand, Tod Beecher started up Elm Street toward our print shop. It was the old story, so familiar to Macon, of personal vengeance coming into being again. This is what Al Wyatt had come to tell, and my father understood.

Calmly my father took Jim Cameron’s pistol from the desk drawer and walked to the door. Then with the thoughtless action of a man intent on one single detail, he returned to his desk and laid his cigar on the tray. He returned to the doorway and watched Tod Beecher march steadily toward him.

I saw it through the window. Tod Beecher, still walking, raised his gun and fired. My father ducked, and the bullet grazed his head, while his own pistol returned an answer that stopped Beecher in his tracks and wrinkled his body toward the ground. He hit face down and rolled over. A bright red dial enlarged on his white shirt front.

That night we walked down Elm Street, and the wild free life was unchanged. The Texans rattled past us in their haste; the night lights and the music were the same as before. Sometime tonight, Carson, for his part in Cameron’s murder, would be killed by Al Wyatt for resisting arrest.

My father took the cigar from his mouth, hesitated, and told me this: "Your mother left me right after you was born. She didn’t like America or towns like this." He motioned towards Macon with his hand. "She returned to France, divorced me, and married again. Perhaps I should have told you before."

It came to me, with a sudden realization, that I had never seen my mother and that the picture I carried in my mind was not of her. We walked on in silence and with the understanding that can come, without words, between two people.

We came to Mrs. Emerson’s dress shop, and he ushered me inside. In the years that followed I came to know the woman who greeted us as a kind and understanding person. She extended her hand to me, and when I took it, my father said, "This is my son."

Outside, on the streets of Macon, there was talk of the Frenchman as mayor and of the right man to build the bridge, talk that pleased my father very much.
Slowly Rip Carson lined his sights. It would be a long shot to that buckskin-clad girl—whose dainty skirts protected Buttz and Farday's private renegade army!
CHAPTER I

When Nesters Fight

HE STOOD waiting, hoping that he wouldn’t have to fire another shot. A tall, solid man, he was like rock himself on the jutting spur of the canyon wall. His rifle came up slowly and deliberately. His eye looking down the sights was a cold blue dot, his lips a thin line. Under the brim of the white hat his face, long and lean, was as hard and emotionless as a pine knot. He held his breath, finger slowly tightening on the trigger.

For the fourth time in the rising sunlight of this crisp June morning, a deadly high-powered rifle sent its shattering crash through the still air, sounding strangely like mocking laughter. A wild laugh, it rocked from wall to wall, up and down Kettle Drum Canyon.

Down the canyon, in the mouth of a wide gorge in the opposite wall, a tall girl in white buckskins, on a tall pinto, was fighting it out with the high-strung horse. Four hundred yards behind her the lead steers of a herd of cattle were beginning an excited scattering, bawling as they fled from the sudden smell of blood. A young steer had just dropped dead, a fluttering streak of red spurting from a bullet hole over his heart.
Only a wizard could shoot like that at a range of eight hundred yards, but Rip Carson had come by it naturally. The Carsons had been dead shots down through the fighting history of the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia, as though it was an inheritance, an ability handed down from father to son. This morning he had two warning shots when that pretty girl down there with the cattle and men behind her had first appeared in the mouth of the gorge. He had fired at rocks which had stopped his bullets, the clatter making the girl’s horse rear and wheel.

The eight riders behind the girl had immediately found out, flinging up their rifles and yelling at the top of their voices. But the girl, wearing a big white hat, her head sparkling gold in the sunlight, had evidently stopped their notions of making a fight of it, and now had them again strung out in their places with the herd behind her.

RIP’S third shot had dropped that young steer, rolling him over. There had been a wait after that, to give them a chance to change their minds and pull out with the loss of only one fat steer—and that could be skinned, quartered and taken away if they wanted to. When there had been no stop, the girl brazenly spurring her pinto right on, Rip’s fourth shot downed another steer.

He swore bitterly now, for the girl’s strong hand on the reins was sawing down her spooked horse. In a few buck-jumping lunges the pinto came on, breaking into a run as the big hat flapped back onto the girl’s head.

Rip Carson swore again. Damn them, it would be like Buttz and Farday, that heartless northern Wyoming cattle combine, to get a pretty and headstrong girl to lead one of their herds into forbidden territory: For three years now their hired gunmen had bullied their way into Kettle Drum Canyon, their cattle overrunning everything. Some of the tough, unyielding men who had led those invasions had died with their boots on. But people in this wild strip of the southwest Montana country were not yet in the habit of shooting women—especially one who had lately won a Wyoming beauty contest which had entitled her to reign as queen over one of the big annual Frontier Days down there.

The girl knew exactly what she was doing. Suddenly turned screaming wildcat, she was still two hundred yards away from Rip when she swung up a silver-mounted six-shooter, a pretty gun like her pretty self! Carson cursed her through his teeth, blue eyes glittering, jaws set. It would serve her right to send a bullet that would lift her golden hair and spatter the few brains inside her skull skyward.

Sure that damned girl knew what she was doing! By dashing on like a hare-brained fool she knew the men behind her would follow, cowards hiding behind a woman’s skirts. With those men would come the cattle, more than two thousand head. Up the canyon that herd would go, goaded into a high-tailing, wall-eyed stampede.

Squatter fences in the canyon less than a mile away would be smashed to splinters. Clenched hoofs would cut the planted fields to worthless strips and squares of plowed ground, marking the third time in three years that the settlers had had their crops wiped out. In the twenty-odd cabins and houses the settlers would fight back, and there would be blood spilled and more blood.

By turning down the canyon with the big herd the girl could yet save the settlers, going back across the Wyoming line only a few miles away to cattle grazing territory set aside by the government. But such a move would not satisfy Buttz and Farday, land hogs wanting it all—and usually getting it. If the combine got away with this invasion the nesters would have to give up the struggle, load their wagons with what was left of their belongings and move on, leaving everything to cattlemen whose record had been one of long and bloody oppression.

As the girl closed the distance between Rip and herself, she began shooting. A bullet spattered against the rocks a yard
above him. Another struck to the left. Buttz and Farday gunmen had probably told her to rush any opposition, depending on her sex and beauty to make a man hold his return fire. No Carson, Rip knew, had ever shot a woman, but now his rifle was coming up again. He had to consider other girls and women in this canyon—and a damned sight better than that brazen she-cat on her pretty pinto.

Damn it, he had to stop her! Another bullet splattered on the rocks to his left, another just above him. His rifle swung up, steadied, his cold eye again on the sights. This shot had to be good.

As she stormed across a level strip of grass his finger tightened on the trigger. The splintering report of the rifle again filled the canyon. The pinto left the ground in a wild leap, bawling. As his forefeet came down they were like buckling stilts under him. In a sliding fall he landed on his nose. The girl left the saddle like something blown from a gun. Horse and girl tumbled.

The six-shooter left the girl's hand. In a final skid she came to a halt, flat on her back in a wide-legged sprawl. The horse was down three yards to her left. The girl herself seemed not far from dead.

Yells came from the men in the distance. Shots crashed. There was no one now to hold back the firing.

Carson's rifle blazed again. A man on a lunging horse suddenly buckled at the middle and pitched head first to the ground. An instant later another man rolled backward over the cantle of his saddle, while a wild-eyed herd of cattle made a surge forward. The two downed men disappeared under the hoofs of the herd as their horses galloped on, the stirrups of empty saddles flapping.

Carson lowered the rifle. He took a pace forward. Standing on a flat rock he took off his big hat and started waving it in a circle over his head. All notions of fighting back by the men in front of the herd had come to a sudden end as the cattle surged forward. No man was going to hesitate with a gathering stampede behind him.

High on the west rim other men now appeared. As cattle and riders poured out of the mouth of the gorge an arching blue streak of smoke left the rim, thrown by a long, strong arm. Down came the streak, as the panic-stricken men in front of the herd set up a terrified yelling. Those who had been headed up the canyon were swerving their horses aside when ahead of them something struck the ground and bounced. Tremendous noise rocked the high walls, dust and gravel lifted in a dirty-gray cloud mushrooming skyward from the valley floor.

It was dynamite this time for the invaders. As the first stick went over the rim another immediately followed it, making a second arching blue streak in the air. Then back along the rim of the gorge other tremendous explosions were shuddering over the tall hills, sounding like a duel between batteries of giant artillery.

The spooked cattle, muddled and terrified, turned as the riders in front of the herd turned. Dynamite falling ahead and exploding in great clouds of yellow dust had balked the invasion. Explosions back along the rim of the gorge were playing hell with the rest of the herd. Back there in the gorge it had split in the middle. Half of the cattle wheeled, fighting, steers going steers as the rear half turned back into a stampede in the direction from which it had been coming. The forward half still came on, snorting, bawling damnation, pouring out of the gorge, thundering down the canyon. Buttz and Farday's big invasion had been shot completely to hell—at least for this morning!

CHAPTER II

Gunmen in the Sky

Rifle in his right hand, an old six-shooter sagging a holster at his hip, Rip Carson stood above the girl, a tall, grim-faced man of twenty-six looking down at an unconscious girl of twenty.
The wall-eyed hell of horns and hoofs still poured out of the mouth of the gorge.

Eight men had been at the head of the herd. A dozen more had brought up the rear, half of them flank riders who had fallen back after the herd had been pointed into the gorge. Six of the men who had been behind the girl were riding like madmen on down the canyon, staying well ahead of the spreading mass of cattle following them. Two other men—what was left of them—were still back in the mouth of the gorge, shapeless, broken figures chopped to ribbons under pounding and slashing hoofs.

"I—I'm hurt." Rip looked down as the girl whimpered. Her big brown eyes had opened in a dazed stare, her face was as white as death. "Something—happened to—to me."

"Oh, hell, yes!" He nodded. "Something happened to pretty you! Over in Glory Hole—" he jerked his head to the eastward—"about twelve miles from here, we have quite a few of your kind in the honky-tonks. Only I doubt that any of them would have the guts to get on a platform in front of about a thousand people to be measured and ogled at. They're maybe a damned sight more modest."

"You—you're the squatter!" Some of the daze was leaving her eyes. "Why—why, yes, you're the man who started the shooting!"

"And you,—again he nodded, hard and unyielding—"are the she-cat who tried to push your way in on your sex appeal! If Buttz and Farday fire you, maybe you can open up your own joint over in Glory Hole. We've heard all about you up here. You're Grace Riddell, 'Miss Charming, Cattle Queen of Frontier Day!' Maybe you can take off your clothes and give us a show up here in Kettle Drum. If you do that for prizes, why not pick up a few plain dollars without so much—"

"My horse!" She was trying to roll herself up to her left elbow. "You shot Starlight!"

"Glad of the introduction to Starlight!" He curled a lip. "Too bad I didn't get to shake hands with him before he stopped the bullet! Did he win a beauty prize somewhere, too, or did his daddy and mother bring him up a little more respectable?"

She blinked and stared at him as she managed to get to her elbow. "I know you! You're Rip Carson! You won first saddle money in Cheyenne last summer!"

"With my clothes on, yeah!" Again that cold, stiff-necked nod. "Up here in the canyon we don't know anything about folks who don't keep their duds on in public. In Montana when a woman goes out to sell her charms she's usually honest enough to go to One-eyed Mag's or Blackjack Mabel's in Glory Hole, and just hang out her sign."

"And up here," she said angrily, "everybody's so good and devout! Everybody in Kettle Drum Canyon goes to church on Sunday!"

"Not since last year!" His smile was hard. "A couple of Buttz and Farday gunmen set the squatters' church afire and burned it to the ground when they were pushing through, destroying the fences and crops."

He was a damned fool, standing here quarreling with her. A man would get absolutely nowhere arguing with a girl like this. Watching the cattle still pouring out of the gorge, he had already made up his mind. When those cattle were gone she could pick herself up and start walking on her pretty high-heeled boots, following the herd she had tried to lead.

"HER hand came up. "Please help me. I—I can't seem to make it. My left leg's numb. Maybe it's broken!"

"That's too bad." He gave her another sour smile. "You prize-winning mares have to take care of your legs. If you get knots and kinks in them you won't be winning any more contests."

"Would you please go to hell!" she cried, desperation getting the upper hand at last. "And get away from me! I—I don't know why I'm trying to talk to you in the first place!"

A rifle answered her, one of those ring-
ing, ear-shattering reports again filling the canyon. This time it was a downward streak of flame from a spur of the cliffs hanging like a pointing finger high above them. A spurt of dust and gravel jumped from the ground only inches to the left of the girl, the bullet whistling away up the canyon.

The girl was halfway up. Without thinking of what he was doing, Carson swung his left arm around her, lifting her. He was only an instant ahead of a second bullet from the rim. This time it was a certainty that the gunman up there was shooting to kill the girl. That bullet tore through the cartridge belt around her waist. Before a third shot could come down on them Carson had carried her close to the cliffs and out of danger.

But it was not the end of the shooting. Another shot crashed from up on the rim. A man on the high spur wailed, was suddenly buckling and twisting, trying to jerk himself to his feet. He stood there in a crouch big, broad-shouldered and garbed in gray, a wide silver-gray hat on a curly blond head. His rifle clattered, dropping on the edge of the spur, bouncing down, turning end for end in the air. Before it could reach the canyon floor another crash of a rifle had sounded up there.

With a screech of pain and terror, the man on the rim became a buzzardlike shape taking to the air, twisting, turning, big arms and legs flapping, bound for the jagged rocks below. When he was halfway down another shot crashed. Dust spurted from his clothing as a bullet tore through him. He spun on down to crash in the rocks and weeds.

"They were shooting at me!" screamed the girl. "I—I don’t understand it!"

"You recognized him as he was falling!" Rip cried.

"Yes!" she gasped. "He was in Mr. Farday’s office the day they hired me to—to come here with the herd! Why, that was Marvin Clancey!"

"And he was shooting at you—not me?"

"I believe he was!" She was gasping for breath now, real fear taking hold of her.

"But who was up there to shoot him? And why would he want to shoot me?"

"So they could blame it on Kettle Drummers." He frowned. "And brand us as woman-killers. That answers the first question. As to who shot him"—he shrugged—"I wouldn’t have the slightest
idea about that."

"Because you know it was a Kettle Drummer!"

There was no need to answer her. Kettle Drummers were up there this morning watching everything from both rims. So he was silent, watching the cattle still pouring out of the mouth of the gorge. Plans had been made for dynamite to split the herd far back in the gorge if he failed to turn it down the canyon here, but it looked now as if there had been twice the number of cattle the Kettle Drummers had expected to come pushing in on them.

It might have been wholesale murder in the gorge this morning if he had left the job to some of the hotter heads. People could stand only so much, and the Kettle Drummers had already stood for more than their share of trouble. They were trying to farm the land of the canyon. That in itself was enough to warrant the contempt of the big cattle companies. All the West as an open rangeland would not be enough for many of them, since their insatiable greed for grass and water could never be appeased.

The small cattlemen back here in the towering hills had no lasting quarrel with the settlement. They had expected the usual barbwire fences along the creeks and around the water holes, but that fear had soon died.

Kettle Drummers had left the big creek open. Cottonwood poles had taken the place of barbwire. No one had even thought of trying to block the old cattle trails across the canyon. When sizable herds were going through, the settlers had turned out, quietly guarding their fields and helping the herds along. Now the small cowmen sent word a day or two ahead when they were coming through.

The small cattlemen had almost as much to fear from the Buttz and Farday combine as the nesters themselves. If the combine could push and slug their big drives through Kettle Drum Canyon, heedless of resistance, then no range would be safe anywhere.

Herds had been split and drifted up the grassy draws and canyons, fighting men streaming after them, reaching for the best ranges. Little men could rage and threaten, but none were rich enough to hire professional gunmen.

For that reason Big Sam Carson's old 2 Bar T had jumped into the fight this spring. Siding Carson were the Bleeding Heart, the Flying Cross and the old Wagon Wheel. None were big enough to fight the combine openly, for Buttz and Farday were in the habit of striking back from the timbered slopes and the canyon rims. A man would drop dead from his saddle and no one would ever know who had killed him.

Banded together this year, little cattlemen helping nesters, nesters in turn helping little cattlemen, there was a chance of winning against the great combine. But where it had taken time for them to get together, the combine was always ready, and never asleep when a big move was planned.

With the last of the cattle coming out of the gorge now, bullets were suddenly slapping and glancing against the rocks close to where Rip Carson and the girl, Grace Riddell, were standing. For a second it was impossible to tell where they were coming from. High-powered bullets traveled so much faster than sound.

Then the sound was coming, a crash like the noise of planks being torn from the sides of a great-walled house. Faint puffs of smoke rose from up on the south rim of the gorge. Men were down among the rocks, their firing fast and deadly as they raked the other rims where men yelled and fell back in startled confusion. One man, turning, fell dead in his tracks.

---

CHAPTER III

Devil Throws a Beauty

Stumbling, half-falling, Rip and Grace Riddell drew back. He grabbed her arm. She was limping, but that was
forgotten now with bullets slapping the rocks, splattering, or glancing away with shrill whines.

Around the spur of rock Rip’s tall bay waited, a pair of heavy old bullhide chaps hanging to the saddle-horn. But he had no thought of leaving here without showing that gun gang on the rim just what he thought of them.

“Wait here—unless you want to die!” he barked at Grace. There had been nothing gentlemanly about him from the start, there was nothing like that now—not with this girl! “And keep down, away from his third and fourth shots. After that, no longer able to face the deadly fire, it was a riot on the rim. Heads were bobbing back of the rocks, fleeing figures could be glimpsed here and there. Suddenly all the would-be killers were giving up the fight. It became every man for himself and no thought of the others as hired gunmen fled the scene.

“You’re a deadly man with a gun, Rip Carson!” Grace Riddell was sitting where Rip had left her, staring at him when he lowered the rifle and slid back. She nodded. “Yes, I was just fool enough, I sup-

Sagebrush Sam Says:

Everybody loves a fat man
—except dude ranch hosses.

that horse of mine! If you try jumping his saddle and making a run for it when my back’s turned he’ll kill you!” He added with a twist of his lip, “Not that I give a damn, but we don’t want your damned beauty prize carcass on our hands here!”

He wheeled back to the rocks with his high-power, and dropped flat on his stomach, wriggling forward into position. The combine’s men on the south rim of the gorge seemed to have everything in their hands right at the moment. Six of them had grown bolder, jumping to their feet from their hiding places, as if they were drunk.

In two crashing reports he downed two of them. One stumbled forward, staggering and rocking on the rim. Another shot from the west rim of the canyon, pitched him over the edge, a spinning figure going down and down.

The other hit man up there had dropped his rifle and staggered back, slumping to his hands and knees behind a rock as if suddenly dazed. Again a shot from the west rim reached its target, pitching the fellow flat on his face.

Another staggered when Carson fired pose you’ll say, to take a peep over the rocks while you were shooting. I’m getting ashamed of myself for being in this mess.”

“I don’t see you blushing!” He looked at her searchingly. “You took a damned nasty job. Being a beauty winner, you pushed your sex into the game, thinking it would keep you from getting shot and—”

“But I didn’t want the job, Rip Carson!” she said sharply. “I was forced into it by my mother and stepfather!”

“And I suppose,” he said, “they helped you skin out of your clothes and climb to a platform in front of a crowd—”

“I’ve heard enough of that!” she cried. “My God, can’t you get something else on your mind?”

“Maybe, now,” he said, “I was one of the thousands who saw your shining charms Frontier Day, and was impressed by what I saw.”

“Rip Carson, you’re a bald-faced liar!” Her hands knotted into small fists. “Nobody saw my—er—my shining charms! I didn’t win that crazy contest on a platform with my clothes off! I had an ordinary picture made by a photographer, dressed exactly like I am now. The pho-
tocrapher submitted the picture without my knowing anything about it, and I won. Does that satisfy you?"

"I wasn't satisfied in the first place." He scowled, looking down the canyon. "When you're ready to start walking, you can walk."

She stared at him. "Walk? You mean—"

He set his jaw. "Down the canyon and on your way. If those feet and high heels of yours hold out you'll make it. One of your gunman gang may still want to kill you, now that your Mr. Marvin Clancy failed, but it'll be no skin off our noses up here."

It was quiet in the canyon now. Men on the rims east and west were holding their fire, but watching, rifles ready. On the west rim the body of a cowboy was being carried away across his saddle. But the combine gunmen were still on the move, out of sight around a bend and heading back for safer territory. For the first time they had failed to push a herd through Kettle Drum.

Big Sam Carson, Rip's father, was coming down the canyon on a wall-eyed, half-outlaw roan. A six-footer with wide shoulders, a deep chest, dark-red hair, mustache and goatee, he looked like a gray-clad Buffalo Bill in his saddle. His ruddy face had been scraped with a close mornng shave as always.

Rifle across his lap, a big six-shooter at either hip, he pulled up. His cold blue eyes were on the girl as she stumbled awkwardly to her feet to face him.

"So that's her, huh?" He frowned. "The gal who led the herd!"

"That's her!" Rip Carson nodded. "I've just told her she can start walking when she's ready."

"Quite a looker!" The older man stared again, then looked off down the canyon. "Looks like we've broken the teeth of the lordly Buttz and Farday crowd, but they'll be certain to pay us a return visit. Where's the damned snake who was shot off the spur up there? I won't call him a man. Didn't when I first saw the damned varmint three years ago in Glory Hole. Brought a couple of young gals up from Wyoming and turned 'em over to Black-jack Mabel."

"Then you know him?"

"Hell, yes!" Sam Carson's big face twisted into a frown. "Crimp, tin-horn gambler and ladies' man—living up to the general reputation of his damned breed! You would find him sticking close to something like that." He jerked his head toward Grace Riddell. "Let's take a look at him—and if nobody in his own crowd wants to come back and pick up his carcass we'll let the buzzards have it. We saw him shooting at you."

"Only he wasn't shooting at me." Rip Carson told him the truth as he climbed on over the toe of rocks while his father rode on around the end of them. "He was shooting to kill the girl."

"Odd, if true." Sam Carson swung out of his big saddle when they were a few yards from the body of the dead man smashed into a bloody wad in the rocks. "Why in hell would they want to kill their queen bee who was leading the cattle and the cutthroats for them? To blame her death on us and get the whole country against us?"

"That's right, Dad." Rip Carson was looking at the dead man. A fine high-powered rifle was half under the body. The weapon that had come spinning down just ahead of its owner. It had bounced to a halt with its muzzle wedged in a crack between two flat rocks. Marvin Clancy's falling body had landed against the butt, his smashing weight putting a sharp bend in the barrel.

The older Carson smiled. "That gun won't be doing any more shooting, without a trip back to the factory for a lot of repairs and a new barrel! Let him lie there. He—"

A noise stopped him. It was a sudden snort, then a wild slashing and beating of hoofs just beyond the rocks where they had left the girl. The two Carsons made a few quick jumps, and stopped to stare, their mouths sagging open, awe in their eyes.
GRACE RIDDELL was in the saddle of Rip’s bay, trying for a run-out on them while their backs were turned. Under her, the tall horse had suddenly become an ugly and mean outlaw. But she was trying to make a ride that would have won money in any contest. Her body was swaying, shoulders rising and falling. The horse was confining himself to only a few square yards of the hard and rocky ground, a fighting, cork-screwing equine maniac trying to hurl his rider from the saddle.

“Devil!” yelled Rip Carson as he went stumbling and leaping forward, going over the rocks. “Devil!”

“Stay out of the way!” screamed the girl. “I’ll ride him!”

But even as she screamed, she was going. The tall bay had suddenly backfired, a trick known to only a few horses. In a fierce lunge forward he had stopped, forefeet solid again the ground, legs stiffened stilts.

The jar seemed to throw the horse straight backward, a whiplike surge that probably covered no more than a foot of ground, but the girl was caught, pitched forward. A lightning upswing of the horse’s shoulders, again a twisting corkscrew, and the girl was tumbling, sprawling at full-length on the ground, her face once more like death in the morning light.

“Damn it, Rip,” yelped old Sam Carson, “he’s busted her wide open! Killed her!”

CHAPTER IV

A Bullet Stops a Quarrel

EACH dropped to one knee as father and son bent over the girl. Devil, the bay, stood snorting and watching them from a few yards away.

“Might have broken her back, Rip!” groaned Sam Carson. “She hit that ground hard!”

“You can’t tell her anything, Dad!” Rip took her by the shoulders, squaring them on the ground and straightening her legs. “When she comes to her senses maybe we’d better let her have a plug horse to get out of here on. I had to kill her pinto.”

“I know—I saw you.” The father nodded. “What the hell’s the matter with young gals these days? Not a lick of damned brains in their heads, taking fool chances where a man with the sense of a billy-goat wouldn’t dare set a foot! What if Devil’s killed her?”

“He didn’t—kill me.” Her eyes had opened. “I didn’t seem to be getting the worst of everything this—this morning!”

“Maybe you’ve sort of got it coming,” Sam Carson looked at her quizzically. “You come here playing the part of a she-jackass, and it ain’t been good for you. A good quiet taken to your tail might yet make a woman out of you if—”

“Let her alone!” Rip came suddenly to her defense, not knowing why, or quite realizing it. “I’ve been giving her hell enough, and I still say we might let her have a plug to get out of here on and back to her gang.”

“You’re forgetting, I guess”—Sam Carson was frowning—“that you told me one of her gang tried to kill her!”

“And I’m not going back to them!” Grace was white-faced and looking sick at her stomach, but still had fight left in her. “I came here to get my stepfather’s brother out of jail down in Tombstone. I was to stay with the herd only until I could see the nester fences up the canyon. But with Marvin Clancey up there taking two shots at me I know what it all means now. Even if you hadn’t tried to stop the cattle he would have tried his best to kill me.”

“Seems like sister,” drawled the elder Carson, “you’re beginning to think a little for yourself. Maybe we can start thinking with you if you’ll just tell us the whole tale from your side. Step over there, Rip”—he nodded toward a damp pocket in the foot of the cliffs—“and get her a drink of that good cold water in your hat. Damn it, ain’t you got no manners a-tall!”
“And that”—she tried to smile, rocking herself up to her right elbow—“is the first kind word I’ve heard this morning! I’m awfully thirsty.”

Rip came back with the water, but it was not in the cupped brim of his hat. One of the nesters had left a new tin can under the drip, and the water in it was icy cold.

“Thank you so much!” When she handed back the can it was almost empty. “I’m not hurt, really, but I did take a hard bang on this hard ground. And now look at him!” She pointed to the bay, head down, grazing in a little swath of grass. “As pleased as Punch with himself!”

“I told you to stay off him.” Rip turned back to the rocks with the can. “He’s a one-man horse, like the most of ’em you’ll find up here are where few of us have more than two at a time instead of the usual cowboy string.”

She looked at Sam Carson. “Then you’re not farmers!”

“Cows and horses,” he said. “The settlers here try to work along with us, and we let ’em alone. They’re good folks. Somebody should have told you what we’re like up here before you headed out of Wyoming. I reckon they didn’t.”

“But you must have heard things about me!”

He set his jaw. “Little else for the past two weeks. A proud wench, they say, on a proud pinto horse with a fancy saddle and bridle. Better looking than sin. Won a beauty prize with nothing on but a ribbon around the middle quarters and two sewing thimbles to cover the other parts. Maybe we’re old-fashioned up here, but decency’s that way, maybe. If one of Blackjack Mabel’s worst strumpets in Glory Hole walked out on the porch like that they’d run her out of town!”

“She’s told me all about it!” Rip was back. “It wasn’t like that at all! The tales we got up here were for only one thing—to make the women folks here hate this girl long before she got here, so every door’d close against her. Among the religious folks, at least! There’s been talk and threats. If she’d been killed this morning everybody in the hills would have sworn a settler did the shooting. And—and I think”—he was stumbling at the finish—“we’ve already hashed over it enough. Too damned much. From here on we’ll leave it to you to explain it to the others.”

He nodded up the canyon at a group of seven riders galloping toward them, rifles across their laps. “I’m through!”

“In other words”—a slow smile moved Sam Carson’s lips as he came to his feet, and turned back to his horse—“you believe her. A good-looking critter like that can twist a man around her finger, Rip, and damned quick!”

“Thank you, Rip.” Grace’s voice was low as Sam Carson swung into saddle and galloped up the canyon to meet the oncoming riders. “That pays for some of the terrible things you’ve said to me. From now on I’ll tell you anything I know.”

“Maybe,” he said through his teeth, “I no longer give a damn whether you do or not. Last summer you did see me in Cheyenne, and I saw you. I said then that you were the most beautiful thing that ever put a foot on the ground. Maybe I fell for you.”

“Rip,” she said, looking at him intently, “you believe what I told you about that beauty contest?”

“I guess I’m already trying to believe it, Grace!”

Sam Carson seemed to have headed into trouble. He had stopped about eighty yards away, facing the seven riders. They were all nesters and, leading them as usual on a big red mule, was tall, hawk-nosed and hawk-faced Leander Malvern, the settlement’s old preacher who tried to hold all things under an iron hand. Malvern’s voice had lifted in an outburst of indignation.

“Mr. Carson, must I always have to remind you to never use profanity in my presence!”

“Damn it, who the hell do you think you are, Malvern—Moses or somebody?” Sam Carson was in a good mood this morning for arguments. “Don’t set there under your big old parson hat with that buzzard face
of yours, trying to look so damned shocked! Why in hell didn’t you stay back there among the women where you belong?”

DEACON SEATON COWLEY, another tall, lean-faced man took it up. “Don’t cuss at ’im, Carson! We won’t tolerate blasphemy! Not before our women, our children or ourselves! We—”

“The hell with you!” barked the cowman. “We come here trying to help you. You and that long Jackass on a mule have always tried to run the show in Kettle Drum, and all you’ve done has been to get yourself just about wiped out each time. Still, damn it, like all fools wanting to lead, you pop up again. We told you right at the start that you and Leander Malvern were not going to run this show. All you do is get people killed and everything around you shot to hell!”

Grace Riddell was smiling as Rip Carson helped her to her feet. “Now I can see where the hate campaign started,” she said.

“Part of it, yes,” Rip agreed. “But the big reason for it was deliberately sent up here by your cow combine. That outfit stops at nothing to gain an end.”

Leander Malvern’s voice was lifting again. “That girl is going right out of here! You’ve heard my decision, Carson. I’ll stand for nothing like that hussy in the canyon!”

Sam Carson was red with rage. “You won’t stand for her! Why, you long-necked, fish-faced old skinny crow, you ain’t telling anybody what—”

A wail in the air cut him short. With it came a slapping and shattering sound, and right behind it the ringing report of a rifle from the east rim. Deacon Seaton Cowley let out a wild goat’s bleat as his long body shot high in the stirrups, terror suddenly filling his pale and popping eyes as he stared downward at where his big old saddle-horn had been. Now it was only a bullet-splintered nub of wreckage.

“Lord, Brother Malvern, look!” he cried. “Look!”

Leander Malvern was not bothering to look at anything. He had suddenly humped forward, long hands clawing into his red mule’s uncut mane. The mule was wheeling, long ears pointed. In a snorting charge that brushed men and horses aside, he headed back up the canyon, the long tails of his rider’s black coat fluttering above the cantle.

CHAPTER V

Elmer Spills a Tale

THE sound of excited voices came almost immediately from the rim. Three shots punctuated the noise, each the heavy report of a six-shooter. Then came a frantic wailing, a voice pleading, crying out in terror, heavier voices cursing. The frantic voice, higher than all the others, might easily have been mistaken for a screaming woman’s.

“I didn’t aim to hit nobody! I didn’t aim to hit nobody!”

With the big red mule fleeing with Leander Malvern, Deacon Seaton Cowley was not long in wheeling his own horse to follow. The five remaining settlers scattered, bug-eyed and white-faced, for they were not fighting men by a long sight. Arms flapping, elbow beating his ribs as he tilted forward over his bullet-splintered saddle-horn, Cowley was hot behind Malvern.

“And there now,” rasped the big Carson, “go your fine leaders and big talkers who take such a heavy interest in their fellow men! They’re always the big noise to tell you what to do, then hell-fast to run when the first gun goes off, thinking only of their own damned dirty hides!”

Noise was still coming down from up there beyond the rim, the frantic voice still pleading. Laughter roared, then curses, then more laughter. Cowboys were up there. Some were from old Milt Mason’s Wagon Wheel, one or two from the Flying Cross or the Bleeding Heart. Four of them appeared on the rim. Between them was a long, lean scarecrow in shabby gray, his
eyes popping.
A voice bawled, loud enough to be heard a full half-mile, and punctuated with laughter from other men, "Why, hell, yes, pitch him right on over!"
"Naw—naw!" wailed the thin man. "I told you I didn’t—didn’t aim to hit nobody a-tall! Hell, men, I’ll tell you everything I know!"
"Bring him on down here!" Sam Carson’s shout seemed to fill the canyon. "We’ll burn him at the stake after cutting his ears off!"

Rip Carson and Grace, watching and listening, knew that thin scarcerow the moment the lean, hawk-nosed face showed over the edge of the rocks. It was Elmer Parley, not much more than halfwitted and too often the victim of jokes in Glory Hole where his main occupation was that of swamper around the saloons.

"Will they throw him over, Rip?" Grace asked tensely.
"No!" Carson looked down at her, grinning for the first time this morning. "Elmer Parley doesn’t have sense enough for anybody to want to hurt him, but they’ll have him telling everything he knows before they’re through with him."

It was the first break in the grimness of the morning. With the tension broken, Sam Carson was making a deal with a long-legged nester on a small black horse. With the horse ridden bareback and with only a ragged rope halter, the rider was now going to double up with a short, squint-eyed man on a big bay.

In ten minutes Grace’s saddle and bridle had been taken from her dead pinto and put on the little black horse. Rip Carson found her six-shooter, and calmly handed it back to her. When all of them were mounted they headed up the canyon, Rip Carson and the girl bringing up the rear.

Before they had gone a mile three mounted men came down a narrow trail from the rim, one behind the other, their horses slipping and sliding. The rider in the middle was the lean and ugly Elmer Parley, mounted in the ragged saddle of a one-eyed old bay. He was still begging, half-crying when the riders stopped behind Sam Carson.

"I only done what Mr. Marvin Clancey said he’d gimme ten dollars to do!" pleaded Elmer. "I stayed hid in the rocks! I was just to do some shooting and make some noise after everything got quiet! Shucks, I never shot a man in all my whole life!"

A BIG, dark-bearded Wagon Wheel rider was keeping him scared. "You should of killed at least one, Elmer. Maybe then your bullet would of killed just one down here, instead of three or four! You’re so light and thin Sheriff Smith Walker’s going to have to tie rocks to your feet to make you heavy enough to hang!"

The Wagon Wheel man looked at Sam Carson. "But we think he’s telling the truth, the best Elmer can. Little sense as he’s got, that Clancey fellor must of been drunk to hire Elmer, or maybe he aimed to put a bullet in the back of his neck and blame that on us when they were through with him."

"Elmer’s the kind," said Carson, "to do just what he’s told and ask no questions. Tell us the rest of it!"

"Ain’t much to tell, Sam." The Wagon Wheel man slumped forward on his saddle-horn. "Two of the boys are still up there on the high point watching the herd. They’ve signaled down that it’s been stopped just below the mouth of the canyon. That means that gang ain’t through by a damn sight, and next time it’s going to be tough. Even Elmer tells us that much!"

"Yeah, yeah, it’s going to be tough!" Elmer Parley was suddenly talking without having to be prodded. "I didn’t want no part in it, you see, all you folks knowing how honest and upstanding I am! Me, now, I was standing behind Jim Riley’s saloon last night and heard Mr. Clancey and three men a-talking over that round poker table in the little back room. I’ve got long ears and just can’t help using ’em!" He tried to grin, yellow teeth protruding. "Another feller must of been on guard outside. He eased up and had a big black gun in my ribs before I knewed he
was there. Scared me slap-nigh to death! He took me inside where he said I could
listen good and not strain my ears.

"Hell, Sam, they didn’t aim to kill that
gal!" He laughed as if suddenly happy
about what he was telling. "They was
aiming only to wing ’er, maybe break a
leg or just an arm, and—and kill her
horse. They come in set for a fight this
time, though I reckon they didn’t think it
would go so fast and hard agin ’em. They
ain’t done. Hell, no! If they can’t come up
the canyon, then in two days they’ll push
up the east rim. The nesters, they say, ain’t
got no right to the land here. They’re only
here ’cause the law says people can try
out government land and see if it’ll grow
things. If it does, then they’ll have some
sort of a claim to homesteading it.

"Smart as I am, I couldn’t get it all
through my head, Sam, and I oughta, big
as my ears is and me setting there free
and easy with ’em, and drinkin’ the finest
whisky you ever tasted until ’way after
midnight. Why—why, I was one of ’em!
Yes, sir, and the finest whisky you ever
stopped a tongue around!"

"You forget maybe," Sam Carson said,
glowering, when Elmer came to an end of
his chattering, "that it was you drinking
that whisky, Elmer. Go on with the rest
of it!"

"Hell, there ain’t no more, Sam." Parley
grinned from one big ear to the other.
"Only I didn’t think to say they ain’t going
to use these parts just for summer range
any more. They’re just going to keep their
herds in here. While the land’s still fresh-
plowed there was some talk of scattering it
full of seed for hay. They aim to be using
the settlter’s houses and barns for winter
quarters and such. Going big from now
on. That’s pretty much to be expected,
ain’t it, Sam?"

"Why, damn it, yes!" Sam Carson stiff-
ened in his saddle. "One of you jolly-
whacker boys roll good old Elmer a nice
cigarette. Maybe Elmer is on our side
after all!"

Anything could happen now, Rip
thought as he rode on with Grace Riddell
and it was going to happen soon.

LITTLE cattlemen too often had to give
up range when big outfits came push-
ing in, and nesters in the heart of a rich
cattle country were generally the first to
feel the weight of the strong. Big outfits
had money to hire lawyers and swing po-
litical power. Professional gunmen flocked
to them, sticking close to those who had
plenty of good gold and silver to spend for
hiring gunhands.

Big money could elect sheriffs, judges
and prosecuting lawyers, making the
courts their hirelings. A gunman jailed
was a gunman bailed as soon as lawyers
and bondsmen could get to him. Little
people laid in jail and rotted. Their cases
dragged through the courts, special prose-
cutors keeping them there for their fees.
A few months in jail meant a little rancher
out of business and with nothing left ex-
cept to quit the country or ask for a job
punching cattle for the very people who
had ruined him.

Once firmly established up here, Buttz
and Farday would expand north and south
across the Wyoming-Montana line. The
tentacles of the ever-greedy octopus
would reach deeper into the tall hills.
Little ranchers would find themselves
squeezed into smaller pockets and would
be forced to move back and back, erect-
ing new houses and corrals. Buttz and Far-
day would merely wait until they were
ready to take them into the great maw of
the steadily growing combine.

"Take that girl on home, Rip." Big Sam
Carson swung back from the head of the
little group when they were nearing the
first of the fenced fields. "Tell your moth-
er to take the girl in, which’ll be a waste
of breath because she’d do that anyway.
And you, now"—he stabbed a finger at
Grace Riddell—"keep out of sight lest you
get shot at again."

His voice lowered. "A lot of things are
coming out of Elmer Parley. You can’t go
at his kind rough-shod. You only scare
’em. I’m having a talk with the rest of our
bunch, then I’ll be along home and we’ll
get set for the rest of the big show. It looks
even bigger than any of us ever thought
it’d be. Watch yourselves!"
RIFF CARSON and Grace swung away, heading for the 2 Bar T. Keeping to an old cattle trail under the west wall of the canyon they passed the settlement and turned in between the high shoulders of rock that marked the mouth of a wide gorge. After a mile, a deep, high-walled basin opened ahead of them.

"This," he told her, "is the 2 Bar T. It's like most of the grazing lands up here, compact and high-walled, and none of them are large enough for any of us to ever become bigtime cowmen."

"But it's big after all!" She was staring ahead and to the right and left, then at a small lake five miles away with log houses, barns, sheds and corrals rimming what looked like a tall bluff of blue-gray rocks shadowed by big trees. "And like something cut from a picture book!"

"About a thousand sections!" He smiled easily. "When we count all the draws, the little canyons and pockets in the sides of it. None of us back here want to grow fat and rich. We hire only four steady men, and never over four more in branding and driving time, and maybe we've been smug and proud of the little we have, envying no one else. Like it?"

"I've already as good as said that." She nodded. "It's beautiful. Wouldn't it be wonderful if it could always be like this!"

"It will!" He set his jaw. "Nothing's going to change it!"

"I hope not, Rip."

They were quiet again after that. When they were closer to the houses on the rim of the bluffs he stared at a strange fringed-topped black surrey with two black horses, and two chestnut-sorrel saddle horses under the trees at the long old hitch-rack in front of the flagstoned porch facing the lake. Grace Riddell also was studying them, and finally she spoke.

"Do you know them, Rip?"

"No, I don't." He frowned. "Looks like a Sunday school rig, and people in times like this are not in the habit of going visiting. Besides that, I don't know anybody around here with a surrey pulled by two shiny black horses. On a second thought, that thing looks almost like a funeral rig!"

"It could be something like that!" She was staring, eyes big. "I think I've seen it before, Rip! Walker Farday and Rodrick Buttz sometimes travel in a thing like that!"

He tried to laugh. "They wouldn't dare come here!"

"You don't know what they'd dare!"

"Damn it, Grace," he said, "you haven't told all you could tell yet!"

"Maybe I'd be ashamed to tell." Her head went down, and he thought she was about to cry. "Maybe I had a reason for wanting to come up here that didn't have a thing in the world to do with Buttz and Farday. I'll let you try to figure that out, Rip."

"And me," he grumbled, "never worth a damn at riddles!"

SHE sat up straight, squaring her shoulders, setting her jaw and looking ahead. "All right! I was told that you would probably be the first one I'd run into up here. When we have more time I'll draw you a picture of what I mean."

"I know one thing." He was deeply thoughtful. "You were shooting pretty straight when I killed your pinto."

"And for a good reason!" She shook back her shoulders. "You were doing straight shooting, not missing! I was scared half to death, making a big bluff with my heart in my throat. And there was one more highly important thing. I didn't know I was shooting at Rip Carson, the tophand cowboy I saw in Cheyenne. Truth being truth, I really didn't know what I was doing."

A sound ahead stopped anything he might have said, straightening both of them in their saddles. It was like a big door being slammed or even a shot—a muffled noise that apparently came from the old bunkhouse or the barn eighty
yards from the sprawling ranch house with its big rock chimney at either end.

Then two big-hatted men sitting on the edge of the porch caught their interest. They saw one of them slowly rise, lifting long arms and stretching himself as if tired of waiting. Carson and the girl were close enough now to see a tall red-headed man of somewhere about forty. But the main thing Carson noted was that the man had no sign of a weapon on him.

Both men were up when Carson and the girl reached the big porch. The other man was short, dark-bearded. Again here was no sign of weapons, not on either of the men nor on the saddles of the two good-looking chestnut-sorrels at the hitch-rack. The redhead lifted his hand and spoke.

"Hi-yah!" He grinned. "Guess you’re Rip Carson. Your mother’s inside talking to the patent medicine drummers. Me and Heck"—he nodded to the short man—"are sort of acting as guides for ’em. If anything ails you, they’ll cure it.” His grin grew wider.

"Yeah, they will, they say.” The short man chuckled. "Anything from lumbago to growing hair an’ making you live an’ extra two or three hundred years.”

It looked all right. Patent medicine men came every spring and summer. As he passed a window Carson saw his mother sitting at the end of the long old living room table. Even Grace must have failed to see anything wrong about the two tall men garbed in black and looking like undertakers or preachers who were sitting quietly on the other side of the table.

When Carson and the girl walked in Rip’s mother, a tall, gray-haired woman in dark-blue, looked up. Her face was ashen.

"There’s trouble here, Rip!” she said.

"But too late to do anything about it, Carson!” one of the tall men said, merely looking up from his chair with a thin smile. "Don’t try to reach for your gun. Your mother might get shot, you know. You’re covered front and rear.”

"Rip!” Grace grabbed his arm. "They—"

"Quiet!” Two more men had given the open front door a push and stepped from behind it, cocked six-shooters filling their hands. There was another stir in the doorway beyond the table. Two men appeared there, each with a short, double-barreled shotgun.

"Front and rear, yes, Mr. Carson,” said one tall man, gold-capped teeth glinting in a thin leer. “We’re here to keep a date with Big Sam Carson. He just hasn’t yet been informed of it!”

"They’re Buttz and Farday men, Rip!” Mrs. Carson sat there, cold-faced, as the men behind Rip were taking his six-shooter and the girl’s. "We have a regular gang here hiding out in the barn with their horses hidden with them! I saw only two riders with this pair when they came driving up out front.” She turned contemptuous blue eyes on them. "They flashed United States deputy marshal shields on me the moment they got inside the front door!”

The man with the gold-capped teeth smiled. "But made no claim to the—er—doubtful honor, ma’am. As lawyers—the firm of Midwell and MacTaggerty—we would not be quite so crude. We merely showed you a couple of pieces of metal without saying who they belonged to or who had the authority to wear them.”

"Not that it makes or would make a hell of a lot of difference!” put in the other man, tall, thin and dark and dressed so precisely like the other they could have been taken for twins. "Buttz and Farday are here to carry through a long undertaking. Death—unfortunately—has been no stranger to either side in the project. Death again will be no stranger unless people come to terms. There is room, plenty of it, for all the herds our firm desires to send up here. There will be horses, and—perhaps—sheep at a later date. We are fighting a great battle for the American people.” His smile was thin, dark eyes twinkling. "Sad-faced, lean-bellied yokels, such as myself and Mr. Oliver MacTaggerty so often worry our hearts and brains about! There is not enough beef, not enough—let’s say—warm clothing.”

The other man chuckled. "And not enough lamb and mutton. I like mutton.
I like nice, warm clothing made from the wool on a good sheep’s back. In fact”—his grin stretched from ear to ear—“I like everything about a sheep but his bleat and his smell!”

CHAPTER VII

Derringer Man

WITH one man holding the muzzle of a six-shooter against his ribs, another was already tying Rip Carson’s hands behind him. As soon as the two gunmen finished with him they turned their attention to Grace Riddell, quickly getting her hands behind her.

“Take what they hand you now, Rip,” Mrs. Carson said grimly, watching her son. “Old Botch and poor old Wang Lee are in the cellar under the kitchen. I don’t know what they’re doing out in the barn, but I thought I heard a shot out there a while ago.”

“Nice of you to tell them!” Oliver MacTaggerty smiled, showing his gold-capped teeth again. “Nice, too, that Miss Riddell has caught up with your bronc-riding son, Mrs. Carson. Fell in love with him, it seems, when she was in Cheyenne. Quite a daughter-in-law you can have if you want her. And as we have explained, you can stay on here as if nothing has happened, if your husband listens to reason.”

“Yes,” Mary Carson said. “All we do is to sell what cattle we have for a song and give Buttz and Farday complete control of our ranch. Then we’ll go on slaving for the combine. I think Sam will have an answer for that.” She jerked up her hand again. “No, Rip! Keep your mouth shut! Mind what I’m telling you, son! Right now I know what is best for all of us. These people are cold-blooded killers.”

“Take them away!” The man, Midwell, jabbed a thumb toward the door behind them. “Keep them in the cooler. And another thing! If that damned big black ape down there doesn’t stop his whining, bring him up to the top of those cellar steps and crack his infernal skull!”

Carson knew that the “big black ape” would be Botch Smith, an old Negro who had been with the 2 Bar T for more than twenty years. Botch’s voice came to him as he was marched on with the girl and out into the long kitchen. The old Negro was down there in the rock-walled cellar, his moaning coming up through the cracks in the heavy trap-door in the end of the room.

“Lawd, I don’t want to die! Lawd, I don’t want to die!”

That was puzzling, and not at all like Botch. For if ever Rip Carson had known a fearless man it was Botch. But when the men with the shotguns opened the trap Carson saw him sitting down there on a box with his hands behind him and a lantern burning above him, groaning and sobbing as if the gang had scared him half to death. At his side stood little cherub-faced Wang Lee who had been 2 Bar T cook for nearly thirty years.

“Shut up down there, you black ape!” growled one of the men who had lifted the door. “If you don’t we’ll come down and bust your skull with a six-shooter!”

“I’ll handle Botch!” Carson spoke through his teeth, white and grim as he led the way down the steep stairs in front of Grace. “He’s always been afraid of guns!”

That was a lie he might have kept from telling. Within a second after the heavy door had dropped above them Botch Smith was on his feet. His powerful black hands flew from behind him, cupping like shovels to Carson’s shoulders.

“Cuss me out, Rip!” he whispered. “Help me carry on. They don’t know I’ve got my hands loose.” His voice shifted into another groan. “Lawd, Lawd, I don’t wanna die. Lawd, I—”

“Shut up, Botch!” Carson’s voice drowned him out. “They’re not going to kill you, you old fool!”

“But I’m so scared! Oh, Lawd, I—”

“Shut up!” yelled Carson again. “Damn it, we’re not going to stand for your weeping and wailing!”
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ONE of the men above them banged a spurred heel on the floor. “Keep him quiet or we’ll fix his wagon!”

“What’s the game, Botch?” Carson was whispering a couple of seconds later.

“They don’t know what I know, Rip.” Old Smith again put his big hands on Rip’s shoulders, voice a whisper. Carson saw that broken ropes still hung to his black wrists. “Go take a look while I play on with my monkey business to keep ’em fooled.”

He pointed to a huge old cabinet standing back under the dusty beams and across a corner against the stone wall. Hands behind him, Carson walked to the cabinet and looked behind it, while old Botch kept up a low mumbling and pretended crying.

Rip Carson had completely forgotten that the old cellar under the front part of the house had been walled-up, leaving only the long and ample cellar under the kitchen. Botch had removed about a dozen big rocks, making an opening two feet square in the top of the dividing wall. Once in the old cellar it would be possible for them to crawl all the way back to a point under the bedrooms in the west end of the house.

Taking only a look at the dark hole, remembering everything, Carson turned back, again lifting his voice.

“I told you to shut up, damn it!”

“Yas, yas-zuh, I’ll shut up ’long as you’s heah!” Botch was putting it on thicker than ever. His next words were whispers.

“You see what I mean now?”

“Miles ahead of you, Botch. We’ll get under the living room, then back under the hall between the bedrooms, and maybe we can lift that old trap in the hall. What’ll we use for fighting tools if they catch us?”

“These.” Old Botch looked up with a grin. “In the palm of each big hand lay a little two-shot Derringer pistol. “Had ’em for years, like you know. Soon as I heard this new trouble was comin’ I slipped ’em down in my boot legs.” His voice lifted into another low wail. “Save me! Save me! I don’t wanta die!”
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“Shut up, Botch!” Carson grinned and turned his back for Botch to unloose his wrists. “The next time you let a groan out of you I’m going to kick you in the belly!”

“That’s the ticket, Carson!” A spurred heel again banged the floor above them. “Give ‘im hell!”

Upstairs in the big living room everything seemed to have settled down peacefully again. Always cocksure, especially where women were concerned, Oliver MacTaggerty was smiling like a satisfied cat, gold-capped teeth glinting. His partner, Blandon Midwell had slumped back in his chair, having no more to do now than to sit there with his long hands folded in his lap.

The two gunmen who had handled Rip and Grace so speedily and efficiently had gone into the kitchen to join the other two with the shotguns. Now they were drinking coffee at the big range, cocksure themselves when it came to handling men, so long as they could hold the muzzle of a gun in backs or ribs.

Out in the barn an even dozen more of the bunch were waiting. With them was an old half-breed Cheyenne Indian they had found working out a young horse on a long rope in a rear corral. None of those in the house knew that it was when the half-breed had made a sudden attempt to run that a single shot had been fired just ahead of his feet in the earthen hallway and stopped him in his tracks.

Given a little more time, it would all be over. It was always like this, people fighting back at the start, threatening and cursing as Big Sam Carson would storm when he came in. Rough and tough handling would put him in place, make him come to terms.

Back in Chicago, up until three years ago, Oliver MacTaggerty and Blandon Midwell had learned the art of selling protection to balky men who at first swore and be-damned that they wanted no part of it. Out here among these Western yokels it was sometimes hard going, but they all would come around in time.

“Be sensible!” Midwell was again turn-
“I won’t even try!”

“Then you’re a damned fool!” snarled MacTaggerty. “You’re just a dumb old fool willing to sit here and see your husband butt his brains to death against a stone wall—or get his guts shot out! We came here to have him join the Buttz and Farday combine. He’ll sign up with us, or the whole damned bunch here will die.—Let her alone from now on, Blandon!”

“Sam Carson’s coming!” one of the men on the porch called through the front door. “Four men with him! Damned if they don’t sort of look like dudes!”

“Handle them as you handled Rip!” Midwell was suddenly on his feet. “Don’t kill him if you can help it. Pass the signal to the men in the barn.” He whirled and spoke to the two shotgun men in the kitchen. “We’ll soon be through here, then we can move on for the rest of it!”

“It’s time you started thinking, Mrs. Carson!” MacTaggerty whirled on her. “Damn it, you don’t want your husband and son to die! You have your last opportunity to—to—”

CHAPTER VIII

Black Puma

MACTAGGERTY stopped short. He looked at Midwell. Midwell had turned his head with a jerk and was staring toward the end of the room, trying to look past the half-open door to the little hall leading back between the bedrooms. A noise had sounded back there, something like a plank cracking, something giving way under sudden pressure.

The short man on the front porch had his attention elsewhere. “Damn it, I’m beginning to believe one of them fellers with Carson is the Glory Hole sheriff and another is his deputy!”

“Ira!” Midwell sent a startled yell now toward the kitchen, calling to one of the shotgun men out there. “Get in here and
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see what the hell's going on in the other end of this house!"

Something fell in the kitchen as a short, bottle-bellied man came darting in with his shotgun in his hand. In a clanging trot he headed for the half-open door. Before he could reach it the door was hurled back. As if it had materialized out of thin air a grinning, sweat-streaming black face appeared, white teeth shining. Old Botch Smith spoke just as Rip Carson appeared behind him. In the Negro's right hand was a dark glint of metal, the big fist all but swallowing it.

"I'm scared of you." A blaze of fire came with the words, a burst of noise in the room. Caught with his shotgun lowered in his hand, the little gunman stumbled, skidded on a throw rug, and hit the floor on his back. Out of his hand flew the shotgun, rattling on the floor as it spun forward.

"Under the table, Mis' Mary!" Old Botch yelled. "Under the table, ma'am! My dum-dum bullets will kill the devil!"

He fired his second shot as he yelled. The two gunmen who had hidden back of the door to take Carson from behind had dropped their coffee cups in the kitchen and were suddenly darting into the room. With Botch rocking the first one back on his heels, Carson fired his first shot, stopping the second man as the first fell back against him. Both men went sprawling on the kitchen floor.

Botch Smith grinned as he lunged forward. In a bobbing blur he grabbed up the shotgun, but he was not quick enough to stop Oliver MacTaggerty. Already on his feet, the tall man simply wheeled. In a head-first rush he went plowing into the two downed men in the doorway, long legs kicking as he went over them and on to fall in the kitchen.

"No, you don't, damn you!"

Blandon Midwell was usually a man who could think in times like this. As he yelled he was out of his chair and around the end of the table. Mrs. Carson was out of her chair, white-faced. Midwell's long arms flapped around her, snatching her to him.
"You'll kill her before you kill me!" His voice lifted to a near scream of both rage and terror. "Help! Everybody get here—stop these crazy fools!"

Botch had the shotgun now. The man who had dropped it seemed to be about to get to his feet dazedly in spite of a growing red smear spreading across his stomach. Having no more shots in his little Derringer Botch did the next best thing to save the loads in the shotgun.

He tossed the Derringer aside and lunged closer. A fist that might have been a big black hammer drove forward. There was a gushy sound as it struck, and the dazed man dropped like a beef under a butcher's maul. The black hand clawed for his six-shooters and big cartridge belts.

CARSON still had a shot left in the Derringer in his hand. In the doorway, he stood watching right and left. Behind him, coming up through a small opening in the floor, was Grace Riddell. Right behind her, a clawing monkey sputtering Chinese, was old Wang Lee.

"Take a gun, Rip," Botch Smith handed him a long six-shooter. "We're just starting to go places! Watch the doors and windows until I get that thing loose from Mis' Mary!"

"No, you don't," yelled Midwell. "I'll kill her! Damn you, keep away from me! Help, somebody!"

"You got help, lawyer man!" Shotgun in his left hand, six-shooter in the right, empty Derringer on the floor, Botch Smith was still going forward, slowly rocking, crouching, every inch of him the grinning black ape they had called him. "You hurt one hair on Mis' Mary's head, and I'm gonna cut me a little hole in your belly and pull your guts out one at a time."

"Keep back, I tell you!"

"Hurt her." The big Negro grinned, voice low, eyes glittering black dabs of onyx. "Hurt just one little hair. I ain't never had a chance to take me a lawyer man apart a gut at a time to see what makes him so nasty. I ain't missin' this chance."
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“Keep away, damn you!”
“All I’ve ever got out of your kind,” Smith chuckled, making sounds that were strangely like the clucking of a porcupine, “has been an old jailhouse and all my money gone. Go on and hurt her!”

Carson fired the big six-shooter then. The tall, red-headed man on the porch had jabbed his head inside. It was there for only an instant, eyes popping. At the six-shooter’s roar it fell back, bits of bone, flesh and blood flying, the entire chin shot away.

Old Botch was coming on, creeping now, black eyes shining, white teeth gleaming. Blandon Midwell’s mouth was working, lower jaw a nervously flapping hinge, dark eyes bulging in their sockets. Not a sound was coming out of him, paralyzing terror holding him as if he was watching a big black puma slowly coming to him.

Suddenly he moved, and a sound that might have been a madman’s shriek tore out of him. With a violent shove he sent the woman stumbling and falling to her knees in front of him. Wheeling, he headed for the kitchen, with Botch Smith, the big panther, leaping the table to follow him.

“Keep back, Botch!” Rip yelled as he fired. “The others are out there!”

A scream came from Midwell. Caught by a bullet in the left side that shattered the hip bone, he went down, twisting and wailing, with his feet still inside the living room, the rest of him sprawling across the two gunmen who had fallen backward on the kitchen floor.

Nothing was stopping Botch Smith. Out of the corners of his eyes he had seen the short man leave the front porch to rush to the hitch-rack and throw himself in the saddle of one of the chestnut-sorrels. Wheeling the horse, the man was gone, yelling something to others out in the barn as he headed in that direction. The tall redhead was left behind, lying flat on his back, arms flung out at either side of him, chinless, near-mouthless, with his head in a growing pool of blood.

Flying over the table, eyes and teeth
still shining in that hellish smile, the big Negro drove the heel of a boot down in the back of the squirming Midwell's neck.

Oliver MacTaggerty was halfway to the barn when Botch saw him through an open window. Fat still planted against the struggling and crying Midwell's neck, he swung up the shotgun. He took a split-second's aim.

WITH a roar that seemed to shake the entire house Old Botch fired both barrels of the shotgun. The running Oliver MacTaggerty, out in the bright sunlight, threw up his long arms as a double load of buckshot caught him between the shoulder blades and pitched him flat on his face.

Hoof sounds came now, a dozen horses racing away from the other end of the big barn, their riders hugging a dense little thicket of pines. Gunmen were suddenly deserting, no longer wanting any part of it.

A strange quiet now held the big living room, broken only by the sounds of racing hoofs coming from the direction of Kettle Drum Canyon. Old Botch peeped back inside. For a moment his eyes were big and round, then his smile came, and not with the bared fangs of a black puma. It was a real smile now, like the smiles he usually wore, but it was much, much broader.

"Dog-gone," he whispered. "Dog-gone, now ain't that something the cat bid on the roof!"

Mrs. Carson was up, on the other side of the table. Rip was with her. With Rip was the pretty girl he had brought home with him. A man just had to blink a couple of times to see all three of them. They were in a huddle, arms around each other. The girl and Mary Carson were crying, hugging each other, and Rip was hugging them both at the same time. In the background, a quiet and pious-looking statue with his hands folded on his skinny belly, was little old Wang Lee, his head lowered, something like a smile in his yellow-cherub face.
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Then hell looked the situation in the eye as far as Botch Smith was concerned. Big Sam Carson was banging up to the hitch-rack and throwing himself out of the saddle. Behind him dropped the sheriff of Glory Hole and his big deputy. Right behind the sheriff and the deputy dropped two big men with shields on their vests.

Dropping the empty shotgun, Botch Smith was suddenly on the move. In a couple of jumps he was out the back door and sidled against the wall, all ears as he stood there, every muscle stiffened. The talk and noise inside was all crazy for a minute, then Sam Carson’s voice was booming, swelling over everything else.

"Why, you bet your life they want them! These are United States deputy marshals! The government jailed Farday and Butt this morning in Wyoming. Now they’ll take what you’ve got here, mainly two skunks who call themselves MacTaggery and Midwell. The war’s over, and this time, damn it, it’ll stay that way!"

There was a lot more of it, but Botch Smith was not waiting to hear it. As long as everything was all right with the Carsons, then the world was rosy as far as Botch was concerned. On the way toward the barn he stopped and looked at the still figure of what had been Oliver MacTaggery.

"Dog-gone now, dog-gone." He rubbed his chin, deeply thoughtful for a moment. "One of them men back there in the kitchen sho’ did shoot you up bad, didn’t they? You know I didn’t have nothin’ a-tall to do with it. Me, now, I was just a cryin’ black ape, too scared to lift a hand to fight!"
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SIX GUNS—SIX GRAVES!
A novel of Owlhoot Law
By ROE RICHMOND
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